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Executive Summary

In increasingly competitive job and graduate school markets, establishing a competitive

advantage overthe pool of other qualified applicants has never been more important. For
instance, all candidates nowadays for professional positions are likely to have some form of

portfolio detailing their relevant coursework, internships, and job-related skills. This is true for
students graduating from professionally oriented programs such as Engineering, Business, and
Education across the country. These portfolios detail applicants' strengths, job related

experiences, and technical skills, as described in an earlier section of this paper. Additionally, it
is evermore probable that other applicants will have equally strong GPAs andresume credentials,
so graduates must differentiate themselves on the basis of personality, experience, or other
factors.

To this end, the honors portfolio is presented as a tool that honors students can use to
differentiate themselves in the marketplace. An honors portfolio conceptualizes and
communicates the value in obtaining a well-rounded honors education. It contains documents

andevidence that support the student's holistic development through a diverse range of honors

experiences. On a functional level, it is a personal marketing tool that can be used as a real
source of competitive advantage in the marketplace when presented with already strong
professional portfolios and resumes.

The accompanying paperbegins by discussing the background for the project by

describing what the unique qualities of an honors education are. It then explores the Haworth
College of Business portfolio project and discusses the problem of conceptualizing an honors
education in this fashion. Next, the paper details a project completedfor the National Collegiate
Honors Council conference and outlines the basis for the portfolio project. Then the paper

discusses the honors portfolio in detail, describing more deeply the rationale and recommended

format. Finally, suggestions and concluding remarks are offered. The paper is followed by my
Haworth College of Business electronic portfolio, my example honors portfolio, and relevant
appendices.
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Introduction

This project is the result of my experiences as aLee Honors College (LHC) member at
Western Michigan University. The last four years have afforded me the opportunity to pursue an

interdisciplinary education by which Ihave amassed adiverse collection of learning experiences.

These pursuits have driven me academically, physically, and civically. Ihave been able to study
awide range oftopics, from the modern day dilemma of cultural diversity in organizations to
Dmitri Shostakovich's dilemma as a genius in Stalinist Russia. Additionally, I have learned the

laws and ways ofrugby and have experienced the camaraderie ofthe sport here and abroad.
Also, Ihave upheld my ethical duty as acitizen by serving others, both locally and throughout
the United States. It is by this diversity of experience that Ihave come to understand my world
and myself throughout the course ofmy education.

Conceptualizing my experiences in away that others can understand has been an issue I
have been thinking about throughout the course ofmy undergraduate career, and as I have

thought about this issue, I frequently find myself questioning what it was that made my
education different than the average student's. While Ibelieve there may be anumber of

qualitative differences and answers, Ican best sum up the nature ofmy education as "honors".
The diversity of experiences, the inquisitive nature ofmy thinking, and the connections Ihave
made with mentors—these qualities, I would argue, are characteristic ofwhat it means to
"achieve an honors education."

However, I should point out that there is a fundamental difference between "achieving an
honors education" and "being an honors student." While itseems that the LHC is the most likely
outlet for obtaining an intellectually diverse education, and thereby achieving an honors

education, itis by no means the only outlet. I would also argue that an unfortunately high
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proportion of LHC students do not truly "achieve an honors education," which is adifferent
problem beyond the scope of my thesis.

Throughout this paper I repeatedly differentiate between honors students and others. In
these instances, "honors students" refers generally to the types ofstudents who are "achieving

honors," or well-roundedness through their educations, whether they are members ofthe LHC or
not. When I mean to reference the specific pool of students who are members of the Lee Honors

College, Iwill specifically use the phrase "LHC students" or "LHC members." Additionally, in
this paper, the term "honors education" refers to akind ofintellectually diverse liberal arts
education and should not necessarily belimited to the educations achieved within the walls of
the LHC. Thus the discussion ofhonors versus non-honors students is not meant to be elitist; it

ismerely meant to serve as a basis for exploring the qualitative differences between two
educational styles.

Electronic Business Portfolio

As part ofmy required Haworth College ofBusiness coursework, I created an electronic

portfolio during my sophomore and junior years. It was meant to showcase my knowledge,
skills, and attitudes to potential employers. According to the HCoB Portfolio website, "The

overall purpose ofaportfolio is to work with your resume to convince and persuade people to be
interested inyou as a potential employee or student... Over time, your portfolio should provide
information and demonstrate skills you've developed through your course work and experiences

in outside activities" (http://www.hcob.wmich.edu/portfolio/introduction.html). The HCoB

Portfolio Advisory Team suggests that the portfolio contain the following sections: online
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resume, personal philosophy, internships/study abroad experiences, relevant academic projects,
and personal interests, family, etc.

The portfolio project was originally a required component of the BBA (undergraduate)
curriculum, but the College*found that it lacked theresources and support staffrequired to

properly manage it. Thus, the portfolio project is no longer required for graduation from the
HCoB BBA program, but it is still a required component ofthe baccalaureate writing class, BUS
370. According to the chairperson ofthe HCoB Assessment Committee, the portfolio is now
seen as a "self-managed" component of the BBA curriculum, whereby portfolios are not

monitored, but students are expected to maintain and add to their electronic portfolios as they

progress throughout their collegiate careers. The College still maintains minimum support for
the Project, which includes four staffmembers who regularly advise students about their
portfolios.

The original intent ofthe HCoB portfolio project is outlined in more detail inthe official
Executive Summary, which is included here for reference.

Purpose

The purpose ofthe required portfolio project for undergraduate business students is to foster
individual and professional growth. The portfolio will help students develop greater

responsibility for their own development through dynamic linkages among college courses, work
and internship experiences, individual expectations, academic majors and professional goals. The
portfolio is a cumulative project that chronicles important knowledge, skills and attitudes
developed throughout the student's education.
Audience

The intended audiences for the portfolio include students, faculty, graduate schools, prospective
employers, business partners and volunteer and service organizations.
Link to the BBA Degree

The portfolio supports the Haworth College of Business goal for its undergraduate program: "to
deliver the best undergraduate business program in Michigan and surrounding statesby the
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year 2006." The electronic portfolio will serve as one means of demonstrating student
achievement along the following dimensions: (a) to communicate effectively, (b) to understand
and use computer-based information systems; (c) to practice acceptable standards ofethical and
professional behavior, and (d) to participate in professional development activities. It is anongraded requirement for the undergraduate business degree program.
Portfolio Introduction

The concepts and elements for the student's creation ofthe electronic portfolio will occur in
several courses. The portfolio is briefly introduced to students in BUS 175, Business Enterprise,
afreshmen-level general education class. Additional guidelines for developing the portfolio
contents will be presented in BIS 142, Informational Writing, a second freshmen-level course.
Students also will be instructed in the development ofelectronic web pages in BIS 102/110, EndUser Computing. At the time of application for HCOB admission, transfer students will also be
advised ofthe means to create their portfolio. Additionally, business students with established

electronic portfolios will be available for consultation with freshmen and sophomores through a
variety ofstudent groups, including HCOB student organizations.
Portfolio Creation and Material

Students are responsible for creating and maintaining their own electronic portfolio. Several

required BBA core courses will make specific assignments that involve the student's electronic
portfolio. More importantly, students themselves will determine what material to include or
remove as their educational and professional development progresses.
Confidentiality

The college webmaster will install firewalls and other safeguards to ensure basic privacy and
protection ofportfolio material for students. However, given the open nature ofthe World Wide
Web, information ofapersonal nature is neither recommended nor required in the portfolio.
Each student will determine what parts ofthe portfolio are made available to external parties
through password protection or other security measures.
Formal Portfolio Review

Student portfolios will be reviewed twice. First, each student must present abasic portfolio with
specific content for admission to the business curriculum ofthe college. This first review by
faculty and staff usually will occur when the student has accumulated between 30 and 45 credit
hours and is applying for admission to the Haworth College ofBusiness. The second formal
review by the faculty usually will occur when the student has accumulated between 100 and 115
semester credit hours. This senior-level level review is required prior to graduation from the
college.

Required Portfolio Pages for HCoB Admission

During the first formal review, the student's electronic portfolio must contain the following
material: individual web page with educational goal statements, knowledge log related to general
academic course knowledge, skill log related to individual skill acquisition, an attitude log with a
statement ofbusiness philosophy, initial statement ofcareer goals with Bronco Jobs Plus
registration, and a home page with an e-mail link.

J
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?^^^?-?evSrRS^ufllSffl^P? portfolio must, at aminimum, contain the following:
revised and expanded material that was required forHCOB admission, a knowledge and skills
log related to their major field(s) of study, program option summary (internship, international
study, field research), professional resume including anyorganization or volunteer service, a
individual statement on business ethics and professional growth, and verification of completion
of an assessment instrument about the strengths and weakness of the Haworth College of
Business BBA degree program.

HCOB portfolio web site @: http://www.hcob.wmich.edu/portfolio

In sum, the HCoB Electronic portfolio project is geared toward helping students find and

prepare for positions in the professional world after graduation. As is evidenced by the College's
Executive Summary, it is very practically oriented, with its main emphasis on students'

knowledge, skills, and attitudes specific to the kinds of employment theyare seeking. For
instance, the Portfolio Advisory Team suggests that Marketing majors include "Papers showing

your ability to analyze market research and develop appropriate marketing and advertising
strategies." Similarly, the Team encourages the display of "projects demonstrating your ability
to analyze stock market trends and investment behavior" for Finance majors and"tax return

assignments that show your ability to prepare and/or analyze financial documents" for
Accountancy majors.

Given these suggestions, it is no surprise that as a General Business major, I had

difficulty finding suitable broad-ranging "General Business" kinds of projects to put into my
electronic portfolio. As is perhaps true of many honors students, my approach to my education
was more interdisciplinary, and even within the professional curriculum of business, I sought to

understand a wide range of disciplines. Thus, my coursework for my major includedupper level
classes in management, marketing, communications, and accountancy. No one project or

handful of projects can adequately"sum up" what it is I learned in total about business or the
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professional world by taking adiverse selection of classes. Of course, Icould have included an
example project or paper from every course Itook, but itseems to me that the portfolio should
highlight your best work, not serve as areceptacle for every paper ever written as an
undergraduate.

As I thought about the problem ofdisplaying "my best work" in aportfolio for public
consumption, itoccurred to me that my best work hasn't necessarily been represented by papers,

projects, and other required coursework. Given the nature ofthe education I've sought, I've
done my best writing and thinking outside ofclass, as I've explored topics ofparticular interest

more deeply and considered interrelationships across disciplines. Alook at my transcript reveals
course names like "Joan of Arc," "Germanic Myth, Hitler, and Wagner," and "Taoism" mixed

with expected doses of"Principles ofMicroeconomics" and "Organizational Competencies." To
the unknowing business practitioner, this record seems to suggest a lack ofseriousness and

professional direction because itdoes not follow semester-to-semester sequentially from
Accountancy I to Accountancy II through Advanced Methods inAccountancy. However, as

champions ofthe liberal arts well know, diversity ofcourse selection could, on the other hand,
suggest adegree ofintellectual curiosity and desire to become awell-rounded individual.
I knew that capturing the essence ofthe causal relationship between engaging myself ina

diversity ofexperiences and becoming a well-rounded individual would be difficult. Thus,

giving into the nature ofthe business electronic portfolio, I refrained from overtly attempting to
establish such connections that drew on this experiential diversity and instead attempted to

communicate the value in my education as recommended, through knowledge, skills, and

attitudes logs. A hard copy of my HCoB electronic portfolio is included withthis thesis as a
separate attachment.
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Even though my HCoB electronic portfolio didn't truly reflect my development as a wellrounded individual, I continued thinking about this problem of communicating the "value" of the

kind of education I was seeking. I knew that this problem had existed long before my time and

had to do with the changing notion that students attend large public universities to receive job

training in fields like engineering, education, and business, not necessarily to cultivate their lives
in a broad-minded way. However, this problem was not necessarily limited to students in
curricula like business; it was expressed by students studying everything from pre-med to pre

law to pre-kindergarten special education.

NCHC Project

I developed a more in-depth understanding of this problem in the spring of 2003, when
three other students and I examined the problem of low retention rates within the LHC. We

found that LHC students, in a wide variety of curriculums, were having difficulty valuing and

finding meaning in their honors experiences. Our study found that many students drop out of the
honors college because they "don't see any point in it," especially when the benefit of priority
registration becomes unnecessary after the first few years and demands on time and stress
increase. As our research unfolded, "not seeing a point" came to mean that students did not have

an understanding of how an honors education made them "better people." Just as I had a hard

time equating my experiences with professional value for my business portfolio, others were
having a hard time equating their honors experiences with personal value. What did "Joan of
Arc" have to do with a student who was studying engineering? What did the mathematics of

poetry have to do with my development as a well-rounded person? How are Taoism and
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organizational behavior related? Having not considered these questions, many honors students
we interviewed and surveyed failed to find meaning in theirhonors educations.

Inour November 2003 presentation atthe National Collegiate Honors Council (NCHC)

Conference inChicago, IL, we proposed a few solutions to this problem oflow perceived value

and subsequently low retention rates. One ofthe solutions we presented was to show students
the "bottom line value" in their honors educations by helping them realize theimportance of the

experience itself, which we argued was the greatest reward ofbeing an honors student. Being
exposed to amultitude ofopportunities, opposing viewpoints, and diverse course offerings are
just afew aspects ofthe honors experience, which, when accumulated over the course ofan
entire undergraduate education, add up to a great advantage over the typical student when it
comes to experiential, cultural, and intellectual development.

We argued that this qualitative difference in educational style between honors and non-

honors is the "point ofobtaining an honors education." We said, "Being amultifaceted human

being, who has an understanding ofavariety ofsubjects ranging from Investment risk to Indian
religion is part of[the] bottom line. It makes you more humane—a more ethical engineer, a
more informed teacher, [and] a more compassionate business leader." Would there have been a

Challenger explosion, an Enron scandal, oran invasion ofIraq if the executives involved were
made to challenge their moral fortitude during their time as undergraduates? The possibility that
the answer to this question could be"no" is enough of a moral imperative to pursue experiences
that promote well-roundedness and open-mindedness as anundergraduate student. However,
these characteristics, as developed through an honors education, can also become tangible
advantages in the "real world."
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Inincreasingly competitive job and graduate school markets, establishing a competitive

advantage over the pool of other qualified applicants has never been more important. For
instance, all candidates nowadays for professional positions are likely to have some form of

portfolio detailing their relevant coursework, internships, and job-related skills. This is true for
students graduating from professionally oriented programs such as Engineering, Business, and
Education across the country. These portfolios detail applicants' strengths, job related

experiences, and technical skills, as described in an earlier section ofthis paper. Additionally, it
is evermore probable that other applicants will have equally strong GPAs and resume credentials,
so graduates must differentiate themselves on the basis ofpersonality, experience, orother
factors.

We claimed in our presentation that this could bedone, that honors students could
differentiate themselves on thebasis of their experiences. However, the question of "how"

remains. How do you "show value?" How can you conceptualize and communicate the
advantages of obtaining an honors education?

Honors Portfolio

As an attempt to answer this question, I propose the honors portfolio Project as a means

ofconceptualizing and communicating the "value" in honors. As I suggest, the benefit oftaking
a variety ofclasses, studying abroad, and pursuing a variety ofintellectual challenges is that you
can become more aware of the world and its diversity, more communicative, and more conscious,

and inturn, these qualities make you better suited to solve problems and make a contribution

through leadership in today's complex world, which Plato argued was the aim ofintellectual
enlightenment.
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Yet, having an intrinsic understanding ofthe value in honors and demonstrating itto
others are two different things. However, the honors portfolio is meant to be atool that achieves
both ofthese things. Students can use the portfolio project to reflect upon their honors

experiences in connection with the broader world, and upon completion, it can serve as tangible
evidence of their intellectual development through a wide range of challenges and courses.

For a variety ofreasons, such as better access to financial resources, like undergraduate

research grants, and more challenging intellectual pursuits, like seminar style learning, it seems
that honors students tend tohave more diverse collegiate experiences than non-honors students,

which include interdisciplinary coursework, foreign study, and service learning. Completing an
honors education in addition to a professional curriculum gives graduates a balanced perspective

on the world and its complexity and better prepares them for solving problems and considering

diverse viewpoints. It has been my experience that the more ways in which aproblem is
approached, the better it is understood.

For example, as I have attempted to understand the issue ofcultural diversity, I have
viewed it from business, psychological, historical, anthropological, statistical, and literary

perspectives. Each ofthese disciplines has shed light on the complexity of the issue and has built
upon my previous understandings. This method ofinterdisciplinary learning is aresult of the
diverse course offerings and opportunities I have been afforded as an honors student. For

instance, my course on Germanic Myth, Hitler, and Wagner helped me understand the power that
mythology has in shaping human beliefs, and studying abroad in Europe helped me develop a
better picture ofour diverse Tower ofBabel origins. Thus, these honors experiences have
greatly contributed to my development as awell-rounded scholar ofcultural diversity because I
ambetterable to consider a variety of viewpoints and interdisciplinary solutions.
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A WMU honors education, like many liberal arts colleges across the country, prepares

graduates for the professional world and graduate studies by fostering "flexible, complex
thinking; problem solving; moral consideration; skepticism of faulty arguments; and tolerance
for new and complicated ideas. Given the volatile job market and the shifts in careers most

people currentlyexperience, those with strong thinking skills are more adaptable, and quicker to
catch on to an unfamiliar body of knowledge brought on by new technology, forays into different

marketplaces, and career switches" (Hope College,

http://www.hope.edu/admissions/academic/liberalarts.html). For these reasons, a well-rounded
education, like that provided by the LHC, is becoming "increasingly 'practical' in our global
society" (Hope College).

A recent article, "Preparing for Success on the Job," published on FastWeb.com, one of

the Internet's largest career and higher education scholarship resources, outlined nine of the most
important things college students can do before getting "out into the competitive reality of
today's job market":
Put Forth the Effort

Specialize and Generalize
Know a Second Language
Master Your Native Language
Keep Up Your Math Skills
Learn How to Use Computers
Be Part of a Club or Sport
Show That You're a Born Leader
Volunteer

(http://fastweb.monster.com/fastweb/content/focus/story/761 .ptml?ID=)
Interestingly enough, most of these suggestions are achieved in whole or in part by completing
an honors education, and they serve as an interesting basis for discussing the qualitative
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differences between honors and non-honors students when it comes to competing for jobs in the
marketplace.

As the article points out, "the difference between an average job candidate and one

employers want to hire is the ability to go above and beyond," which is essentially the

distinguishing characteristic between honors students and non-honors students. The thesis

project is agood example ofhow honors students "put forth the effort" and "go above and
beyond" the typical student. By following the thesis development, for example, from its

inception as aclass project in the junior year to further research in the summer to its culmination
in afinal publishable paper in the senior year, an honors student commits to an intense, and
sometimes lengthy, process ofintellectual inquiry and discovery, which is not typically faced by

undergrads. Additionally, faculty mentors encourage and challenge honors students to examine

the topic at hand from avariety of angles and levels, which often pushes the quality and scope of
the thesis beyond what is normally expected ofcollege seniors.

Another competitive advantage achieved through honors is the degree ofknowledge

obtained in terms of specificity and generality. This is of interest to employers because in order
"to do well in acareer, it's important that you learn everything about it," and also that you "take

classes outside of your area and read general interest newspapers [because] your outside interests
and well-rounded understanding ofworld events will impress [interviewers] and bring anew

perspective to your field." Hence, opportunities to conduct narrowly focused research with
honors faculty and take avariety of interdisciplinary courses every semester serve as means of
differentiation when it comes to understanding the "real world" interms ofgeneralities and

specifics. This is not to suggest that students who are not members of the LHC cannot achieve
the same ends in terms of understanding generalities and specifics; rather, it suggests that LHC
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students typically have better access to opportunities that lead to these kinds ofdiscoveries.
Perhaps, for this reason, it is fair to say that another fundamental difference between the LHC

experience and the typical experience is that within the LHC, students gain more exposure to

opportunities, such as seminars, volunteer opportunities, and cultural events, for developing their
well-roundedness.

Lastly, "employers like to see people with initiative and motivation," both ofwhich are

typically characteristic ofhonors students who enjoy volunteer work, take leadership positions
on campus, and actively engage themselves in small seminar discussions. These defining
characteristics are cultivated by the honors college culture, which promotes a spirit of inquiry

across disciplines, age ranges, and cultures. Students are regularly encouraged to meet with fulltenured professors to discuss ideas, debate, and seek advice; they are also challenged and

supported by one another inthe living-learning residence hall environment, and they, to
whatever degree itispossible, are urged to engage themselves civically and globally to gain a
better understanding ofthemselves and their relation to the world. This nurturing culture created
within the honors environment is one that naturally seems to breed active and motivated students,

which are just a few ofthe qualities that differentiate honors students from others as they enter
the workforce.

Documenting these kinds ofcharacteristics and experiences in an honors portfolio would

help honors graduates gain a"real advantage" over others in the marketplace. The portfolio
would strengthen their applications byproviding evidence and clarity of how the honors
experience has made them more prepared for the "real world".

The honors portfolio can be organized in any number of ways, but it should highlight the

student's development as a well-rounded individual. It can focus on a variety of aspects, from
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interdisciplinary coursework to leadership in service to the development ofworldviews. While
portfolios are sometimes used in schools to document personal growth and reflection, the honors

portfolio should be seen more as apiece of evidence showing how the honors experience has
enhanced the student's preparedness for his/her next step after WMU. This is not to suggest that

theprocess should be devoid ofintrospection, but rather that the final product, the honors

portfolio itself, should be targeted for public consumption. It should be seen as amarketing tool,
which should augment the student's professional portfolio and/or CV, and demonstrate how the
honors experience has promoted well roundedness, intellectual diversity, etc.
The exact sections contained within the honors portfolio will and should be different for

each student depending on his/her interests, experiences, and goals, but ingeneral, the honors

portfolio should be divided into sections highlighting the impact that the student's honors
experiences or skills developed have had on various relevant aspects ofhis/her development.
Each section should include a briefexplanation of its significance and supporting evidence such

as abstracts, pictures, and essays. For instance, a student may wish to include journal entries,

pictures, or asummary ofhis study abroad experience to illustrate how living in adifferent
country helped him understand what itmeans to embrace cultural diversity. Another student
may have been particularly involved inservice activities on campus, so she may want to

highlight her experiences by drawing out any relevant organizational and leadership skills that
she developed, in addition to describing the time commitment involved. A third student may
have spent her time as an undergrad taking a variety ofclasses, which when viewed on her
transcript seem random and haphazardly selected. She could use her portfolio as a means of

explaining what she has learned about interconnectedness across disciplines and explain how
having a broad view better prepares her to solve "real world" problems, which is perhaps the
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essence of the portfolio project itself. It is assumed that an honors graduate will have a different
resume than the average graduate, and the honors portfolio is, in a way, a necessary piece, which

explains the qualitative advantages of achieving an honors education. In sum, as these specific
examples illustrate, the portfolio should focus on communicating honors experiences in a way
that relates them to the student's future goals and the world at large.

The portfolio shouldbe kept to a manageable size so that its purpose as a personal

marketing tool is maintained. Thus, lengthy supporting evidence, such as term papers, should be
limited to abstracts and summaries only in the honors portfolio, and full-length documents

should be kept in a separate appendix binderor folder. In a traditional format, the portfolio is

probably bestpresented in a three-ring binder or presentation folder, but Online and interactive
formats would work as well. Ultimately, the student's style and creativity should dictate the
form and medium used.

For sake of example only, I provide a few loose outlines of possible portfolios:
Portfolio A

1)

Interdisciplinary Studies

2)
3)
4)

Research
Service
Cultural Experiences

Portfolio B

1)
2)
3)

Intellectual Curiosity
Passion
Ethical Development

4)

Environmental / CommunityAwareness (Local, Regional, Global)

Portfolio C

1)
2)
3)

Intellectual Diversity
Cultural Diversity
Experiential Diversity

Portfolio D

1)
2)

Overcoming Challenges
Interpersonal Growth
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3)
4)

Networking & Mentors
The Thesis Experience

The honors portfolio should not replace the capstone thesis, but it is likely that the thesis
will often be included as akey section in the portfolio due to its significance as amajor

undertaking. However, while the thesis is generally completed in the student's area of

specialization, the portfolio should encapsulate awide array ofexperiences, coursework, and
other pieces that contribute to the student's understanding ofhow his/her honors education
translates into the broader world.

Because the honors portfolio is apersonal tool, students should approach it with their

own professional goals in mind and tailor it to fit their own experiences and tastes. It should not
be viewed as an "assignment" that can be completed by jumping through aseries of necessary

hoops over agiven period of time. However, just as it is wise to practice free throws ifyou want

to improve your free throw percentage or have an internship ifyou want to gain job experience,
it is wise to seek out good honors experiences to enhance your honors portfolio, and, more
broadly, your life.

In away, just as an honors education is afour-(or more)-year process, so too is the

honors portfolio project. Students should see the portfolio as an opportunity to evaluate the ways
in which their honors experiences translate into "real life" skills, realizations, and encounters.

Thus, as learning is acontinuous process, students could begin this project as early as their first
semester. Itcould also be completed toward the end ofthe undergrad experience, as is my case,

and serve as ameans ofreflecting upon the ways in which an honors experience translates into
"real life" preparedness.
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Regardless ofthe way in which the portfolio project is undertaken and completed,
mentoring and guidance should be available to desiring students throughout the process. Just as

it was suggested as astep towards "bridging the gap" in the NCHC presentation, mentoring

would provide away for students to stay informed, focused, and motivated for the duration ofthe

process. Specifically, peer mentoring might give students aforum in which they could share
ideas, solve problems, and support the accomplishments of one another as they work to examine
interrelationships, build their minds, and create honors portfolios. Many possibilities regarding

the implementation ofthe portfolio project exist, and in its early stages, experimentation with the
process is probably just as important as portfolios themselves.

In sum, the honors portfolio is just one more tool to add to the toolbox. In the past, any

warm body with aBachelor's degree could get ajob or get into to grad school, but as times have

changed, graduates must become more qualified and creative to ensure their future success. In
this way, the honors portfolio gives graduates an edge by translating the honors experience into a
tangible source ofcompetitive advantage in the job market.

Reflection

The honors portfolio Icompleted as an example ofwhat the project could look like is
included as a supplementary piece. It contains six sections:
1. Intellectual Curiosity & Challenges

2. Interdisciplinary Coursework
3. Service Learning Should...
4. On Rugby...

5. Study Abroad

6. The Ongoing Living Learning Community

Each section contains an opening explanation and supporting evidence, which is outlined in
bullet form at the end of the explanation.
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The portfolio achieves its goal of communicating the "value" in honors by showing how

my diverse experiences have made me amore well-rounded individual. For instance, the

opening section portrays my young scholarly development and my eagerness to pursue academic
interests. This illustration ofhow I went "above and beyond" supports the notion that honors
students are hardworking and energetic.

The portfolio achieves the additional goal ofbeing apersonal marketing tool. It is
document that could supplement my resume and business portfolio in ajob interview. I would
be able to use itto explain how my well-rounded honors education makes me abetter job
candidate than the typical business major because, as I note in the second section, I've had "an

opportunity to examine the world in its true state, as acomplex, multifaceted system." This
advantage is communicated throughout the portfolio's contents.

Despite achieving the primary goals ofthe project, the portfolio Ihave included as an

example could be improved in anumber of ways. As it is, the portfolio is afairly plain and dry
document. It could be enhanced bythe use ofcolor, pictures, and other creative flourishes.

Additionally, in the age oftechnology, it seems abit unnatural for me to submit apaper portfolio,
and I think serious consideration should be given to future interactive online formats.

Finally and most importantly, I must strongly recommend that in the future this project be
assembled over the span ofseveral weeks or months instead ofin the brieftime frame I used. I

see no problem with completing the project towards the end ofthe undergraduate experience, but
there are serious drawbacks associated with attempting to complete theproject under the crunch

oftime, such as inthe final weeks ofthe semester. I was fortunate to have completed much of

the necessary writing and reflection before undertaking the project, but inmy experience, it is
difficult, at best, to devote the necessary reflective energies to any kind ofproject if it is
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crammed together too quickly. As I noted in an earlier section, this portfolio project should not
be viewed as an assignment that can be completed upon jumping through some requisite number

ofhoops. It must be pursued in the interest ofthe student, for the betterment ofhim/herself
In conclusion, it is my hope that this portfolio project will evolve into something that

honors students can use beyond their careers at WMU. By encouraging students to think about

their diverse experiences in terms ofreal value and long-term growth, the project aims to show
the outside world, and the students themselves, "the point in honors." Ifdone successfully, on a

college-wide scale, Iwould suspect that retention rates within the honors college would increase
as more students began to understand the qualitative value in honors. While the possibility of

large-scale change is exciting, Iam realistic in knowing that changes, especially internal ones, do
not happen quickly. Thus, Ipresent this project plan as aflexible guideline, which, when
implemented, should be experimented with, monitored, and changed over time.
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Online References

The Haworth College of Business Portfolio Project

• http://www.hcob.wmich.edu/portfolio

• http://www.hcob.wmich.edu/portfolio/introduction.html

"Preparing for Success on the Job"

• http://fastweb.monster.com/fastweb/content/focus/story/761.ptml?lT>

"What is liberal arts education?"

• http://www.hope.edu/admissions/academic/liberalarts.html

My HCoB Electronic Portfolio
Completed Fall 2002 for BUS 370 course requirement under Instructor Ms. Zahida Soomro

Aimee Jachym's Electronic Portfolio
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Aimee Jachym's Electronic Portfolio
Education

degrees inpursuit, classes I have taken, and examples ofmy schoolwork
Future Planning

remaining courses to be completed and a look ahead
Resume

a formal look at my achievements
Honors Thesis

a preview of my capstone undergraduate project to be completed during 2003-2004
Personal Essay

a brief look at my background and interests

Contact me with questions or comments at
aOjachym@wmich.edu
Created by: Aimee J. Jachym
Last updated: October 25, 2002

http://homepages.wmich.edu/~aOjachym/home.htm
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Knowledge Log
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Education

Degrees in Pursuit
a description ofmy dual-degree education in progress
Completed Courses
an outline of the classes I have taken
Schoolwork

examples ofpapers andprojects I have completed

http://homepages.wmich.edu/~aOjachym/ks.htm
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Degrees in Pursuit

Pa&e *°* 1

Degrees in Pursuit
Expected April 2004

Bachelor of Business Administration in General Business
Upon graduating from the Haworth College of Business, I will be able to understand essential business
knowledge, make effective business decisions, communicate effectively, understand and apply global
business knowledge and diverse perspectives, demonstrate an understanding of business operations and
product and process technology, understand and use computer-based information, systems, and
infrastructures, practice acceptable standards of ethical and professional behavior, and participate in
professional development activities. (Undergraduate Catalog 2001-2003, 128)

Bachelor of Arts in English with General Mathematics Minor
Upon graduating from the College of Arts and Sciences, I will have had an education in abroad range of
subjects covering the liberal arts areas and will have asolid understanding of English literature. In the
course of my studies, I will have developed superior reading comprehension and writing skills and will
be able to think and analyze critically. In addition, my studies in mathematics will enhance my ability to
solve problems and examine situations quantatatively.

http://homepages.wmich.edu/~aOjachym/degrees.htm
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Courses

PaSe 1 of 2

Completed Courses
Advanced Placement Credits

Schoolcraft Community College Credits
Fall 2000
Winter 2001

Fall 2001
Winter 2002

Spring/Summer 2002
Fall 2002

(* indicates Honors course)

ADVANCED PLACEMENT (21 credits)
CALCULUS AB

transferred as MATH 122 (4)

COMPUTER SCIENCE

transferred as CS 111 (4)

A

ENGLISH LITERATURE

transferred as ENG 105 (3)

U.S. HISTORY

transferred as (6)

STATISTICS

transferred as STAT 160 (4)

SCHOOLCRAFT COMMUNITY COLLEGE CREDITS (3 credits)
PSYCH 201

transferred as PSY 100 (3)

FALL 2000 (17 credits)
BUS 175
ECON 201

Business Enterprise (3)
Principles of Microeconomics (3)

HNRS 290*
MATH 123

Film, Fiction, and Moral Issues
(3)
Calculus II (4)

PHIL 201 *

Introduction to Ethics (4)

back to top of page

WINTER 2001 (17 credits)
ACTY 210

Principles of Accounting I (3)

http://homepages.wmich.edu/~aOjachym/courses.htm
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Courses

ECON 202 Principles of Macroeconomics (3)
MATH 230 Elementary Linear Algebra (4)
MUS 450* Music Appreciation : The Symphony
STAT 364

(3)
Statistical Methods (4)

FALL 2001 (17 credits)
ACTY 211

Principles of Accounting II (3)

BUS 270

Information and Communication Infrastructure
(3)
HNRS490* Joan of Arc (3)

MATH 190* Survey of Math Ideas (4)
MATH 272

Vector / Multivariate Calculus (4)

back to top of page

WINTER 2002 (19 credits)
ACTY 310

Financial Accounting I (3)

ENGL 321

American Literature II (3)

ENGL 410* Germanic Myth, Wagner, and Hitler
FCL 320

(4)
Business Finance (3)

MGMT 250 Organizational Behavior (3)
MKTG 250 Marketing Principles (3)

SPRING / SUMMER 2002 (2 credits)
ED 399

Field Experience
(2)

FALL 2002 (19 credits)
BUS 370

Integrated Communication in Business
(3)

BUS 375

Production and Service Productivity (3)

ENGL 442

Studies in Drama (4)

FCL 380

Legal Environment (3)

HNRS 490*

Taoism (3)

MGMT 410 Multinational Management (3)
back to top of page
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Schoolwork

These are some examples of research papers and essays I have written.

Shostakovich's Fifth Symphony: Dilemma of a Genius in Stalinist Russia
This twenty-nine page paper was selected as afinalistfor the national Portz Scholarship in 2001
through the National Collegiate Honors Council. It was presented at the Michigan Academy of
Science, Arts, and Letters Annual Meeting at Central Michigan University during the spring of
2002. [read abstract! [download]

• The Master and His Misogyny: Richard Wagner as an Antifeminist
This thirty-two page paper was written for my Honors ENGL 410: Germanic Myth, Wagner, &
Hitler class and will be presented at the Michigan Academy ofScience, Arts, and Letters Annual
Meeting atHope College in the Spring of2003. [read abstract! [download!

Diversity in Sony Corporation

This essay was part ofa longer project investigating the field oforganizational behavior within
Sony, [download!

Papers aredownloadable in Microsoft Word 2000 format.
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Future Planning
Remaining Courses

an outline of the classes I have left to take until graduation
A Look Ahead...

a briefessay on my post-graduate plans

http://homepages.wmich.edu/~aOjachym/future.htm
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Courses To Be Completed
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Remaining Courses
Tentative schedule:

Spring* 2003
Summer II* 2003
Fall 2003

Spring* 2004
HONORS THESIS

* In theFall of 2002, Western Michigan University renamed its semesters from Fall, Winter, Spring, and Summer to Fall,
Spring, Summer I, and Summer II.

SPRING* 2003 (17 credits)
ENGL 315

The Bible as Literature (3)

ENGL 320

American Literature I (3)

ENGL 540
GEOS 322
HPER 111
MGMT 353

Contemporary Literature (3)
Ocean Systems (3)
Healthy Living (2)
Organizational Competencies (3)

SUMMER II* 2003 (6 credits)

Will study atThe Center for European Studies (CES) at the University of Maastricht in the Netherlands
ECON

The Economics of European Integration (3)

BIS

Intercultural Communication (3)

back to top of page

FALL 2003 (13 credits)
ECON 410

Labor Economics (3)

ENGL 331

British Literature II (3)

MKTG 475

International Marketing (3)

PHYS 106

Stars and Galaxies (3)

http://homepages.wmich.edu/~aOjachym/coursesleft.htm
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PHYS 110
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Stars and Galaxies Lab (1)

SPRING* 2004 (13 credits)
BUS 475

Strategic Business Solutions (3)

ENGL 472

American Dialects (4)

FCL 442

International Finance (3)

CHEM 190 Chemistry in Society (3)
back to top of page

HONORS THESIS

My honors thesis will be completed during my last two semesters. Its working title is Experiences.
Here and There, Abroad and Within. For more information visit my thesis page.
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A Look Ahead...
At the moment, it is unknown where my travels will take me upon graduation from Western Michigan

University. I will take my two degrees- a Bachelor ofArts in English and a Bachelor ofBusiness
Administration in General Business- and make the most of them. I have considered the possibilities of

further study in law school, graduate work in English, and doctoral studies in organizational behavior.
In addition I have thought about serving in the Peace Corps and traveling the world before I settle into a
career. At the same time, I could very well find a job that suits me well upon graduation and pursue a
career in industry or the non-profit sector.

It is likely that I will prepare for and take the LSAT, GMAT, and/or GRE. The scores I receive on these
exams will help to narrow the decision making process as I look towards graduate studies. However, I
know that test scores are not the endall of my future, and I hope to continue to follow my dreams and

aspirations, wherever they may take me. For the time being, I hope to make the most of my
undergraduate experience and let my discoveries and passions dictate my future.

You may find me someday working as aprofessor at aresearch institution or as an agent with the FBI or
as a volunteer in the Peace Corps. But then again who knows... I may justbe a forever student.

http://homepages.wmich.edu/~aOjachym/ahead.htm
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[printable resume] [scannable resumel

Aimee J. Jachym
aOjachym@wmich.edu

Education

Community Service, Leadership. & Work Experience
Communication Skills

ComputerSkills
Honors & Activities

Education

Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, MI
Graduation expected April 2004
Bachelor of Business Administration in General Business

Bachelor of Arts in English
Minor in mathematics

Medallion Scholar: the university's most prestigious undergraduate scholarship
Lee Honors College Member
Cumulative GPA: 3.78/4.00

Dean's List every semester

Research interests in managing cultural diversity in organizations

Plymouth Canton High School, Canton, MI
• Diploma Awarded, June 2000
• Valedictorian of 600+ graduating class
• Cumulative GPA: 4.21/4.00

. National Honor Society

. Earned 24 credits towards college in the following areas: statistics, calculus, computer

programming (C++), English, American History, and psychology.
• Endorsed by the State ofMichigan as proficient in English, mathematics, science, and social
studies.

. Senior year independent study in Computer Science, worked on a word object using dictionaries
as data, looked at a work-shift scheduling problem, tested the statistical software package
"FATHOM" for possible use in middle school and high school classrooms.

. Capstone project in English: 25 page term paper on author Jane Austen's times as reflected in
Pride and Prejudice.
back to top
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Community Service, Leadership, & Work Experience
Orientation Student Leader, Office of Admissions and Orientation, Western Michigan
University, Kalamazoo, MI.

?nn?

• Participated in afour-week intensive leadership training class
• Facilitated small groups of first-year students
• Led campus tours

• Welcomed over 5000 first-year students and families to the University.
Visual Ensemble Instructor, Kent City High School Marching Band, Kent City, MI.
2001 -

current

• Teach students proper marching and movement techniques in order to achieve the
highest levels of individual and group success as possible.
Co-Site Leader & Team Member, Alternative Winter Experience, Western Michigan
University, Kalamazoo, MI.

2001 -

current

• Organize, plan, and lead a weeklong service trip in December
• Workclosely with another co-site leader and eight other people, whom we select, to
complete our team

MATH 123: Calculus II Supplemental Instructor, Academic Skills Center. Western
Michigan University, Kalamazoo, MI
• Attended MATH 123 class to serve as a model student

• Led four weekly review sessions to help other students understand the material
• Prepared lesson plans and handouts for each review session
Webmaster, Kalamazoo Women's Rugby Football Club. Kalamazoo, MI.
2000current

• Developed and maintain club website
• Implemented and facilitate mass e-communication info service
• Coordinate Internet-based fundraising projects and advertising
General Store Clerk, Busch's Marketplace. Plymouth, MI.

19982002

• Experienced in nearly every department and aspect of the retail grocery environment
• Responsibilities included training new associates, transferring inventory, shelving and
pricing merchandise, operating a cash register, and maintaining a high level of
customer service

• Named the corporate 2000 Best Bagger; placed fifth in the Michigan Best Bagger
Contest, representing all Busch's locations.
back to top

Communication Skills
• Oral skills developed through work experiences, as a panelist during annual Medallion
Scholarship competitions, and via class presentations.
• Written skills best evidenced by undertaking of major projects:

http://homepages.wmich.edu/~aOjachym/resume.htm
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- researched and wrote a thirty-page term paperentitled Shostakovich's Fifth Symphony: Dilemma

ofa Genius in Stalinist Russia in 2001 for submission to the National Collegiate Honors Council
and presented it Spring 2002 at the Michigan Academy of Arts and Sciences conference.
- researched and wrote a thirty-five page term paper entitled The Master and His Misogyny:
Richard Wagner as an Antifeminist, plans for presentation in the works.
back to top

Computer Skills
• Can operate in both Windows and Macintosh environments
• Programming experience in C++, HTML, and Basic
• Proficient in Microsoft Office applications and Adobe Photoshop
back to top

Honors & Activities
• 2002: Initiated into Golden Key National Honor Society, Alpha Kappa Mu National Honorary

Society, and Omicron Sigma Lambda Orientation Fraternity; Lee Honors College Peer Advisor.
• 2001: National Portz Honors Scholarship Finalist; initiated into the Alpha Lambda DeltaNational
Honorary Society; Lee Honors College Mentor; Detroit Rugby Football Club; intramural indoor
soccer.

• 2000: Michigan Merit Award Scholarship; WMU Achievement Scholarship; University of
Michigan Regent's Grant; Woman's Club of Plymouth Scholarship - Highest Honors; WMU
Women's Rugby Team.
back to top
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My Honors Thesis
Experiences: Here and There, Abroad and Within*

In the time that I have been a student at WMU, it has become increasingly clear that my education has

not been limited to classroom experiences. In fact, I would argue that a majority of my learning has

gone on outside ofthe classroom and largely, outside of academic endeavors. My Honors thesis will
culminate in a final project which will draw on a wide range of my undergraduate experiences as an
Honors student. It will serve as an example for future Honors students of what an Honors education can
entail both in terms of academic and extracurricular work. Experiences tentatively included as pieces in
my Honors thesis will be:

• playing rugby at WMU, September 2000 - current

• researching and writing a paper entitled "Shostakovich's Fifth Symphony: Dilemma of a Genius in
Stalinist Russia", Spring 2001

• teaching high school marching band in Kent City, Michigan, Fall 2001 & 2002

• going to Altamont, Tennessee with Alternative Winter Experience, December 2001
• researching and writing a paper entitled "The Master and His Misogyny: Richard Wagner as an
antifeminist", Spring 2002

• touring Ireland with the women's rugby team, May 2002
• working as an Orientation StudentLeader, Summer 2002

• working on a project on cross-cultural diversity dimensions in domestic organizations, October
2002 - April 2003

• leading an Alternative Winter Experience service trip to Alamosa, Colorado, December 2002
• studying at the University of Maastricht in The Netherlands, July - August 2003
• life inside the classroom

• life outside the classroom

http://homepages.wmich.edu/~aOjachym/thesis.htm
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* working title
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Personal Essay
I decided to come to Western Michigan University after a briefcollege search. I applied to two schools,

the University ofMichigan - Ann Arbor and WMU. After being accepted to both schools in December
ofmy senior year atPlymouth Canton High School, I weighed my collegiate options. I decided I wanted
to immerse myself in an environment where I could be challenged and where I could receive
individualized attention. After visiting WMU in February, I realized that my decision was made. WMU's

Haworth College ofBusiness, College ofArts and Sciences, and Lee Honors College, most importantly,
were environments in which I could thrive and grow as an undergraduate.

Three years after my decision to come to WMU, I have attained senior status by amassing 96 credit
hours between course work here and the AP credits I transferred from high school. It is difficult, at best,

to summarize or describe my experiences during my time here, but I hope that my electronic portfolio
serves as a glimpse into the life I have led here.

I have strived to immerse myself in quality experiences in and out of the classroom by becoming an
active member on campus. I have been involved playing rugby (including a tour to Ireland),

volunteering with Alternative Winter Experience, and teaching high school marching band. This past
summer I made my ultimate commitment to the University by serving as an Orientation Student Leader.
I became intimately familiar with the ins and outs of campus life and the workings of the University, and
I was able to give a small piece ofmyself back to an institution that is responsible for so much ofwho I
have become.

Upon enrolling at WMU, I accepted the Dwight B. Waldo Endowed Medallion Scholarship and agreed
to give ofmyself to this University- an agreement called the Medallion Ethic. The Medallion
Scholarship is the highest honor an incoming freshman can receive atWMU, and the University
community expects a contribution to be made by each scholar. The contribution I have vowed to make is
present throughout my regular activities on campus. I have agreed to give ofmyself passionately to the
activities in which I partcipate, and as such, I am bettering myself, this University, and the community in
which I live. It is this Medallion Ethic that has challenged me to apply for research grants, pursue study

abroad experiences, and strive for the highest level ofexcellence in all places, even on the rugby pitch.

http://homepages.wmich.edu/~aOjachym/personal.htm
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Welcome!

The contents ofthis portfolioare a reflection ofmy diverse experiences as an undergraduate at
Western Michigan University. As a LeeHonors College member, I have been afforded the
opportunity topursuean interdisciplinary education bywhich I have amasseda wide range of

learning experiences. My transcripts render only apartialstory ofmy educationaljourney as a

dual degree student ofBusiness and English. To understand the realvalue in the kind of
education I have obtained, I invite you toperuse the pages thatfollow...

Intellectual Curiosity & Challenges

Looking backon four years of college, it seems thatmy true undergraduate education
didn't begin until halfway through my first year. At the point in time, I realized that I was

longing to break from the typical student routine of food, sleep, and class, and I was interested in

finding a new outlet for my energies. I began my search byemailing the LHC Dean inJanuary,
and he referred me to myhonors seminar professor, the Assistant Dean of the College. While I
was informed that while there were a multitude of things that could cure my boredom, what I

really should be seeking was an outlet that would provide intellectual development. I was

reminded of the fundamental difference between being busy and being engaged. It turns out
what I was really seeking was not some form of busy work but an intellectual challenge.
The result of these conversations was thatthe five-page paper I was writing formy class
on music appreciation of the symphony evolved into a thirty-page work on Dmitri

Shostakovich's artistic dilemma as a genius in Stalinist Russia. We submitted the paper to a
national honors essay competition, and it received an honorable mention, whichwas an unusual

feat for a freshman paper, I was later informed. The following documents detail the progress of
this project from its early beginnings to the final product:

•

Email to Dr. Reish, thenDean of the Lee Honors College; January 2001

• Email to Dr. Martell, Assistant Dean of the LeeHonors College; February 2001
•

Response email from Dr. Martell; February 2001

•

Final paper abstract; June 2001

• Email from Dr. Jerry Reeck, Director of the Honors Program at Kansas State University;
August 2001

An Honors Portfolio

Aimee J. Jachym

Western Michigan University
Bachelor of Business Administration in General Business
Bachelor of Arts in English
April 2004
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From:
To:
Sent:

<kwrfc@hotmail.com>
<john.martellj'r@wmich.edu>
Thursday, February 08, 2001 4:10 PM

Subject:

opportunities and references

Dr. Martell,

I was pointed in your direction by Dr. Reish, who told me that youmight have some opportunities for
me with which I might challenge myself and take an active interest in my education. I expressed to Dr.
Reish a concern that I was spending much of this semester bored in class and without many challenges
in or out of the classroom. As we learned through works read in your class last semester, boredom is
often a bad thing... I find myselflacking the stimulation that I had last semester while I was actively
engaged in myhonors cluster withyou andDr. Ellin. I've reached the point in my curricula, business
and statistics, where I find myself taking basic and intro classes. I'm fortunate in that I have usually
found this type of schoolwork easy and relatively painless. Eventhough I am engaged in 17hours of
classroom credit, I find myself doing half to a quarter of that amount of study... I made a conscious
decision last year, even before I knew I was coming to Western, in promisingmyself that I would
engage myself in studies, challenge myselfin and out of the classroom, and seekthe highest quality of
education afforded to me. A year later, I find myself not doing these things and am thus disturbed by
myown action and inaction. Dr. Reish suggested that you might have some opportunities for me in
which I might employ some of my talents and fill some of my timewith meaningful and/or productive
activity... Please let me know if any opportunities arise.

Myother reason forwriting is to askyour permission for the use of yourname as a reference for a few
positions that I amlooking into for the summer months. I'mthinking of applying for an internship with
Ford Motor in the statistics department or an internship with D&W or Busch's (Ann Arbor) in food
marketing. I thought I might take the summerto spend a little time thinking about what I'm really
interested in and what kind of paths are available to me. An internship in one of these areas might help
to narrow (or broaden) my choices.

As always, thank you for your time. I'm looking forward to seeing you this Saturday andnext at the
Medallion competitions.
Aimee J. Jachym
2000 Medallion Scholar

kwrfc@hotmail.com
6-1153

4/14/2004
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From:
To:
Sent:

Subject:

"John Martell" <john.martellJr@wmich.edu>
<kwrfc@hotmail.com>
Thursday, February 08, 2001 4:46 PM
Re: opportunities and references

Hi Aimee,

Very pleased to hear from you. About the second point, first. Yes.
Please use me as a reference. I would be happy to support you in
getting summer internships or other positions.
Now, the main issue. I am not surprised that you are not as

challenged as you might be. I thought even in class that you wanted
to be challenged to think and examine issues that would be
stimulating. Actually, I was somewhat surprisedto find you in
business. You impressed me as someone who would go to medical school
and join Doctors Without Borders and travel to interesting places
around the world.

I would like to have you come in and talk to me about your
background and interests. Then we can think through some
possibilities. Are you doing any research papers at the moment? Do
you have something from last semesterthat you would like to
develop? I am thinking of the National Honors College Portz Grant
contest. We have only had one winner. Last year. He was a student of
mine. I think with the right subject and some energy you might win
it—if* not this year, perhaps in a year or two.
Come in and see me Aimee and we can talk it all over.

Best,
JM

Dr. John Martell
Assistant Dean

Lee Honors College

Western Michigan University
Kalamazoo, MI 49008
Phone: 616.387.3235
Fax: 616.387.3903

>» Aimee Jachym <kwrfc@hotmail.com> 02/08/01 03:10PM >»
Dr. Martell,

I was pointed in your direction by Dr. Reish, who told me that you
might

have some opportunities for me with which I might challenge myself
and take

an active interest in my education. I expressed to Dr. Reish a
concern that

I was spending much of this semester bored in class and without
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many

challenges in or out of the classroom. As we learned through works
read in

yourclass last semester, boredom is often a bad thing... I find
myself

lacking the stimulationthat I had last semesterwhile I was
actively

engaged in my honors cluster withyou and Dr. Ellin. I've reached
the point

in my curricula, business and statistics, where I find myself
taking basic
and intro classes. I'm fortunate in that I have usually found this
type of

schoolwork easy and relatively painless. Even though I am engaged
in 17

hours of classroom credit, I find myself doing half to a quarter of
that

amount of study... I made a conscious decision last year, even
before I

knew I was coming to Western, in promisingmyself that I would
engage myself

in studies, challenge myself in and out of the classroom, and seek
the

highest quality of education afforded to me. A year later, I find
myself

not doing these things and am thus disturbed by my own action and
inaction.

Dr. Reishsuggested that you might have some opportunities for me
in which I

might employ some of my talents and fill some of my time with
meaningful

and/or productive activity... Please let me know if any
opportunities arise.

My otherreason for writing is to ask yourpermission for the use
ofyour

name as a reference for a few positions that I am looking into for
the

summermonths. I'm thinking of applying for an internship with
Ford Motor

in the statistics department or an internship with D&W or Busch's
(Ann

Arbor) in food marketing. I thought I might take the summer to
spend a

little time thinking about what I'm really interested in and what
kind of

paths are available to me. An internship in one of these areas
might help
to narrow (or broaden) my choices.

As always, thank you for your time. I'm looking forward to seeing
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you this

Saturday and next at the Medallion competitions.
Aimee J. Jachym
2000 Medallion Scholar

kwrfc(gihotmail.com
6-1153
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Shostakovich's Fifth Symphony

Dilemma of a genius in Stalinist Russia
Aimee J. Jachym

Western Michigan University
6 June 2001

During the Great Terror, no one was safe from Stalin's purges, and a general
sense of fear was felt by the entire nation. This is the world in which Dmitri
Shostakovich lived and in which he was expected to compose music. After the success

Lady Macbeth an article appeared in Pravda denouncing the opera and the artist. From
that point forth, Shostakovich's life was in great danger, and he knew it. He was in dire
need of the full rehabilitation of his status. In order to do this, Shostakovich had to

prove to the Partythat his music had changed to conform to Socialist Realism, the only
acceptable art form. The answer to this dilemma was his Fifth Symphony. The officials
eventually embraced his work as an exemplary socialist realist work. Butothers did not.
Friends and some other critics of Shostakovich heard dissidence in the work, but this

was not openly discussed because of the fear of being caught and punished. It was not
until 1979, when Solomon Volkov published Testimonythat new information on

Shostakovich came pouring out of Russia. Volkov's work was, and remains, highly
controversial, but it makes the argument that Shostakovich was a dissident, not a

conformist. Before then, published critics commonly believed that Shostakovich was a

loyal communist supporter. Whatever the case may be, Shostakovich's Fifth Symphony
was an important work for the development and continuation of his career. The debate
for Shostakovich as a communist supporter or dissident can be examined in terms of

specific and political contexts, musical form, and contemporaneous and modern
reactions from critics and scholars. It is an intensely fought debate, which has been

raging for over 20 years, and still no decisive conclusion has been reached.
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From:
To:
Sent:
Subject:

"Gerald Reeck" <jreeck@queenbee.artsci.ksu.edu>
<kwrfc@hotmail.com>
Wednesday, August 08, 2001 3:15 PM
your Portz essay

Dear Aimee:

My name is Jerry Reeck, and I run the Honors Program in the
College of Arts and Sciences at Kansas State University.
I serve on the Portz Committee for NCHC. With Dr. O'Donnell's

approval and encouragement, I'm writing to congratulate you on
yourextraordinary essay on Shostakovich. It was a fine piece of
work and quite remarkable given that you wrote it in your freshman
year. You might wonder why you didn't win a Portz award, and
that's because we had ten marvelous finalists and not all could win!

I'mwriting to encourage you to rework your essay and submit again
for the Portz competition. Most submissions come from seniors
who, obviously, can'tresubmit. You're in an enviable situation in
that you can -- if, of course, your institution chooses your essay
again nextyear (or the year after -- or the year after!!).

Although I'm a biochemist, I'm also verymuch interested in and
involved in music. I would be more than happy to provide you with

some suggestions or feedback on your essay if you wanted that.
Just let me know.

Sincerely yours,
Gerald Reeck
Associate Dean

Director, Honors Program

Professor of Biochemistry
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Interdisciplinary course work

Interdisciplinary coursework involves the study of a particular subject from a variety of
angles and disciplines. For instance, in my MATH 190: Survey of Mathematical Ideas honors

seminar, we studied mathematics using a wide range of topics including poetry, paintings, and
sports. Each one of these topics shed new light on certain mathematical concepts such as
patterns, set theory, and graph theory. A variety of approaches to a single topic can enhance the

learning experience and make the subject at hand understood from a 360-degree vantage point.
Whether by establishing connections between figures and themes throughout history or
by viewing business through the lens of Eastern philosophy, interdisciplinary pursuits have
challenged me to think about the world's complexity and interconnectedness. Often times when
subjects are viewed independently, they become oversimplified and lose their greater value.

Mathematics is a good example. Calculus by itself is fairly meaningless, save the philosophical

perspective; however, as engineering and the modern sciences have shown, the practical
applications of calculus are boundless. Interdisciplinary studies have given me an opportunity to
examine the world in its true state, as a complex, multifaceted system. The enclosed documents
are products of the interdisciplinary education I have sought:

•

Excerpts from "Mathematics and John Cage's Work in the American Experimental
Musical Tradition," for Honors Math 190: Survey of Mathematical Ideas; November
2001

•

"Taoist Ideas in Today's Corporate World" paper abstract, for Honors 490 Seminar on
Taoism; December 2002

•

"The Master and His Misogyny: Richard Wagner as an antifeminist" paper abstract, for
ENGL 410: Germanic Myth, Wagner, and Hitler; June 2002
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Excerptsfrom "Mathematics and John Cage's Work in the American Experimental Musical Tradition"

Aimee J. Jachym

Western Michigan University
MATH 190

Instructor: A.T. White

November 28, 2001

In September 2001, Professor A.T. White's honors Math 190 course, entitled "Survey of
Mathematical Ideas," beganwith an assignment in which students wereto write a paragraph

describing a favorite intellectual act and to give anopinion about whether the activity was a

process ofdiscovery orinvention. During a later class period, the assignment was discussed, and
some of the class made the case for discovery and others for invention. Surely there is no

universally correct answer, so it was no surprise that the class did not come to a consensus.
Likewise, mathematicians do not agree on the subject. For instance, some thinkNewton
invented calculus; others say he discovered it. Did calculus always exist, and was Newton

merely the first to uncover it? Or, did Newton think up a brand new idea, thus inventing what
we know as calculus? George Polya offers the following:
A great problem means a great discovery, butthere is a grain of
discovery in the solution of any problem. Yourproblem maybe modest,
but if it challenges your curiosity and brings into play your inventive
faculties, and if you solve it by yourown means, youmay experience the
tension and enjoy the triumph of discovery (qtd. in White Coursepack c)

Polya makes the case for discovery inmathematics, but he also mentions certain "inventive
faculties," suggesting a combination of both discovery and invention. Artists share the debate on
invention versus discovery. Did Michelangelo invent or discover his famous David statue? His

own opinion was that thework was an act of discovery, and he was merely using tools to carve
out something that was already there. Others find this idea preposterous- claiming that artwork
is invented from within (White lecture).

Some twentieth-century artists would agree with Michelangelo.
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Excerptsfrom "Mathematics and John Cage's Work in the American Experimental Musical Tradition"
In general, experimental artists initiate processes because theyare
interested in results as 'discoveries.' They approach the making of art as

an experiment thatbegins with a problem thatis eventually resolved;
hence their labeling as 'experimental.' The emphasis is on an open-

ended approach, where the artist does notproceed with a set goal inmind
(Shultis xvii).

The term experimental, as applied to art, developed out ofthe nineteenth and twentieth
centuries when some artists tried to place more emphasis on theprocess of doing art than on the

end result. Experimental artists existed in all areas of art butprimarily in music and literature...

Experimental music is vastly different from the traditional classical style ofmusic
familiar to many listeners. Experimental music is less melodic, making it more abstract in
nature... One such example of anartist inthis genre is John Cage, anAmerican composer who
lived from 1912 until 1992... He used his works of music to experiment with the ideas of

musical time and continuity. Whether he knew it or not, Cage employed highly mathematical
ideas in his music, which canbe examined to provide insight on some of the connections
between experimental music and mathematics.

Cage was best known for his piano composition 4'33 ", inwhich a pianist is instructed to

"play" by counting precisely four minutes and 33 seconds ofmusical rests. In keeping with the
experimental nature ofhis genre, Cage was concerned with the process ofcomposition and

performance in his discoveries (or inventions, depending on how his work isinterpreted). He
focused on"following a method of observation without intentionally drawing conclusions"

(Shultis 5), which at times, makes his work seem more scientific than musical. The purpose of
4 '33 "was to force the listenerto pay attention to the silence, or lack thereof, and make
observations for his self or her self. Cage's "experiments [music] do not require human

imposition; they simply require observation" {Ibid. 29). Often times innon-experimental music,
the listener is not forced to listen critically, because the notes and melodies are presented in an all
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too clean and obvious fashion; the listener does not have to listen independently, making it a

very passive activity. Cage's work forced audiences to become active listeners.
This idea relates to mathematics in that it, too, is very active- as it is very difficult to learn

and/or appreciate mathematics passively. "As in athletics, music, art, and writing, the student
learns by doing [mathematics] rather than by watching" (Rahn). For this reason, courses such as
MATH 190 focus "on the active participation of students in discovering and communicating
mathematical ideas" (White Coursepack a).

John Cage employedseveral fundamental mathematicalideas and concepts in his musical

compositions. The following provides a sampling: "For Cage, parameters otherthan pitch have
to be considered, and 'each aspect of sound.. .is to be seen as a continuum'; therefore...pitches

[should] be represented 'by points in a multidimensional space'" (Kostelanetz Writings 109).
The ideas of "parameters," "continuum," "points," and "multidimensional space" are all

mathematical concepts. Themostinteresting of these ideas, when it comes to describing music,
is multidimensional space. How can music, which is essentially sound, exist in multiple
dimensions? Would it be possible to model music in four-space, if such a thing existed?

Cage's model of harmony, that is of pitches as "points in a multidimensional space," has
led to "the conquest of the 'horizontal' dimension of melody" (Kostelanetz Writings 109),

meaning that musical notes arenot seen merely as one successive point after another lined up on
a piece of manuscript paper. Cage "blurs the order of succession of musical events," and in
doing so, he gets "rid of the spatial-visual measuring device of the horizontal line" {Ibid. 110).
"One may find.. .expressed as if in a nutshell, the essence of Cage's doctrine of de-linearized

continuityin the well-known formula 'interpenetration without obstruction'" {Ibid., 111). This
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phrase "interpenetration without obstruction", which describes Cage's idea of verticalmusical
time, also seems to describe a mathematical object: the Klein Bottle.

A Klein Bottle is a representation of a mobius strip in three dimensions. While a two-

dimensional mobius strip requires three dimensions to be depicted, a true Klein Bottle, similarly,

would require four dimensions to be depicted accurately. However, the universe, as we know it,

has only three dimensions with which to work. What the Klein Bottle tries to depict in three-

space is preciselythat interpenetration of the surface trying to pass through itself without a hole,
without obstructing itself anywhere else, which is only possible in four-space. Somehow,

though, in a three-dimensional world, Cage manages to compose music by arrangingnotes in a
fashion that achieves his requirement of "interpenetration without obstruction". If Cage's music

were to be modeled by any mathematical object, one might choose the Klein Bottle to show the
relationships between notes and their relationships with space, time, and other parameters...
In conclusion, the case for acts of discovery can be made in mathematics and John Cage's

experimental music, and in serious inquiry, interesting connections can be made between the two
subjects. Both Cage's music and mathematics require active participation and self-discovery
from their audiences. John Cage employed highly mathematical ideas, presumably with a degree
of awareness, in his compositions and furthered the space-time debate within music by

developing the idea of vertical time through the de-linearization his melodies...
It is also interesting to note that Schoenberg, a contemporary of Cage, adds fuel to the
unsettled debate over discovery or invention. He describes Cage: "He's not a composer, he's an

inventor - ofgenius'" (Griffiths 108). While it seems that composing experimental music would
be largely an act of discovery, (since experiments generally lead to discoveries as in science)
there is a large amount of truth in Schoenberg's statement.
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Taoist Ideas in Today's Corporate World
Aimee J. Jachym
HNRS 490 / REL 500

Professor Timothy Light
December 3, 2002

In today's society of home remedies, new age cures, and the search for anything
to make life a little easier to live, it seems that Taoism has become a free marketplace

template. Agoogle.com search for "Tao of (in quotes) produces 117,000 results, many
of which are pages linking to subjects that have absolutely nothing to do with Taoism.

Due to the popularity and accessibility of the Tao Te Ching, Taoism's foundational work,
Taoism, as both practice and philosophy, has been related to almost any imaginable

subject encompassing titles such as The Tao of Physics and The Tao of Pooh. The
attraction to Taoism seems to be grounded in its inherent simplicity and tranquility—

qualities which appeal to a wide variety of subjects and disciplines.

The purpose of this paper is to create a new assessment of Taoism cast under

the light of the corporate business world. Of all of the disciplines to embrace Taoism as
a metaphor, the business world has certainly been one of the biggest. Without the
intention of subscribing to the cliched romantic picture of Taoism, this issue will be

investigated by using a variety of sources on both Taoism and organizations. The goal
is to assess the usefulness ofTaoism as a business practice by looking at how its

thought has been manifested by leaders and their organizations today. Core Taoist
ideas such as balance, interconnectedness, and wu-wei (nothingness) will be examined.

The Master and His Misogyny:

Richard Wagner as an antifeminist
Aimee J. Jachym
Lee Honors College
Western Michigan University
June 7, 2002

So much attention has been placed on Richard Wagner's anti-Semitism and the influence he had
.onHitler and the Third Reich that little notice has been given to his other more latent, conservative,

extremistideas. One such viewpoint was his misogynistic outlook on life, which he shared with many of

his contemporaries. This disdain of women is often overlooked when the numerous relationships he had

are studied. Wagner was creating his operas during the 19th century- a time ofthe rising middle classes in
Europe, as political, economic, and social changes took place. Duringthis era, antifeminism was a
common sentiment; it was even held by prominent thinkers such as Arthur Schopenhauer and Friedrich
Nietzsche.

Studying the women in Wagner's life should shed light on the company with which Wagner
lived, and help to explainthe types of womenwho fascinated, repulsed, and frightened him. Wagnerused
these women, or his concept of them, to illustrate his Weltanshauung, philosophy of life, through his
music.

Wagner's illustrations of female charactersin his operas support the position that he was
antifeminist. Wagner saw women as objects with which he could create his Gesamtkunstwerk, his total
artwork of the future. They were merely a means to his creative end. With this in mind, the real thesis in

this paper is that there can be little doubt that the womenportrayed in Wagner's works were heavily
influencedby the women in his life. In the spirit of scholarly investigation, four of his most significant
works: Der Fliegende Hollander, Lohengrin, Parsifal, and Der Ring des Nibelungen will be examined
alongside three of the most prominent, influential, and exploited women in his life: Minna Wagner,
Mathilde Wesendonck, and Cosima Wagner in order to discuss the misogynistic tendencies of Richard
Wagner.

Excerpts from Orientation Student Leader Application

2)
Explain why you want to be an Orientation Student Leader, and discuss the
qualities that you possess that would make you a successful Orientation Student
Leader.

...One reason is for the opportunity to help and serve others. I believe that Orientation greatly

eases the transition between high school and college for freshmen, and Iwould like to think that Icould

help make a great start for new students. Ilike to be influential in the lives ofothers, and Ilike to think
that the work that I might do today or tomorrow will benefitsomeone else in the long run...

Istrongly value and enjoy meeting new people and developing lasting relationships. Being an
OSL would be an opportunity to meet a large portion of the incoming freshman class, as well as
numerous other people, which might lead to the development oflasting relationships, the degree ofwhich
Ican't quite even imagine at present. In my year and a half here at WML), Ihave been nothing but
impressed with a vast majority ofthe individuals Ihave come into contact with, both staff and students.
The opportunity to meet and work closely with so many incredible peers and faculty members excites me.
Another reason the position appeals to me is that Iam a challenge-seeker. Ilike to partake in
activities thatchallenge and push me to develop physically (rugby, soccer), emotionally (AWE, community
service), and intellectually (taking Honors classes, working for theAcademic Skills Center). Ibelieve that
being an OSL would challenge me in all of these ways- physically, emotionally, and intellectually. As I
understand, an OSL is often immersed in long days, lots of walking, problem solving, meeting new

people, and extensive interaction. All ofthese things would lead me to develop physically, emotionally,
and intellectually.

Alast key reason why Iwould like to be an OSL is due to a promise Imade to myself and this
university at the end ofmy senior year in high school, when Iaccepted the Dwight B. Waldo Endowed
Medallion Scholarship. The promise Imadewas that Iwould challenge myself in the three ways stated
above and that Iwould do things in which Icould passionately give to myself, to the university, and to the
people who have made a great financial investment in my education. Formally, you might call this idea
the Medallion Ethic. The Medallion Ethic has inspired me to pursue great experiences in the classroom,

on the rugby pitch, and in the community. Ibelieve it is this same Medallion Ethic that inspires my desire
to be an OSL.

Life and classroom experiences have led me to develop several skills, which Ithink might be
beneficial in becoming a successful OSL. My business classes have taught me that communication skills,

problem solving skills, leadership skills, and teamwork are the necessary tools for success as we continue
into the 21st -century. I have been able to develop and implement these tools in a learning environment in
theforms ofgroup projects, presentations, and special tasks. In the real world, I have experienced these
tools in action as captain of soccer and rugbyteams, as an instructor in the high school and college
settings, and as a team member in various work settings.

Aimee Jachym

2002 Orientation Student Leader Application

Excerpts from Orientation Student Leader Application

4)

Describe your most recent leadership experience... at WMU...
My most recent leadership experience was last semester when Iserved as a Supplemental
Instructor for Calculus II. My primary responsibilities were to attend a section of MATH 123 regularly and
to hold four weekly review sessions. In the section of class that Isat in on, Iwas a silent leader, serving
as a model for other students. Having already taken MATH 123 and having passed it successfully, Iwas
able to attend class already understanding the material. While sitting in on the lectures, Iactively paid
attention and took notes, thus modeling the formula for successful student performance. The position
that Iwas involved in was different from that ofa graduate assistant in that Iwas not involved in any part

of the grading process for the course. Because of this, Iwas able to focus entirely on the students' needs
and their ability to grasp the material.

The work I did in the classroom during myfour weekly sessions shows some of my best

leadership characteristics. Unlike many college classroom environments, Iled my review sessions in a
non-lecture based format. It wasn't my goal to be a dictator or a head boss in class as much as it was to

be an encourager and supporter of each student. The focus of each session was the student and his or
her individual need, not as a mass numbering ofpeople. Iliked to lead discussions and raise questions
that led tothe student's grasping ofthe material on their own. In mathematics, it wasn't enough to
memorize a formula; true understanding was required. Ilearned that byempowering studentsto seek out
answers to their own questions and to develop habits that enabled this, individuals were able to achieve
success. If students were able to think and analyze independently, they were likely develop a deeper

understanding of the material. The Greek philosopher Socrates said, "I cannot teach anybody anything, I
can only make them think," and Ithink that statement is highly relevant to the way Iled in the classroom.

5)

What are your plans after graduation, and how will being involved in

Orientation assist you in those plans?

My plans after graduation are to make use of one or more of my majors and/or minors in a work
related or academic setting. As you can see by the previous sentence, after a yearand a half of
undergraduate study, I have no plans, specifically...

Regardless of where academics and jobs take me, it is my definite plan to remain grounded in

people. Contrary to what my business curriculum has taught me, Ibelieve that the end result and the end
goal is not money. While we are a capitalistic society based on money, Itruly believe that the goal is
people- making a difference in the lives of people. Ibelieve that serving people and working with others
are among the noblest and purest goals that one can strive to attain. I've always found the work done in
helping other people extremely rewarding, whether it was a local service project or a church mission trip
to West Virginia to repair damaged homes. Ibelieve that service is just as beneficial for me, if not more
so, as it is for the people who Ihelp. Being an OSL would be an opportunity for me to serve the university
and the incoming freshman class, and in turn it would be an opportunity to grow and reflect as an
individual.

Aimee Jachym

2002 Orientation Student Leader Application

Service Learning Should...

be rewardingfor theparticipants and allow them to grow and reflect. It should be a goal to take
advantage ofthe unique situation that each team is placed in within the realm ofhumanity and to
truly savor the aesthetic experience that emerges when you set everything aside and help others.
Those involved with theprogram should come awayfrom it with a deeper understanding of
people in general and also ofsome other issue, whether it is poverty, health care, or worldpeace.
~ my thoughts on Alternative Winter Experience's program goals, September 2001

Service learning is an educational process in which students make active contributions

within their communities while gaining new insights about themselves and the world in which
they live. Within the LHC, formal service learning opportunities are made available as

component parts of certain clusters. However, many students find informal ways of engaging
themselves in service learning. I have been fortunate to have had access to many such

opportunities including participating in Alternative Winter Experience trips in 2001 and 2002,
serving the university's Orientation program in 2002, and volunteering for PeaceJam with Nobel

Laureate Jody Williams in 2004. These experiences allowed me to enhance my leadership and
communication skills while simultaneously giving me a chance to learn more about the world

and its diversity experientially. The reflection I was able to do before, during, and after these
service learning experiences has been a key part of my development as a well-rounded human
being, and selections from these reflections are included in the following pages:
•

Excerpts from my Orientation Student Leader Application; February 2002

•

Excerpts from my Alternative Winter Experience Site Leader Application; March 2002

•

Excerpt from a "pep talk" I wrote and presented to the Orientation Staff when tensions
were running high; June 2002

•

Follow-up email I sent to my PeaceJam group after the two-day conference; April 2004

Excerpts from my Alternative Winter Experience Site Leader Application

1. What do you believe to be the purpose ofAlternative Winter Experience?

I think the primary purpose ofAlternative Winter Experience is pretty obvious: to help and

serve people inneed. In addition to this, I think that Alternative Winter Experience serves the

purpose offulfilling an intangible need for its participants. Individuals need to grow emotionally and
intellectually and reflect on this growth. Alternative Winter Experience allows for this tohappen.
AWE also allows teams to take advantage of the unique situation they are placed in within therealm

ofhumanity and totruly savor the aesthetic experience that emerges when you set everything aside
and help others. Those involved with the program should come away from it with a deeper
understanding ofpeople ingeneral and also ofsome other issue, whether it ispoverty, health care, or

world peace. Lastly I think it'simportant that Alternative Winter Experience should serve as afun
outlet in which WMU students can getto know other WMU students andpeople from around the
country.

2. What do you see as the role ofan AWE Site Leader before, during, and after the AWE trip?
Well before the trip, the Site Leader serves as an aide to the AWE co-chairs inpreparation for
the recruitment and application process. Then I believe Site Leaders serve their most important role
when the groups are first formed. Group members look to the Site Leaders asa source of

organization, leadership, and trust. Site Leaders "get the ball rolling" by facilitating introductions and
helping to ease everyone into the group formation process. At the same time, Site Leaders serve a
dual role asparticipants. They, too, are actively involved inthe group formation process as

participants, not just as leaders. As the group formation process continues, Site Leaders begin to
empower group members to develop their own leadership and organizational skills by encouraging
one-on-ones and active participation. These things, in turn, lead to a trust developed among the group

as a whole, leading to cohesiveness and involvement from everyone. Ofcourse, before, during, and

after the trip, Site Leaders serve asa primary source ofinformation and are actively involved inthe
problemsolvingprocess when incidents do occur.

Aimee Jachym

Alternative Winter Experience 2002 Site Leader Application

Excerpts from my Alternative Winter Experience SiteLeader Application

During the trip, Site Leaders continue to serve asproblem solvers and leaders when issues
arise either asnavigators, interpreters, ormechanics. Primarily though, Site Leaders become model

participants, sharing the conversations, laughs, and, maybe even, tears with their team. They should
strive to dotheir bestin meeting theneeds of the site in which theyare working, and they should also
strive to meet the needs of their team. Often, AWE is a life-changing experience, and Site Leaders

can serve as a support in the emotional growthof others.

After the trip, I believe the Site Leader continues to aide in the individual development of their
group members. This is possible through the reflection activities, the service project upon return to
the Kalamazoo area, and the directcommunication with members. More importantly, the Site
Leader, in many cases, becomes a friend to 9 or so more people.

4. What qualities do you possess that will make you a successful AWE Site Leader?
I'd like to think that I bring a lot of energy and passion to the table in anything I do. I'm

excited to work withother people both ona team and in the community. I enjoy being around and

talking to people, and I'd like to believe that I have a good sense ofhumor, which can make light ofa
tense situation and allow for progress, notdwelling. Life and classroom experiences have ledme to

develop several qualities, which I think might bebeneficial inbecoming a successful Site Leader.
My business classes have taught me that communication skills, problem solving skills, leadership

skills, and teamwork are the necessary tools for success as we continue into the 21st -century. I have
been able to develop and implement these tools in a learning environment in the forms of group

projects, presentations, and special tasks. In the real world, I have experienced these tools inaction as
captain of soccer and rugby teams, as an instructor in the high school and college settings, and as a
team memberin various work settings. In doing so, I've learned how to communicate my ideas,

solve problems, andwork cooperatively. These personal attributes would enable me to be an
effective member of an Alternative Winter Experience Team.

Aimee Jachym

Alternative WinterExperience 2002 Site Leader Application

Excerpt froman Orientation Pep Talk
June 4, 2002

Orientation isn't about peak performance; it's about constant performance. You are

always performing. Every day is a show, so don't pretend that you can get ready at the
next dress rehearsal. In fact, you're probably performing right now, and you might not
even realize it,but I bet that someone is looking at you right now, someone is taking note

ofyour actions, or even your lack ofaction. I bet that someone is forming an opinion
about you right now. You might even be shaping their life without even knowing it.
That means give all you have to give, and give it now. Be aware that the little things you

say and do or don't say and don't do are important. Don't hold back on your freshmen.
Each onedeserves the same energy, passion, and enthusiasm thatyou envision on your

best day. It's a lot to ask, yes, but challenge yourself. Dig within yourself to discover
something new, then reach out and share it with someone else. Show each and every one

ofyour freshmen the real you, and try to get to know the real them. Be open to new ideas
and new kinds ofpeople. Be accepting, and really do it, don't justsay you will. Be a

leader, but realize that being a leader sometimes means being a follower, and sometimes
it even means doing things that you're uncomfortable with orthings that you don't agree

with, but trust, and give... Lastly, show up. Be here. Be now, mentally and physically.
Today is the day.
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From:

"Aimee Jachym" <aimeejachym@comcast.net>

To:

<emo_bunny_kid@myway.com>; <kiwichick36@aol.com>; <gabbygrant@aol.com>;
<smallme2@msu.edu>; <cmbooth3@aol.com>; <alaina4president@comcast.net>

Cc:

<rambunctiousmel@yahoo.com>

Sent:
Attach:

Sunday, April 04, 2004 11:09 PM
Apr04004.JPG

Subject:

PeaceJam WHAT?!?

Hey Group 7. I hope thismessage finds youall well andeager forwarmer weather. =

Iwanted to send you all a copy of our =roup photo and see how you're all doing. I can send you a bigger file if
you =ant to print it out, but I didn't want to clog your inboxes.

In anycase, Ijust wanted to say thank =ou, again, for sharing yourselves overthe course of two days with me,
and each other. I am still reflecting and changing as a result of the time = spent with Jody Williams and each and

every one ofyou. Though =e shared great diversity, Ihad the privilege ofwatching you communicate =bout it and
through it. Ihope your eyes were opened to the commonalities =nd challenges we all face today as members of
the human race. =ou all certainly inspired me to think more about these things, and again I=ay" thanks". =)

As you go about your day to day lives, = hope you'll think about continuing the discussions we started in regards
to =ome "tough issues". Don't be afraid to take some risks backat home to =ake your life and the lives ofothers
better. Think about change and =ake it happen. Ask questions. Seek answers. Do =omething. As Jody has
said many times, "Sentiment without action is =rrelevant."

Ihope you'll all let me know how your service projects are going and how life is unfolding before you, =ut I
especially hope that you'll contact me if Ican be ofany help to you in =ny way, today, next month, or next year. I
mean =hat.

Cheers,
Aimee

aimeejachym@comcast.net =| Aimee J. Jachym

| cell: 269-873-1990

4/14/2004
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On Rugby...

"It'sa pretty confusinggame, so thatshould be interesting. "
an email to my parents after my first ever rugby practice, September 2000

I came to WMU having a vague idea that I wanted to play rugby for no other reason than

that it sounded like fun. Thus, after spending much of my life as a soccer player, I made the

switch to rugby, having no idea what I was getting myself into. Upon first viewing, I thought it
looked much like the playground game "kill the carrier." However, I've learned a great deal in
four years, and I've been able to develop a knowledgeable appreciation for the sport. My rugby
days have taken me from Detroit, MI to Dayton, OH to Dublin, Ireland, and 11have learned to
ruck, maul, and scrum in a variety of circumstances, all of which have contributed to my

development of mind, body, and spirit. Evidence of these contributions are excerpted in the
following pages:

•

Excerpt from email to Dr. Jennifer Palthe regarding the difficulties I was having with the
cultural diversity paper I was writing; April 2003

•

Excerpt from my cultural diversityprogress report in which I use rugby for a metaphor
for learning; April 2003

•

Excerpt from a questionnaire I completed for a feature article on the Business College's
web page; September 2003

"To us it's poetry: violence and creativity under the rules. "
~ from Caveman Politics by Jay Atkinson

Email excerpt

Original Message
From: "Aimee Jachym"
To: "Jennifer Palme"

Sent: Tuesday, April 01, 2003 2:54 AM
Subject: Re: quick question
[...]

so instead, i've attached the current workings of my draft~a-one page overview of whatit is i'm

trying to accomplish... here, you win~i've "learned" something-there are times when it is
necessary to take steps backward in order to move forward... it's like rugby: to advance the ball
forward, sometimes you needto pass it, and that means throwing it backwards.
cheers,
aimee

Excerpt from Cultural Diversity Progress Report

But now I laugh; it's all sort of funny, this developmental learning process. Cultural

diversity and I have come around the circle ofthe team development model. Having experienced
the uncertainties offorming, the joys ofnorming, and the frustrations ofstorming, I'd say CDL

and I are finally performing under these stages—a lengthy process, but worthwhile and

rewarding in the long run, I suspect. But don't get me wrong, it's not as ifthe performance is
stellar. The writing process is still not easy, but it's coming along. I'm moving forward now

after having spent several weeks passing the ball backwards and losing the ball altogether in

scrappy mauls (excuse the rugby, again). Six pages in three weeks—slower than taking the boat
to Korea—but, inall seriousness, the ball is in play, and I am beginning to recognize the scope of
the learning that has taken place.

The nature ofthe resulting change is large—gamma and tectonic in scope: gamma inthat

ithas shifted my paradigms about how I write, how I think, and how I respond to criticism and
tectonic inthat the change has been piecewise—each new draft is a step; sometimes I plateau on

astep as Ithink and develop, and when it's time, I try to take that next step, another draft,
another addition. These realizations about the nature of my learning are signs of my growth. I

find myself much more focused, maybe a little more sensible, and a lot more at peace as I
approach cultural diversity inorganizations. It'sthe inner calm after the storm.

Excerpt from Questionnaire for HCoB Web Page

... How did you wind up at Western Mi University?

For me, the college decision took some time to unfold even though I actually only applied to two places:

WMU &apretty famous place inAnn Arbor, MI (use your imagination), and after being accepted to both places, I
did a little soul searching, trying to fmd out what itwas I really wanted out ofmy education and, more broadly, my
life. I decided thatI wanted flexibility, intellectual challenges, and newexperiences. When I accepted the

Medallion Scholarship inApril ofmy senior year inHigh School, I wasn't sure if I would fmd what I sought here in
Kalamazoo, MI, butthen again, I was a little cynical, andI wasn't sure if I would find it anywhere.
Inany case, as a freshman I found all three things:flexibility inthat I could've realistically majored inany
ofa dozen orso different subjects that interested me because ofWMUs breadth ofcourse offerings, intellectual
challenges in that I sought out and met mentors who drove me to explore and test out new ideas, and new

experiences in that I discovered the sport ofrugby, which has taught me much about tenacity, camaraderie, and
physical fitness.

I've realized that as a campus ofnearly 30,000 students WMU offers everything and anything anindividual
could ever hope to pursue interms ofacademics, extracurriculars, and campus events, so, arguably, the University

experience is completely dependent on what one makes ofit. I, personally, have been afforded incredible
opportunities during my time here, but Ithink it's because I've sought them out—the experiences and the people
who made them happen.

Study Abroad

Traveling, ifI can usethat as a metaphorfor life, hasshown me that each destination presents
similar uncertainties but is unmistakably home to its own unique characteristics and charms.
Each day, each year, I suppose, is like that...
-journal entry, 7/25/03 8:29pm, en route to Prague

In the summer of 2003,1 saw the sun come up on the dawn of Western Civilization, on

the PalatineHill in Rome; I explored the seat of the European Union in Brussels, and I studied
international business in Maastricht, the Netherlands. As a business major, I didn't just study the

Euro; I used it. I didn't just read about intercultural communication; I tried it. Studying abroad

was a two-month longsubmersion into the realm of experiential learning. Traveling away from
much of what was familiar to me, I was able to develop a new outlook on the world and gain a

better understanding of my own internal workings. The following excerpts attempt to highlight
some of these experiences:

•

Excerpts from my journal writings; June - August 2003

This high-speed trainflies, sometimes asfast as 250km/h &at times on this trip my thoughts
have taken me thatfast, but in many different directions. Notlike a train track only running in 2
directions. More like apoint extending in every direction. [...] AsI continue to travel, I hope I
continue to ask, why am I learning? What am I learning?
-journal entry (continued), 7/25/03 8:29pm, en route to Prague

Excerpts from Journal Writings, Summer 2003 in Europe

6/29/03 11:47am

[. ..]But slowly, somehow, this place will change me, leave me different some way. Maybe a
little more independent, a little more dependent, a lot more experienced. I think that's what
being here is going to do, but we'll see. In the mean time, I should live. I'm not touring here or
passing by or vacationing—not singularly any one of those things—I am living[...] In time, all
things become clear, and perhaps no truth is eternal truth. We are what we become. We become
what we believe we are. Therefore, believing is being. Believing in what?
7/18/03 11:08am

Writing in the shadow of Neuschwanstein wondering how Ludwig got up here everyday—maybe
he never left—it's so beautiful. Did Wagner come to visit? Did he ever perform here?—The
mountains his audience. The scenery looks like a model—too perfect to be nature, but that's
what makes it nature. The sound of the streams rolling through this place, rolling through me.
Absolutely amazing—the first named aesthetic experience of this trip, sure there have been
many awe-inspiring days, but this, this is the first that has taken my breath away, has taken me
away—and maybe that's because I've let it. I'm no longer driving the experience—the
experience is driving me[...] All that geology I never paid attention to, does that explain that,
this? Science? Does it explain me? What more, what else? Is it you?
8/15/03 3:36 pm [friterlaken, Switzerland]
it's not all down hill from here—flipping out at times—slipping and sliding down the really steep
grades—trying to hold myself together—'cuz it's kinda all i have besides the sound of cow bells
and some insects that buzz my head every now and then, i was mentally prepared for the uphill
task, but this, i thought this would be easy, but i guess climbing the mountain is a full package—
up and down.
8/18/03 9:44pm
@ the Forum now, enjoying the night time view—as I was coming over here, I was thinking
about what I've learned in a little under two months of being here... not a language or a new
skill—nothing really concrete sticks out... but the thing I've learned most about is me. Not
really surprising, I suppose, but I'm beginning to develop a really conscious idea of who I am—
21 years into life... I'm an extrovert, but I try to be my own best friend... I want a successful
career, but above that I want a successful family. I question the existence of God, but I long to
find spiritual harmony. I believe in the greatness of the individual but celebrate the
achievements of the humankind collective. I play rugby, but I listen to the symphony... and if I
were to order ice cream right now, it'd be vanilla chocolate twist... so I've learned that I'm
trying to find the balance, the yin-yang, the hyphen that defines me... and why I had to come to
Europe to find that, I don't know. I'm not sure; maybe I'd have the same realizations @ home...
but things always do seem to happen for a rzn... & as I take out the family picture I've been
carrying w/ me, I know they would affirm me right now—this experience & all it's been—and
they'd be really proud, be I'm starting to see what it's going to take to make my own life, to be
me, & above all else, I think that's what they really want from me... Part of me feels like I'm
following in the tradition of Goethe, Byron, and Keats—writing in Rome, only unlike the later
two, I'm not sure that this constitutes Romanticism—I'm not up on my Brit Lit. I can't wait to
go home & hear ppl ask, "What did you do in Europe?" & I can respond, "I found myself."

Excerpts from Journal Writings, Summer 2003 in Europe

Everything—old meets new, meeting Koreans, in group / out group -> finding the balance,
finding myself... Anyway... 30 min later, the Forum @night—that's what I came to see.
8/23/03 8:15am

In the coach headed to Oxford, going past Hyde Park right now... offto see the great Hallowed
halls... kind ofexciting—I wonder ifI'll learn anything about academics or education.
8:27am

Educational subjects -> each one leading to same end goal -> enlightenment...
t more diverse studies are, better odds of attaining E?
8:44am

We are only here to live one life, to pass this time while we are here. Some pieces ofus may
come back again or go elsewhere, like asnowflake when it hits the ground &melts, but each one
ofus &the entity that we are, each individually only gets one shot today &tomorrow. This does
not mean that life is meaningless—that we should pass the time idly—rather itmeans, since we

do it just once—we should max it out, seize every opportunity to both do &be simultaneously...
&living this existence means living an ethical one—it means doing the most for your own
unique happiness &also for the happiness ofall human kind—attempting to better the
environment inwhich others can make their lives.. .& why do we care about others, since we

only live one life? Be it is likely that we will be apart ofthem -> part of us, our eternal &
universal spirit, that radiates through all beings, perhaps... our bodies &minds—those, like
single use cameras—after so many exposures, we're spent—but the flash that remains functional,
that's our spirit—and that carries on to others.
8/25/03 12:35pm [Cambridge]

These halls, these courts... I can't help but be alittle inspired... Imust let my imagination go for
amoment to conceptualize the great achievements which have made their way through these
facilities... Here inTrinity College, you can sense that itwas a container made for greatness.
Sort oflike the movie, "A Field ofDreams" if you build it, they will come—the masses, to be

enlightened, to be inspired. Perhaps my path will lead me here, too, to be learned, to be filled w/

knowledge, to do something for the greatness ofmankind.

The Ongoing Living Learning Community

It is a well-known fact that college students spend most of their time outside of class, as
most students take between 12 and 16 hours. Thus aside from the 16 hours or so of class each

week, I had the flexibility to vary my days with a number of pursuits including working part time

jobs, socializing with friends, and doing some academic research here and there. WhenI got
bored, interesting activities would find their way into my life; for instance, there were things like
the birth of the NCHC Chicago Project during a late night philosophical conversation around the
kitchen table and a head-shaving incident in April 2003. These unstructured, "extracurricular"

pursuits encompass what I call "the ongoing living learning community," and arguably, I have
learned just as much by way of these endeavors as I have in traditional academic pursuits.
I'm fortunate to have been surrounded by a group of highly motivated and intelligent

peers who have challenged me daily as classmates, roommates, andfriends while sharing in the
honors experience. They have helped me establish a sense of balance in my life and become
more conversant with myself, and others, on a social level. Maintaining a balance between
social and academic realms is important for using knowledge (the academicrealm) for the good

of others (the socialrealm). Thus, the ability to communicate fluently on the social level is a
basic requisite skill for anyone wishing to impart knowledge onto others. In this way,
developing a balanced view of lifebetween academic and social spheres has been a consistent
aim of mine. The following pieces evidence this:

•

Excerpt from an email I wrote during my first semester; October 2000

•

Excerpt from a journal entry I wrote a few days after shaving my head; April 2003

•

Excerpt from an online conversation about overcoming challenges; November 2003

Excerpt from Email

—

Original Message

From: Aimee Jachym
To: Dan Jaeger

Sent: Friday, October 06, 2000 12:54 AM
Subject: yo

hey. it's weird not talking to someone you're thisclose to for extended periods of time, like it's strange to
think that you lead a whole separate existence from me and that i do the same, that's all i'm saying, it's
weird and it sucks, but at any rate, it happens, and even though we're living these separate existences, i

still care about what you're doing, and part of me wishes i could be there for every day of it[...]

but as it goes, we've been separated, at least by location, i can't be there for every single thing that goes
on in your life, nor can you for me. it would be wrong for me to expect that, so i don't, but all the same, i
wish you were here, i really don't know what's going on. i don't know why am here, what i'm supposed to
be learning, etc, etc. there's way too much going on right now that i can't even begin to comprehend this,

that, or something else, i'm not just talking about my social habits, i'm talking about the work i'm doing,
the things i'm learning, or am supposed to be learning, just everything[...]

I've made some good decisions, some bad decisions, and a few times i made decisions by not making

any. so it goes, i've reflected on all of this, learned some more, have more of a clue than i did before,
etc. i know this makes no sense, again i'm sorry, i hope you have a good weekend and that i have not left

you too deep in thought, rage, or worry, take care of yourself, love aimee

Except from journal entry

10:45 pm 4/28/03 [...] everybody's had really different reactions... but i tell everyone it's
my social identity experiment... people tend to associate with others like them... i've made
myself a social outcast by shaving my head... people have lots of things to say about that,
some are happy, proud, others confused—think i'm crazy, etc.
most people say they could never do it... i wonder why.

but then again, i couldn't do it before either... i don't know what changed, i did i guess.
i've told people it's very much like the korea experience i suspect... before i shaved it, i
had no idea what it was going to be like, even though i could imagine it and play it all out
in my head—korea, same thing... everyone was going to have different reactions, some
supportive, others not... korea same, it's not something everyone else is going to do~
korea same, and it's definitely not something everyone else understands, but i do it
anyway... sometimes you have to do things you want to do simply because you want to
do them... you can't always live your life for others, at the same time, you're going to do
things that people don't agree with/understand, but they're going to love you anyway--my
parents, the korea thing...

it's also been a lonely endeavor—it definitely marks me as "other" just like when i'll be in
korea marked as "other"—the foreign kid that looks like us. double consciousness,
completely, it comes with assumptions, perceptions, questions...some valid, some
ridiculous... i can be straight and not have hair, i can have a mohawk and not be a
hoodlum, i can be korean-american and not speak korean.
your appearance is part of you, it helps to shape you, but it is not you... this hair cut is not
me... it's a reflection of me... but it doesn't change my love for my parents, my dreams, or
my life directions... it's just hair, and it grows back.
[...] so maybe it's fitting that i'd shave myself a monk cut... i've done a lot of thinking,
i've struggled the inner struggle, i've tried to name the tao that can't be named... but here i
am... still thinking, still growing, becoming more and more conscious of the journeys i'm
embarking on each and every day.

[...] also, reflecting upon the friendships i've had in the past year contributed to the hair...
brian didn't even want me to cut my hair when i cut it last June—a long hair fan, but i did
it anyway, jacque showed me that women can be hairless and feminine all the same... she
was an example of a strong woman, but woman all the same— my direct inspiration you
could say... proof that it could be done, and kirklin, man, she sat through all of my
prethought rambling... my sounding board at the kitchen table, saying, "dude, i couldn't
do it, but go ahead." [...] 11:38pm

Excerpt from Instant Messanger Conversation

Screen names removedfor privacy.
11/10/03

ME (iO:56:i4PM): good... it's not always going to be easy or simple

friend (io:56:57PM): i just keep thinking of all of the times i've heard that you should love
the process, and not just the product...
ME (iO:57:04PM): and i'm sure some days will be harder than others, but through it
all, i predict you're becoming a better person, a stronger person, and at the
same time, a more vulnerable person, a more loving person... it's one of life's
great paradoxes.

ME (io:57:2i pm): but that's ok. apparently, this is how it is meant to be.
friend (io.-57:24 pm): indeed
ME (iO:57:28PM): for the time being anyway... in the seemingly strangest of ways, i
know exactly what you are going through-on some level-because in the past

two months, i've come to some similar realizations through some parallel
courses of events.

friend (io:59:42PM): yeah?
ME (ii:00:08 pm): yeah, and it'll be ok. you'll be fine... actually, more than fine.

friend (ii:oo:3i pm): i know, this will all pay off in the end
ME (ii:oi:oiPM): it's just a holding tank, i'm pretty excited for the rest of your life
starting now, starting yesterday, starting whenever you decide to live it.

friend (ii:oi:48PM): i know, my next great adventure
ME (ii:02:22PM): it's all the same great adventure.

friend (ii:02:23PM): will be a good one
ME (ii:02:25PM): it's that vision.

Appendix A

Lee Honors College Questionnaire

Lee Honors College Questionnaire
Note: This is a survey about your experience as an Honors student @ WMU. Please answer
openly and honestly. Feedback will be kept confidential and will not be directly shared with
faculty members or WMU affiliated staffunderany circumstances.

Gender: MF Year in College 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th+ Year in LHC 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5+
Curriculum/Major(s)/Minor(s):

How many LHC clusters have you taken? 0 12 3 4+

How many single honors courses have you taken? 01234567891011+
Have you done any independent study course work for credit? Y N
Was it through the LHC? Y
Have you studied abroad? Y

N

N

For what length of time? Short-term

Semester

Did you receive credit through the LHC? Y

other

N

Do you intend on graduating from the LHC? Y N
Do you intend on completing an honors thesis? Y

Year

maybe
N

maybe

Why or why not?

What stage of planning/execution is your thesis in (i.e. haven't started, brainstorming,
researching, etc.)?

How many hours a week do you devote to class work?
Other academic pursuits (i.e. research, studying for MCAT, GRE, etc.)? _
What are your other academic pursuits?
Extracurricular?

Will being a member of the LHC alter (lengthen or shorten) the duration of your
undergrad education? Y N

How?

As a student @ WMU, have you participated in any community service activities? Y N
What was it?
For what length of time?

Do you live or have you ever lived in the Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning community? Y N
For how many years? 0

12

3 4+ Was this experience beneficial? Y N

Why?

What were your reasons for joining the LHC? Rank orderfrom highest to lowest (with 1
beinghighest) the reasons that apply toyou. Do not mark reasons thatdo not apply.

Small class size

Priority registration

Scholarship/Financial Reasons

Personal advising

Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning
community

Uniqueness of course offerings

Intellectual stimulation/academic

Resume builder

challenge

Establish close mentoring relationships
with faculty

Make friends/social benefits (HSA,
programming, etc.)

Parental/high school mentor/teacher

Other(list)

pressure

n/a

With 1 = strongly disagree 5 = strongly agree, please rate your agreement with thefollowing
sentences.

I socialize with other LHC members on a nonacademic basis. 1 2

Most of my friends are also LHC members. 12

3

4

3

4

5

5

The general WMU student population stereotypes LHC members as "other" (i.e. nerds,
geeks, elitists, etc.) 12 3 4 5

I, personally, perceive other LHC members in the same way (i.e. nerds, geeks, elitists, etc.).
12

3

4

5

LHC members stereotype the general WMU student population as "inferior" (less
motivated, less intelligent, less successful). 12 3 4 5

I, personally, perceive the general WMU student population in the same way (less
motivated, less intelligent, less successful). 12 3 4 5

Circle all the phrases that complete this sentence for you:
"Working on my thesis will
."
Be time consuming

Be stressful

Be frustrating

Bring about unwanted criticism

Be a challenge

Be beneficial

Be useless

Be (other [fill in blank])

What has been your worst experience as an LHC member?

What has been your best experience as an LHC member?

What suggestions do you have for improving these experiences?

Additional comments:

Optional. Please provide the contact information requested below ifwe may contact you for
additional input.
Name:
Email:

Summer phone:

Appendix B

Questionnaire Summary I

F

M

F

Year in College

4

1

2

Year in LHC

1

1

2

Major

Art Eduation

Seconday Ed

engish edu and
geography

Gender

LHC clusters taken

0

1

2

LHC single courses taken

2

4

3

Independedt study Y/N

N

N

N

Independent study through LHC Y/N
Study abroad Y/N
Duration of study abroad
Credit received for study abroad Y/N
Do you intend on graduatting from the LHC Y/N
Do you intend on completing an honors thesis Y/N

N

xxxx

Y

N

Semester

xxxx

N

Y

xxxx

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Requirement, and also

Want to graduate with

sounds like fun

honors

Reasearching and Collecting

none

none

How many hours a week do you devote to class work

9 to 25

8

10+

How many hours are devoted to other academic persuits

0to15

xxxx

Why or why not

Worth it

What stage of planning/execution is your thesis in

What are you other academic persuits

How many hours a week are devoted to extracurriculars
Will being a member of the LHC alter the duration of your
undergrad education

As a WMU student have you participated in any
community service activities
What was it

NAEA, Art
Exhibitions/Performances

H.S.A, Hall activities

15 to 30 hours
N

Don't know

Lengthen it

Y

N

Y

World peace art initiative, Bronco

mentoring

Days, NAEA

For what length of time

1day, 2 weeks.

Do you live or have lived in Eldrige Fox

Y

Y

N

for how many years
Was the experience beneficial

2.5

1

0

N

Y

Why or why not

few weeks

Not informed about benefits

Quiet hours and academic

available until later

atmosphere

F

M

F

4

4

2

2

4

4

2

2

F

Nursing/Bio

Food marketing/finance and gen
bussines

bussiness

Nursing/bio
minor

1

1

2

2

4

4

1

3

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

maybe
maybe

maybe

Y

Y

maybe

Y

not enough info on what it involves; not enough

maybe
depends on

time

work load

compliment
major well

N
Y

N

researching

none

none

brainstrmoing

15+

6 to 10

4

15-20

N

N

3 to 5

researching, studying for nursing boards,

golden key, phi kappapphi, food

sorority, honors society

marketing assoc

stays the same

N

Y

N

Y

greek life events

Red Cross

10h/week

few times a year

N

Y

Y

1

1

Y

N

N

F

F

F

2

2

3

2

1

3

Comm and art

secondary ed/history,
psychology

biomed sciences/chem minor

0

2

2

5

2

3

N

N

N

N
N

N

N

Y

Y

N

Y

Y

transfering

great experience/resume I have a topic I'm interested, I would like to research it

10 to 20

brainstorming

40+

12+

meat stdying. Applying to med school
music frat, marching band, ministry

teach, student
ambasador

N, I'm leaving

lengthen

N

Y

N

Y

humaine society, Wednesdays kids

music task force

1 semester each

2 times/semester

Y

N

Y

1

2

n/a

Y

it was not differeny except for the info regarding scheduling

good place to live, may classmates lived there, but it's not a

and other LHC stuff

living-learning community

F

F

M

2

3

3

2

3

3

English comm/math minor

computer engineering/science

computer

engineering/math/comp science

2

2

2

2

1

2

N

Y

N

Y
N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

have to for engineering

required for major anyway

it will allow me to grad from honors college and give me experience with my
interests

start in the fall with engineering senior
none

design class

25

40+

0

S ft ft?
-fO-May

none

45

research, solar car

ASB, Bdays, IM sports,
volunteering

N

N

N SLn.Vjlto?

Y

N

Y^

]£ss trips, hilltoppers

meals on wheels

i

1 day, 1 week

3.5 months

Y

Y

Y

1

2

2

Y

Y

Y

people shared experiences and took school equally seriously. Also they can

met people in same cluster/people to

students had same values on

recommend honors class they've

study with

school work

F

F

F

2

3

1

2

3

1

English / criminal justice

English major/ Psychology minor

Elementary Ed, English

2

2

2

1

2

0

N

Y

N

N
N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

further knowledge in specific subject and

part of requirement, interesting

prepare for grad school

academic persuit

researching

brainstorming

brainstorming

10+

20

15 to 20

law school prep

grad schools apps, band

Y, taking extra classes and have to do a theses will
lengthen for 1 semester
N

casual writing, research, student
ambasador

N

N

N

Y

project mentor
1 year
Y

Y

N

2

2

n/a

Y

Y

met LHC students who understand the stresses of the
LHC

my suitemates were awesome

I wanted to live on main campus

F

F

F

3

4

2

3

2

J_

English creative writing

Management/ Org comm

English creative writing, women's studies,
environmental studies
1

0

4

1

2

N

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

maybe

Y

Y

maybe

Y

Y

have not gone to workshop yet

required

that's the point of being in it

none

finished

none

15-Oct

most waking hours outside of full time job
and teaching

35 including class

0

scholarships, who's who award, internship

N

N

Y

N

Lengthen considering one class only
counts for honors
Y

cleaning up east campus

hilltoprs

1 weekend

8h

Y
1

it was ok. I didn't enjoy it being co-ed by floor

N

N

M

M

M

1

1

1

4

1

1

1

4

Music

biomedical sciences

computer science/ math minor

1

F

biomed sciences and Spanish major,
chem minor
1

1

2

0

N

N

0

3
N

N
N

Y

Y

maybe

N

Y

Y

maybe

N

it will add to a grad school resume

because I want to graduate from the LHC

none

brainstorm

6

20+

did not have time

10 to 12

4 to 25

programming
wmu soccer

N

playing in bands

Y, taking honors classes that don't fit into my

Y additional classes will at the

shorten- allowed me to get into the

major set me back

time spent here

classes I needed

N

N

Y

volunteer alliance, Saturdays kids

N

Y

N

Y

1

2

Y

Y

allowed me to meet many people, good living
environment

good environment

M

M

3

3

3

3

Mechanical

Engineering/math minor

Computer information
systems

2

2

5

2

N

N

N

N

Y

maybe

Y

N

required by engineering

I don't feel like it

none

none

15

5 to 10

track, job

N

N

Y

Y

work at YMCA

MLK day

20 h

1 semester

N

Y
1

Y

kids in my cluster on
my floor

16F

8M

45522343

6

5

6 N/A N/A

9

6

4

1 N/A N/A

6

11

8

11 N/A N/A

6

4

Small Class Size

N/A

Scholarship/Financial Reasons
Eld/Fox Living/Learning Community
Intellectual Stimulation/ Academic Challenge
Estabish close mentoring relationships with faculty
Parental/High School mentor/teacher pressure
Priority Registration
Personal Advising
Uniquenss of course offerings

N/A

5 N/A

4

4

7

9 3 4

4 N/A

5

3 4

3 4

4

8

3 2

Resume builder

1 N/A

1 3 4

.. 6

1 6

1 2

1

t

Make friends/social benefits

N/A

6

8

5

Other

N/A

6

N/A
2 N/A

1 10 6

3

7

7

2

113 5

N/A

3 N/A

5

7 6

N/A

5 4

6

/2/ J2.0

6 N/A

15

5

2

5

1

8

7

9 3

3 N/A N/A

8

9

11 N/A

7

9 N/A N/A

11

8

8 N/A

33>-0>CP£X2l 9g) e>t 3 05

^6

9 N/A

5 2

2

11 4

-

3 5 9

4

Z> 3 3 (3? ©N/A <1

7 N/A N/A

7

4 N/A N/A

5

4 6

3

5 N/A

- 10 N/A N/A

•1

«2 4

4

7 N/A

8 N/A N/A

3

7

11

10

5 N/A N/A

3

3 N/A

10 11
4

4 N/A

2 N/A N/A

8

r>

5 2

10

10 N/A

12 N/A
1 N/A

2

Average
1 socialize with other LHC memebers on a nonacademic basis

5

1

3

1 3

2

4

4

2

5 4

5

5

5 4

4

5

1 4

3

5

1 4

4

5

3.56

Most of my friends are also LHC members

4

1

1

1

3

1

1 2

1

3

3

5

4

5

3

3

4

1 3

1

3

2

4

2

3

2.56

2

5

2

2 4

2

2

2

4

2

1 2

4

5

2

2

5

1 4

4

1

5

3

1

3

2.8

1

5

2

1 3

1 2

2

5

1

1 2

2

2

1

1 3

1 3

1

1 5

3

2

3

2.16

5

5

1

1 4

4

1

3 4

2

2

1 4

1 2

2

1

1 4

3

1 5

1 3

4

2.6

3

5

1

1 2

3

1 2

1

1

1 3

1 3

1

1

1

3

1 5

2

2

-2:24

The general WMU population stereotypes LHC members as other
(nerds, geeks, elitists)

1 personally percieve other LHC memers the same way
LHC member sstereotype the general Wmu population as
"inferior" (less motiveted, less inetlligent, less successful)

1, personally, percieve the general WMU student population in
the same way (less motiveted, less inetlligent, less successful)

4

3

5

Working on my thesis will:
Total

be time consuming
be frustrating
be a challenge

X

21

X N/A

12

X X X X X X X X X X N/A

21

X

X X X X X

X

be useless
X X X

X X X

be beneficial

X X X X X

X

be other

X

X

exciting

X

inciteful

be steressful

X X

X X X X X

N/A

1

X X X N/A

16

N/A

1

X X X X X X N/A

18

N/A

2

N/A

3

X

N/A

1

X

N/A

1

N/A

2

bring about unwanted criticism

creative

X

X X X

X X X X X X X
X X X X X

X X X X N/A

X X X X X

X X X X X X X X X X X

X

Fullfilling

X X

X X

X X
X

X

X

X

1

X

further research

Interessting
Something to be proud of

1

X

1

X
X

Fun

1r^M-^
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Appendix C

Questionnaire Summary II - Open Ended
Responses

Response to Open-Ended Survey Questions
1. What has been your worst experience as an LHC member?
1. I didn't receive the kind of advising I hoped for.
2. Discovering a cluster I wanted to take had been filled.
3. I had to tutor as part of the children's lit cluster and had a bad expierence in the kzoo
public schools. There was not enough guidance.
4. Scheduling Honors related nursing classes.
5.

NR.

6.

NR.

7. I have not had any bad experiences that I can think of.
8. Scheduling- no one seems to make clear the requirments we must meet in order to
graduate/ stay in LHC
9.

NR

10. Some HNRS classes fell way below my expectations.
11. None

12. Taking the Joan of Arc upper level honors class...my writing skills are inferior to most of
the other people in the class

13. Trying to fit in extra classes for the honors college that have nothing to do w/ my major.
14. The added stresses of writing my thesis is really affecting me. I feel it is a useless
endeavor, an added stress or term paper to give us extra work.
15. Not having extra time to take fun classes through the LHC.
16.1 truly have had no bad experiences in the LHC.

17. A graduate level class in the Family and Consumer Science department.
18. As a non-traditional student, class offers very limiting—so I more or less found ways to
fit my schedule into theirs
19. Having a teacher be unprepared.
20. NR

21. worst:?

22.1 have not had a bad experience with the LHC
23.-

24. Getting kicked out of the lounge while I was sleeping
25. the RAs in eldridge/ fox thought they were GOD and held a bad grudge unlike the NONHONORS dorm I stayed in.

2

What has been your best experience as an LHC member?

1. Pre-registration because it is hard to take some classes that are only offered once in a
semester.

2. Meeting new friends through honor's classes.
3. I really enjoy my classes w/ other honors students b/c we have a lot in common and we
have smaller class sizes.
4.

NR

5. Priority registration
6. Getting the classes I need: It has proven less stressful when doing your schedule and
educational plans.
7. I love the priority registration! It takes the pressure off figuring out how to fit in regular
classes with honors ones. Advising is also very helpful.
8. Priority registration is very helpful! Also the variety of courses we are offered.
9. Risk Taking and Change with Dr. Oxhandler. I really enjoy the personal one on one and
specialized class settings tailored around students discovering their identity.
10. Working with the other Medallion Scholars has been great. Also, Risk Taking & Change
an HNRS 290 class, was Absolutely amazing.
11. Living in Eldridge and meeting other people in the honors college. Also social and
academic functions that aren't necessarily publicized for the rest of the students at
Western.

12. Meeting people in E/F and taking clusters of classes
13. meeting people in E/F & my honors classes that are still friends today.
14.1 love being able to take special classes we are offered. The topics are fresh & different,
making an interesting addition to my schedule.
15. making friends through LHC when I first came to WMU and being able to 'feel smart'
because I'm in the Honor's college.
16. My fall 02 Peoples of the World Cluster...I made some great friends as our group became
very close, I loved Quest for Self, my most inspiring & enjoyable college class thus far,
and I really felt like part of a community which helped me fit into Wester when
everything about college life seemed new & overwhelming.
17. The Outdoor Backpacking Cluster my freshman year. The value was in making friends
and the fact that every class counted for something in my major/ minor areas.
18. The challenge of doing better work. Then doing even better than that.
19. Having a small class size & getting to know other students in that class. Plus the
interaction w/ the teachers.
20. NR

21. Best: priority registration
22. Priority is beneficial. I also enhoyed Dr. tenHarmsel's Friday presentation class was
interesting.
23. Meeting good friends, having the close relationships to course instructors
24. good friends, gained more from Honors classes
25. tie between priority registration & napping on the leather couches in the LHC lounge.

3. What suggestions do you have for improving these experiences?

1. Be more open to all students in LHC. Notjustthe top select few (Medallions). Provide
services & schedule activity times that the non-traditional working student can attend.
2.

NR

3. There needs to be more mentoring with faculty in service learning classes
4. More general education Honors classes that would apply to a variety of majors.
5. More classes related to business college.
6.

NR

7. Try to offer more than one section of classes that are extremely popular.
8. Make the requirements of the LHC much clearer.
9.

NR

10. Actually look at student evaluations, if student seriously dislike a class, then improve it or
cut it. Don't just leave it!
11.NR

12.1 would personally choose a different upper level honors class to fill that requirement. In
general, I don't have any suggestions....
13. Add honors classes that more apply to engineering students.
14.1 feel everyone should be given credit automatically, instead of having to apply for the
course. Also, I feel there should be less weight on the thesis. It creates too much
unnecessary stress.
15. NR

16.1 can't think of anything that could have made my freshman LHC experience any better
than it has been!
17. NR

18. Keep doing as I'm doing.
19. Make the Honors community stronger. Create more friendships within.
20. NR
21.?
22. NR

23. Maybe more students would do a thesis if there was more direction.
24.1 don't think there is anything you can do. It is all subjective to each person.
25. Remind students in power they are students too.

4.

Additional Comments:

1.

NR

2.

NR

3.

NR

4.

NR

5.

NR

6.

NR

7.

NR

8.

NR

9. I cannot imagine not being a part of the Honors college! It is a wonderful all around
experience. I would love to help! FYI: I was also a member of the Ball State University
Honors College & transferred here if that would help you guys at all!
10. NR
11.NR

12. Offer some upper level math or science classes as upper level honors classes like what is
currently done with english, etc. classes. I would be more interested in taking honors
classes then.
13.NR
14. NR

15. NR

16. As a general suggestion, I would enjoy more extracurricular academic opportunities
available through the LHC, like essay contests or novel discussion groups for example.
Otherwise, I think the LHC is doing a wonderful job!
17. NR

18. Only those who joyfully accept challenges will succeed well. If you think it hard, it is.
The big world puts even harder challenges before you. You do it or you're fired!!!
19. NR
20. NR

21. Lorik kicks Ass
22. NR
23. NR
24. NR
25. NR

Appendix D

Completed Questionnaires

V{ t>oK^

Lee Honors College Questionnaire

Note: This is a survey about your experience as an Honors student @ WMU. Please answer
openly and honestly. Feedback will be kept confidential and will not be directly shared with
faculty members or WMU affiliated staffunder any circumstances.

Curriculuiii/Major(s)/M[inor(s): f\vA- (S* c^UC^&JVj.^^^

&

How many LHC clusters have you taken? 01 2 3 4+

How many single honors courses have you taken? 0 \r2B 4567891011+

Have you done any independent study course work for credit? Y (n)
Was it through the LHC? Y N

Have you studied abroad1\sY/ N
For what length of time? Short-term I Semestei) Year other

Did you receive credit through the LHC^Y/ N
Do you intend on graduating from the LHC?\Y>N
Do you intend on completing an honors thesis? \[_j N

maybe
maybe

Why or why not? iL ^XuiJ^ gM^K^^^j/ WhaOVS TS aOrMl^ fht
What stageof planning/execution is your thesis in (i.e. haven't started, brainstorming,

researching, efc;)? $g(5pc*\r£JutM Q\aJO

^ O^J^U t>-\

How many hours aweek do you devote to class work? jj j£:L2 flgfi^LgH ^M 0lA (jOcNT^i^^^x
Other academic pursuits (i.e. research, studying for MCAT, GRE, etc)? 0 ~~~ k!

What are your other academic pursuits? AJAc-A 4\f\ ^vUjVv j^^^jU/gM Qc%
Will being a member of the LHC alter (lengthen or shorten) the duration of your
undergrad education? YOJ/How?

As astudent @WMU, have you participated inany community service activities?^-N

\ JLt

What wasit?U)oMV^ci <U> ^^^^k^t£^^^^^^ N^J^"
ime?
For what length of time?

V

t

Do you live or have you ever lived in the Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning community?(^YjN

For how many years? 0 \\2rA 4+ Was this experience beneficial? Y(N^)n/a

Why? lyW^oxO ^&>J \iUUcJA Q\f lOc^S \i\K o\u)cy^t CrH-

What were your reasons for joining the LHC? Rank order from highest to lowest (with I
being highest) the reasons that apply to you Do not mark reasons that do not apply.

Small class size

* —^

Scholarship/Financial Reasons

• ^3 Personal advising

Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning
community
*

C^ Intellectual stimulation/academic

L/

Priority registration

Uniqueness of course offerings

I Resume builder

challenge
Establish close mentoring relationships
with faculty

Make friends/social benefits (HSA,
programming, etc.)

Parental/high school mentor/teacher

Other(list)

pressure

With 1 = strongly disagree 5 = strongly agree, please rate your agreement with the following
sentences.

I socialize with other LHC members on a nonacademic basis. 12 3 4 [5/

Most ofmy friends are also LHC members. 12 3 [4J 5
The general WMU student population stereotypes LHC members as "other" (i.e. nerds,

h

geeks,elitists,etc.) 1(2j3 4 5 X *MU_voJt, V<V Vb ^^ cA^v u5*y ov^i***

Impersonally, perceive other LHC members in the same way (i.e. nerds, geeks, elitists, etc).

(Ty2 3 4 5
LHC members stereotype the general WMU student population as "inferior" (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful). 12 3 4 VfL)
I, personally, perceive the general WMU student/population in the same way (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful). 1 2 (3/ 4 5

Circle all the phrases that complete this sentence for you:
"Working on my thesis will
.*

me consuming)

Be stressful

Bring about unwanted criticism
Be beneficia
Be

Lee Honors College Questionnaire

. z.

Note: This is a survey about your experience as an Honors student @ WMU. Please answer
openly and honestly. Feedback will be kept confidential and will not be directly shared with
faculty members or WMU affiliated staff under any circumstances.

Gender:^ FYear in College/ls} 2nd 3rd 4th 5th+ Year in LHC (9\ 2nd 3rd 4th 5+
Curriculum/Major(s)/Minor(s): JJU^^^u. lA- IA^aUjM
How many LHC clusters have you taken? 0m2 3 4+

How many single honors courses have you taken? 0 123&J5 6789 10 11+
Have you done any independent study course work for credit? Y (N)
Was it through the LHC? Y

N

Have you studied abroad? Y (ft)
For what length of time? Short-term

Semester

Did you receive credit through the LHC? Y

Year

other

N

Do you intend on graduating from the LHC?/^) N maybe
Do you intend on completing an honors thesis\Y) N maybe

Why or why not? \\j j^ g> AjM^US^mhL HJJJikk (U^UWV\ O^X AowM AAt |j^
What stage of planning/execution is your thesis in (i.e. haven't started, brainstorming,

researching, etc.)?

^^Crfu2~

How many hours a week do you devote to class work?T

2

Other academic pursuits (i.e. research, studying for MCAT, GRE, etc.)?.
What are your other academic pursuits?
Extracurricular?

HjIt 6uJ^mW

\~\oA ^UJUni^

Will being a member of the LHC alter (lengthen or shorten) the duration of your

undergrad education? Y N How? 0*f iui\ ^/r^J-yCL

As a student @WMU, have you participated in any community service activities? Y( N,
What was it?

For what length of time?

Do you live or have you ever lived inthe Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning community? (y) N

For how many years? 0 (l) 2 3 4+ Was this experience beneficial?(y) N n/a

Why? A-Jk,> <flufll, WH^ HO^M^nM, oUru-r<]^\js\Q
What were your reasons for joining the LHC? Rank orderfrom highest to lowest (with 1
being highest) the reasons that apply to you. Do not mark reasons that do not apply.

V Small class size
Scholarship/Financial Reasons

V

Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning
community

^/intellectual stimulation/academic

V Priority
Pri

registration

•,Personal advising
\AUniqueness of course offerings

Vve
Resume builder

challenge

v Establish close mentoring relationships
with faculty
.Parental/high school mentor/teacher
pressure

V

Make friends/social benefits (HSA,
programming, etc.)
Other(list).

With 1 = strongly disagree 5 = strongly agree, please rate your agreement with thefollowing
sentences.

1socialize with other LHC members on anonacademic basis^T) 2 3 4 5
Most of my friends are also LHC members.QJ 2 3 4 5
The general WMU student population stereotypes LHC members as "other" (i.e. nerds,

geeks, elitists, etc.) 12 3 4 (5_J
I, personally, perceive other LHC members in the same way (i.e. nerds, geeks, elitists, etc.).
12

3

4

v

LHC members stereotype the general WMU student population as "inferior" (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful). 12 3 4 Q\

1, personally, perceive the general WMU student population in the same way (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful). 12 3 4 (§/

Circle all the phrases that complete this sentence for you:
"Working on my thesis will
."

Be time consuming^

Be stressful.

Be frustrating

Bring about unwanted criticism

j3e a challenge

.Be beneficial

Be useless

Be (other [fill in blank]).

Lee Honors College Questionnaire
Note: This is a survey about your experience as an Honors student @ WMU. Please answer
openly and honestly. Feedback will be kept confidential and will not be directly shared with
faculty members or WMUaffiliated staff under any circumstances.

Gender: M^Year in College 1st 0 3rd 4th 5th+ Year in LHC 1st © 3rd 4th 5+
Curriculum/Major(s)/Minor(s): £lIT>a\ Edu / &1C&Q &ClA
How many LHC clusters have you taken? 0 l(23 4+
How many single honors courses have you taken? 0 12r3]4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11+

Have you done any independent study course work for credit? Y N\
Was it through the LHC? Y

N

Have you studied abroad? Y IN)
For what length of time? Short-term

Semester

Did you receive credit through the LHC? Y

Year

other

N

Do you intend on graduating from the LHC? (y N maybe
Do you intend on completing an honors thesis? (y) N maybe

why or why not? \ boavrh ~tt) qm<dUi/*^fld *•*/ KiftUStS
What stage of planning/execution is your thesis in (i.e. haven't started, brainstorming,

researching, etc.)?

UtsjBA^Y-?JSrJ^

jQJ&AzkjLjd?

How many hours a week do you devote to class work?

/ is

Other academic pursuits (i.e. research, studying for MCAT, GRE, etc.)?.
What are your other academic pursuits?
Extracurricular?

Will being a member of the LHC alter (lengthen or shorten) the duration of your

undergrad education?R\ N How?

UJJ>^*^*tJ^JL^J

As astudent @WMU, have you participated in any community service activities?^!1 N

What was it? /2£>YvJL
For what length of time?

(\v\ 0J

>t k * .^tJxA^Cn^^

G^ ^^ \^#4rAr~»

Do you live or have you ever lived in the Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning community? Y (N)

For how many years^o) 12 3 4+ Was this experience beneficial? Y N n/a
Why?

What were your reasons for joining the LHC? Rank orderfrom highest to lowest (with 1
being highest) the reasons that apply to you. Do not mark reasons that do not apply.

I

Small class size

v

Priority registration

Scholarship/Financial Reasons

Personal advising

.Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning
community

Uniqueness of course offerings

l~ Intellectual stimulation/academic

Resume builder

challenge

p

.Establish close mentoring relationships
with faculty

.Make friends/social benefits (HSA,

Parental/high school mentor/teacher

Other(list)

pressure

programming, etc.)

With 1 = strongly disagree 5 = strongly agree, please rate your agreement with thefollowing
sentences.

I socialize with other LHC members on a nonacademic basis. 1 2 / 3 4 5

Most of my friends are also LHC members/1] 2 3 4 5
The general WMU student population stereotypes LHC members as "other" (i.e. nerds,

geeks, elitists, etc.) 1/2j 3 4 5

I, personally, perceive other LHC members in the same way (i.e. nerds, geeks, elitists, etc.).

10 3 4 5

LHC members stereotype the general WMU student population as "inferior" (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful).n) 2 3 4 5
I, personally, perceive the general WMU student population in the same way (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful)^ 1/ 2 3 4 5

Circle all the phrases that complete this sentence for you:
"Working on my thesis will
."
Be time consuming

Be stressful

Be frustrating -"*

Bring about unwanted criticism

/Be achallenge
Be useless

(Be beneffcla£>
Be (other [fill in blank])

Lee Honors College Questionnaire
Note: This is a survey about your experience as an Honors student @ WMU. Please answer
openly and honestly. Feedback will be kept confidential and will not be directly shared with
faculty members or WMU affiliated staff under any circumstances.

Gender: m(f) Year in College 1st 2nd 3rd (4thJ 5th-f-

st

>-»nd

ord f Att

Year in LHC 1st 2nd 3rd 4th

5+

Curriculum/Major(s)/Minor(s): jwJ^lJ tf/ olOLOu/
How many LHC clusters have you taken? 0/1)2 3 4+

How many single honors courses have you taken? 0 12 3(4)5 6789 10 11+

Have you done any independent study course work for credit? Y /N )

Was it through the LHC? Y (n)
Have you studied abroad? Y fNj
For what length of time? Short-term

Semester

Did you receive credit through the LHC? Y

Year

other

N

Do you intend on graduating from the LHC? Y N /maybe
Do you intend on completing an honors thesis? Y N iVmybe

Why orWhy not? Wfi CTjfl2&3
jflfib
03
l&M
^'^kS
k&tMjA)
~
I ~hyyuJ-1
What stage of planning/execution is your thesis in (i.e. haven't started, brainstorming,
researching, etc.)?

\r9*ffly^ina

How many hours a week do you devote to class work?

\ s

Other academic pursuits (i.e. research, studying for MCAT, GRE, etc.)? ZD

What are your other academic pursuits? TtTWQl j.">hjl/i yjflfl §&£ <0Ug \MftJS.

Extracurricuiar?SDrQnfY/{VVfljdi^C ,'[fewS SfoWs]SNift

Will being a member of the LHC alter (lengthen or shorten) the duration of your

undergrad education? YN How? ,<wA| S iKL vSOJYlQ

As astudent @WMU, have you participated in any community service activitiesPJj) N

what was it? \m\hyii ®Mi wJfoaiaiCo
For what length oftime? JC^tTS ^YV(\Qf^&\
Do you live or have you ever lived in the Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning community? Y N J
For how many years? 0

12

3 4+ Was this experience beneficial? Y N

Why?

What were your reasons for joining the LHC? Rank orderfrom highest to lowest (with 1
beinghighest) the reasons that apply to you. Do not mark reasons that do not apply.

—-/

size.
Small class size

*^~

Priority registration

Scholarship/Financial Reasons

Personal advising

Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning

Uniqueness of course offerings

community
J

Intellectual stimulation/academic
challenge

.Establish close mentoring relationships
with faculty

A _Parental/high school mentor/teacher
pressure

**/ Resume builder

Make friends/social benefits (HSA,
programming, etc.)
Other(list)

n/a

With 1 = strongly disagree 5 = strongly agree, please rate your agreement with thefollowing
sentences.

Isocialize with other LHC members on anonacademic basisll J2 3 4 5
jrM1 / 2 3 4 5
Most of my friends are also LHC members.
The general WMU student population stereotypes LHC members as "other" (i.e. nerds,

geeks, elitists, etc.) 1 12\ 3 4 5
/L personally, perceive other LHC members in the same way (i.e. nerds, geeks, elitists, etc.).

02345

LHC members stereotype the general WMU student population as "inferior" (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful)(lJ 2 3 4 5

I, personally, perceive the general WMU student population in the same way (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful)). 1) 2 3 4 5

Circle all the phrases that complete this sentence for you:
"Working on my thesis will.

Te time consuming ^ * Be
Besstressful^

le frustrating

)

le achallenge J
Be useless

Bring about unwanted criticism
{Be beneficial
Be (other [fill in blank]).

Lee Honors College Questionnaire
Afote: T/iw is a survey about your experience as an Honors student @ WMU. Please answer
openly and honestly. Feedback will be kept confidential and will not be directly shared with
faculty members or WMU affiliated staff under any circumstances.

Gender: m(f)Year in College 1st 2nd 3rd @5th+ Year in LHC 1st 2nd 3rd (?) 5+

CurriculumAla)or(S)/Minor(s): FUJ. UnyUtlJfUl / fir\U\(JU^60\. 6^ I^UJj
How many LHC clusters have you taken? 0(l)2 34+
How many single honors courses have youtaken? 0 12 3\^J£ 6789 1011+

Have you done any independent study course work for credit? yM
Was it through the LHC? Y

N

Have you studied abroad? Y ^J
For what length of time? Short-term

Semester

Did you receive credit through the LHC? Y

Year

other

N

Do you intend on graduating from the LHC? Y N (maybe/
Do you intend on completing an honors thesis? Y N (maybe/
Why or why not?
What stage of planning/execution is your thesis in (i.e. haven't started, brainstorming,

.ing, etc.)? -rW/tf" %JLdtJ

researching,

How many hours a week do you devote to class work??

(g-10

Other academic pursuits (i.e. research, studying for MCAT, GRE, etc.)?.
What are your other academic pursuits?

Extracurricular?fad Mtty AS(5T7 .' PKl \Qkf^ ?k\ i fyM Mtty
Will being a member of the LHC alter (lengthen or shorten) the duration of your

undergrad education? yI N; How?

As a student @WMU, have you participated in any community service activities? Y( Ny
What was it?

For what length of time?

Do you live or have you ever lived in the Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning community?\Y/ N

For how many years? 0 ( 1J 2 3 4+ Was this experience beneficial?\Yj) N n/a
Why?

What were your reasons for joining the LHC? Rank orderfrom highest to lowest (with 1
being highest) the reasons that apply to you. Do not mark reasons that do not apply.

O Small class size

/- Priority registration

3 Scholarship/Financial Reasons

Personal advising

1

Uniqueness of course offerings

.Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning
community

J Intellectual stimulation/academic

_j Resume builder

challenge

Establish close mentoring relationships
with faculty
Parental/high school mentor/teacher
pressure

\D Make friends/social benefits (HSA,
programming, etc.)
Other(list)

With 1 = strongly disagree 5 = strongly agree, please rate your agreement with the following
sentences.

1socialize with other LHC members on a nonacademic basis. 1 2 \3J 4 5

Most ofmy friends are also LHC members. 12(3/45
The general WMU student papulation stereotypes LHC members as "other" (i.e. nerds,

geeks, elitists, etc.) 1 2 3 ( 4\ 5
I, personally, perceive other LHC members in the same way (i.e. nerds, geeks, elitists, etc.).

1 2Qj 4 5

LHC members stereotype the general WMU studentpopulation as "inferior" (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful). 12 3 [4J 5
I, personally, perceive the general WMU student population in the same way (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful). 1 (2 J 3 4 5
Circle all the phrases that complete this sentence for you:
"Workingon my thesis will
."
le time consuming/

Be frustrating")

le achallenge)
Be useless

Be stressful

Bring about unwanted criticism

/tte beneficial
Be (other [fill in blank]).

Lee Honors College Questionnaire
Note: This is a survey about your experience as an Honors student @ WMU. Please answer
openly and honestly. Feedback will be kept confidentialand will not be directly shared with
faculty members or WMUaffiliated staff under any circumstances.

Gender:© F Year in College 1st @ 3rd 4th 5th+ Year in LHC 1st @hrd 4th 5+
Curriculum/Major(s)/Minor(s): OuSvl jvgz
How many LHC clusters have you taken? 0 l$f)3 4+
How many single honors courses have you taken? ofl 234567891011+

Have you done any independent study course work for credit? Y \^J
Was it through the LHC? Y N

Have you studied abroad? Y flO
For what length of time? Short-term

Semester

Did you receive credit through the LHC? Y

Year

other

N

Do you intend on graduating from the LHC?(y) N maybe
Do you intend on completing an honors thesis? Y N (mayba

Why or why not? I'M AOf W; AtOtf\^ WMlfrJUHd
What stage
started, brainstorming,
>uigc of
in planning/execution
pimiiiiiig/CAciuuuu is
is your
juui thesis
uicaia in
111 (i.e.»haven't
ii.c.ju

researching, etc.)? ttAVrtiV* SJflVM*
How many hours a week do you devote toclass work?

_t I^^Llr •>

Other academic pursuits (i.e. research, studying for MCAT, GRE, etc.)?.
What are your other academic pursuits?
Extracurricular?

Will being a member of the LHC alter (lengthen or shorten) the duration of your
undergrad education? Yw How?

-

As astudent @WMU, have you participated in any community service activities? YfNj
What was it?

For what length of time?

Do you live or have you ever lived in the Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning community?Cy/ N

For how many years? 0 (T) 2 3 4+ Was this experience beneficial? Y(N/ n/a
Why?

What were your reasons for joining the LHC? Rank orderfrom highest to lowest (with 1
being highest) the reasons that apply to you. Do not mark reasons that do not apply.

J~~ Small class size

_J Priority registration

Scholarship/Financial Reasons

fj Personal advising

Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning
community

*_) Uniqueness of course offerings

O Intellectual stimulation/academic

Resume builder

challenge

.Establish close mentoring relationships
with faculty

.Make friends/social benefits (HSA,

_Parental/high school mentor/teacher

Other(list)

pressure

programming, etc.)

With 1 - strongly disagree 5 = strongly agree, please rate your agreement with thefollowing
sentences.

I socialize with other LHC members on a nonacademic basis. 1 f?),3

4 5

Most of my friends are also LHC members* 1 j 2 3 4 5
The general WMU student population stereotypes LHC members as "other" (i.e. nerds,

geeks, elitists, etc.) 1 Cl) 3 4 5
I, personally, perceive other LHC members in the same way (i.e. nerds, geeks, elitists, etc.).

0 2 3 4 5

LHC members stereotype the general WMU student population as "inferior" (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful). 12 3 (4) 5
I, personally, perceive the general WMU student population in the same way (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful). 1 2 (?) 4 5

Circle all the phrases that complete this sentence for you:
"Working on my thesis will
."

Be frustrating^---

Bring about unwanted criticism

Be a challenge

Be beneficial

Be useless

Be (other [fill in blank])

\
Lee Honors College Questionnaire

V—>^

Note: This is a survey about your experience as an Honors student @ WMU. Please answer
openly and honestly. Feedback will be kept confidential and will not be directly shared with
faculty members or WMU affiliated staff under any circumstances.

Gender: M(£)vear in College 1st \S 3rd 4th 5th+ Year in LHC lst(?\ 3rd 4th 5+
Curriculum/Major(s)/Minor(s): NjU/Sl/lS J^\cA(\%A Mi^OT
How many LHC clusters have you taken? 0 lg)3 4+
How many single honors courses have you taken? 0 1 2£wl 56789 10 11+

Have you done any independent study course work for credit? Y (j)

Was it through the LHC? Y ^f)
Have you studied abroad? Y (n^)
For what length of time? Short-term

Semester

Year

other

Did you receive credit through the LHC? Y

Do you intend on graduating from the LHC^ft N maybe
Do you intend on completing an honors thesis?f Y\ N maybe

Why or why not? U /yulU

r<VHf><//Hl/U (*JL4 lM\tr i^<JX X-tfWlJL

What stage of planning/execution is your thesis in (i.e. haven't started, l^rainstornjing,
researching, etc.)?

How many hours a week do you devote to class work?

\J>~~ dC j

Other academic pursuits (i.e. research, studying for MCAT, GRE, etc.)?.
What are your other academic pursuits?
Extracurricular?

Will being a member of the LHC alter (lengthen or shorten) the duration of your

undergrad education? Y/N j How?

As astudent @WMU, have you participated in any community service activities^?) N
What was it?

TU oL fyhSA

VY) iU/1 ff Q/J A<*

For what length of time? a XfALD Y/(jyQCA r
Do you live or have you ever lived in the Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning community? Y Q$\
For how many years? 0

12

3

4+ Was this experience beneficial? Y N

Why?

What were your reasons for joining the LHC? Rank orderfrom highest to lowest (with 1
being highest) the reasons that apply to you. Do not mark reasons that do not apply.

9L.Small class size

[' Priority registration
( Personal advising

.Scholarship/Financial Reasons
.Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning
community

5

.Intellectual stimulation/academic

w

Uniqueness of course offerings

v?Re
Resume builder

challenge

T* Establish close mentoring relationships
with faculty

.Parental/high school mentor/teacher
pressure

$

Make friends/social benefits (HSA,
programming, etc.)
Other(list)

n/a

With 1 = strongly disagree 5 = strongly agree, please rate your agreement with thefollowing
sentences.

I socialize with other LHC members on a nonacademic basis. 12 3 (4^> 5

Most ofmy friends are also LHC members^ 1} 2 3 4 5
The general WMU student population stereotypes LHC members as "other" (i.e. nerds,

geeks, elitists, etc.) 1 (2)3

4 5

I, personally, perceive other LHC members in the same way (i.e. nerds, geeks, elitists, etc.).

1 [2\ 3 4 5
LHC members stereotype the general WMU student population as "inferior" (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successfulYfT) 2 3 4 5
I, personally, perceive the general WMU student population in the same way (less
motivated, less intelligent, less successful^. 1) 2 3 4 5

Circle all the phrases that complete this sentence for you:
"Working on my thesis will
."

Berfime consuming

<£Sn

BgrTrustra^ng

Bring about unwanted criticism

Be(axhalleige

Reoenefiejal

Be useless

Be (other [fill in blank!) ^ulMillA^S zMc

i

Lee Honors College Questionnaire
Note: This is a survey about your experience as an Honors student @ WMU. Please answer
openly and honestly. Feedback will be kept confidential and will not be directly shared with
faculty members or WMU affiliated staff under any circumstances.

Gender: iv/?) Year in College 1st(?)3rd 4th 5th+ Year in LHC lst/2™y3rd 4th 5+
Curriculum/Major(s)/Minor(s): Qdmuluk)ication^ 4> Ag*

How many LHC clusters have you taken?f6\ 2 3 4+
How many single honors courses have you taken? 0 12 3 4^5)6 789 10 11+

Have you done any independent study course work for credit? Y/N )
Was it through the LHC? Y /N

Have you studied abroad? Y/N J
For what length of time? Short-term

Semester

Did you receive credit through the LHC? Y

Year

other.

N

Do you intend on graduating from the LHC? Y(N j maybe

Do you intend on completing an honors thesis? Y /N j maybe
Why or why not? 4\jen^€r\^CL
What stage of planning/execution is your thesis in (i.e. haven't started, brainstorming,
researching, etc.)?

How many hours a week do you devote to class work?

J0^20 htu^^

Other academic pursuits (i.e. research, studying for MCAT, GRE, etc.)?
What are your other academic pursuits?
Extracurricular?

Will being a member of the LHC alter (lengthen or shorten) the duration of your

undergrad education? y/n) How? Wlams><£ / jun IzzSwd

As astudent @WMU, have you participated in any community service activities^YJ N

What was it? UufltfSOg &2£J&fej } fi^rtorSflzulj; IgfcK
For what length of time? 1 ^e Me^ree

) ^^s,teg

Do you live or have you ever lived in the Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning community^Yj N
For how many years? 0/1 j2 3 4+ Was this experience beneficial? Y Nfn/a\
Whv? / dULi i£JJ lit* (± vUs dlS&uOL **r+ft hr U&

Plow jC cmmur)(cx,tiArt rej^iny ^hrHuhnq S cfher l\\c ^ift
What were your reasons for joining the LHC? Rank orderfrom highest to lowest (with 1
being highest) the reasons that apply to you. Do notmark reasons that do not apply.

\J§ Small class size

2- Priority registration
Personal advising

Scholarship/Financial Reasons

3

_Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning
community

j

Uniqueness of course offerings

Intellectual stimulation/academic

J

Resume builder

challenge

(J Establish close mentoring relationships
with faculty

_Parental/high school mentor/teacher
pressure

.Make friends/social benefits (HSA,

programming, etc.)
Other(list).

With 1 = strongly disagree 5 = strongly agree, please rate your agreement with thefollowing
sentences.

I socialize with other LHC members on a nonacademic basis. 12 3 r4J 5

Most of my friends are also LHC members. 1 (%) 3 4 5
The general WMU student population stereotypes LHC members as "other" (i.e. nerds,

geeks, elitists, etc.) 1 \2) 3 4 5
I, personally, perceive other LHC members in the same way (i.e. nerds, geeks, elitists, etc.).

17y 3 4 5

LHC members stereotype the general WMU student population as "inferior" (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful). 1 2 fy 4 5

I, personally, perceive the general WMU student population in the same way (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful). 1 (l) 3 4 5

Circle all the phrases that complete this sentence for you:
"Working on my thesis will
."

Be stress&rt^I^
Bring about unwanted criticism

Be a challenge

Be beneficial

Be useless

Be (other [fill in blank])

Kju

Lee Honors College Questionnaire

Note: This is a survey about your experience as an Honors student @ WMU. Please answer
openly and honestly. Feedback will be kept confidential and will not be directly shared with
faculty members or WMU affiliated staff under any circumstances.

Gender: m(f) Year in College 1st 0 3rd 4th 5th+ Year in LHC 0 2nd 3rd 4th 5+

CurriculumMajor(s)/Minor(s): QsCGXJM fff^MyF^/Z^M
How many LHC clusters have you taken? 0 1@3 4+

How many single honors courses have you taken? 0 1@3 456789 10 11+
Have you done any independent study course work for credit? Y \^y
Was it through the LHC? Y

N

Have you studied abroad? Y (n)
For what length of time? Short-term

Semester

Did you receive credit through the LHC? Y

Year

other

N

Do you intend on graduating from the LHC? Qfy N maybe

Do you intend on completing an honors thesis?(^y N maybe

Why or why not? fy^//MW//147y'/^//7yj^ym^^^
What stage of planning/execution is your thesis in (i.e. haven't started, brainstorming,

researching, etc.)? W/;;^^
How many hours a week do you devote to class work?

&±

Other academic pursuits (i.e. research, studying for MCAT, GRE, etc.)?

What are your other academic pursuits?(7{ffl/^/Ufa^ #& ////J/J'<W /3^fc>?KtS>

Extracurricular? Sjjjh^liJ^a^
Will being a member of the LHC alter (fengthejror shorten) the duration of your

undergrad education?(9>4 How? c/fo//7XZ&X4^fityfAfaLf.~ /jfli&tf.

As a student @WMU, have you participated in any community service activities? Y /N/
What was it?

For what length of time?

Do you live or have you ever lived in the Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning community? Y [W
For how many years? 0

12

3

4+ Was this experience beneficial? Y

N

Why?

What were your reasons for joining the LHC? Rank orderfrom highest to lowest (with 1
being highest) the reasons that apply to you. Do not mark reasons that do not apply.

__J

Small class size

( /§c^olars>n/^inafl/ci\l RprffeonsT
ddge-FQ%\.ivin^Le\rnin^

_j Priority registration

/ Personal advising
vO Uniqueness of course offerings

conamunity

Intellectual stimulation/academic

U? Resume builder

challenge

?U- Establish close mentoring relationships
with faculty

2

.Parental/high school mentor/teacher
pressure

5 Make friends/social benefits (HSA,
+J
programming, etc.)
Other(list).

n/a

With 1 = strongly disagree 5 = strongly agree, please rate your agreement with thefollowing
sentences.

I socialize with other LHC members on anonacademic basis. 1 (2j 3 4 5
Most ofmy friends are also LHC membersQ) 2 3 4 5
The general WMU student population stereotypes LHC members as "other" (i.e. nerds,
geeks, elitists, etc.) 12 3 \4J 5

I, personally, perceive other LHC members in the same way (i.e. nerds, geeks, elitists, etc.).

1 2 3 4 (1)

LHC members stereotype the general WMU student population as "inferior" (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful). 12 3 05

I, personally, perceive the general WMU student population in the same way (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful). 12 3 \4J 5

Circle all the phrases that complete this sentence for you:
"Working on my thesis will
."
le time consuming

Be stressful

Be frustrating

Bring about unwanted criticism

Be useless

Be (other [fill in blank!) £J0

iJ^sfaipm^J^i

(£)

Lee Honors College Questionnaire

Note: This is a survey about your experience as an Honors student @ WMU. Please answer
openly and honestly. Feedback will be kept confidential and will not be directly shared with
faculty members or WMU affiliated staff under any circumstances.

Gender: M^Year in College 1st 2nd (3 4th 5th+ Year in LHC 1st 2nd (?) 4th 5+
Curriculum/Major(s)/Minor(s): ^"i^^'iCa\

^c'k^-^^ju

/^-X^y*~ uVv^fc.

How many LHC clusters have you taken? 0 1(J>3 4+

How many single honors courses have you taken? 0 1 2@4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11+

Have you done any independent study course work for credit? Y P*CJ

Was it through the LHC? X^r^'
Have you studied abroad? Y^T"
For what length of time? Short-term

Semester

Year

other

^

—-

Did you receive credit through the LHC? Y.N"

Do you intend on graduating from the LHC? (V/N maybe
Do you intend on completing an honors thesis? £J N

Why or why not? J" £*+*

^ -hfic

maybe

•? A

r<* ///

;^J<r*jti*J

What stage of planning/execution is your thesis in (i.e. haven't started, brainstorming,

researching, etc.)? J- Ke-nr< £ b*-S)c

*M^

How many hours a week do you devote to class work?

J~

^usi

r^*^J n,

HO t

Other academic pursuits (i.e. research, studying for MCAT, GRE, etc.)? -^AAt^^rf

What are your other academic pursuits? ^-fvi^r^ ^v M-cAT} c^ff /'^J "* M*J ft-*^
Extracurricular? ?rof^+^Nj gW^c P^-kr^-U^ S^./k. ii^J^cr ^
Will being a member of the LHC alter (lengthen or shorten) the duration of your

undergrad education? Y<g/How? ST 'r± ^^ A A^

/gj£

'

As astudent @WMU, have you participated in any community service activities(?Y) N

What was it? ^s'k "T^K
For what length of time?.

?q^

3 -h rv*s

"tLravjly Mus jc ^4*™. AU

e^c^U

j^^Jk

Do you live or have you ever lived in the Eldridge-Fox hxemffiMAi nui^ mmmimity?C Y N

For how many years? 0 1 Q) 3 4+ Was this experience beneficial?® N n/a

Why? ^ p>T*J /'"/
M

¥-

tf». -p>gg/ pfao>

ib

c/±m2e£t. A^ J2<~,

A*/<*

«k_r

i.yf 'd. '+

What were your reasons for joining the LHC? Rank orderfrom highest to lowest (with 1
being highest) the reasons that apply to you. Do not mark reasons that do not apply.

y

Small class size

\_Scholarship/Financial Reasons
Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning

A Priority registration
Persopafadvising

\_Uniqueness ofcourse offerings

community

5

.Intellectual stimulation/academic

me builder

challenge

.Establish"close mentoring relationships
rith faculty

_Make fncffds/social benefits (HSA,

Parental/high school mentor/teacher

_Other(list)

ressure

programming, etc.)

>*Ss*-A

r

With 1 - strongly disagree 5 = strongly agree, please rate your agreement with thefollowing
sentences.

I socialize with other LHC members on a nonacademic basis. 12 3 4 (JT^

Most ofmy friends are also LHC members. 1 2 Q} 4 5
The general WMU student population stereotypes LHC members as "other" (i.e. nerds,
geeks, elitists, etc.) 1 \2) 3 4 5

L personally, perceive other LHC members in the same way (i.e. nerds, geeks, elitists, etc.).

(J 2 3 4 5
LHC members stereotype the general WMU s|udent population as "inferior" (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful). 1 (2) 3 4 5
I, personally, perceive the general WMU student population in the same way (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful)^!/) 2 3 4 5

Circle all the phrases that complete this sentence for you:
"Working on my thesis will
."

(^ Be time consuming
Be frustrating

^ Be achallenge^
Be useless

Be stressful
Bring about unwanted criticism

^^Bejjeneficj
Be (other [fill in blank])

^

~k

^J^/

-hvcfbr
uJ

/-*

U.ck

«

Lee Honors College Questionnaire
Note: This is a survey about your experience as an Honors student @ WMU. Please answer
openly and honestly. Feedback will be kept confidential and will not be directly sharedwith
faculty members or WMU affiliated staff under any circumstances.

Gender: M(g) Year in College^ (2^ 3rd 4th 5th+ Year in LHC 1st ($ 3rd 4th 5+
Curriculum/Major(s)/Minor(s): tmcA'^ b Corym^i.cr.M^s Majo^ M<rtU ttLuaar.

How many LHC clusters have you taken? 0 l(2)3 4+
How many single honors courses have you taken? 0 1(2)3 456789 10 11+

Have you done any independent study course work for credit? Y (§)
Was it through the LHC? Y

N

Have you studied abroad? Y (fy
For what length of time? Short-term

Semester

Did you receive credit through the LHC? Y

Year

other

N

Do you intend on graduating from the LHC? (p N maybe

Do you intend on completing an honors thesis? (Y) N maybe
Why or why not?^ycao.si A uu'vW aVU^fwt y> nvrJkjcxte -from -\W Wna^ rolWo.ey &^\A
What stage of planning/execution is your thesis in (i.e. haven't started, brainstorming,

researching, etc.)? WdLQg\^\ ^V&AeA,\ouV Vfn -VW/> I: viaAof \ckx3
How many hours a week do you devote to class work? 25"

Other academic pursuits (i.e. research, studying for MCAT, GRE, etc.)? Q
What are your other academic pursuits? UrM Aguo
Extracurricular?

Will being a member of the LHC alter (lengthen or shorten) the duration of your

undergrad education? Y(N) How? \\ uoAV s-V>\V ovA^ Vib ^u Ai^ari ^ <y4^vV.

As a student @WMU, have you participated in any community service activities?(Y) N

What was it? MjzxVs qi-v LQW-gVs W^^dgAuggg seroia W AWV^
For what length of time? 3jjj mon^W
Do you live or have you ever lived in the Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning community? Qj N

For how many years? 0 (T) 2 3 4+ Was this experience beneficial?Qp N n/a
Why? V (wj\ yerfpU uAad Aaa^A <gx yeomen aw A W^ y^l g%m&u

SgvToCftlM. n^&tf^ -\Ws> o<foy\e rr.v\ i^rnmrviOi-Ji bttdJUSS sJaaS^a itt^y/g -WvW^
What were your reasons for joining the LHC? Rank orderfrom highest to lowest (with 1
being highest) the reasons thatapply to you. Do not mark reasons thatdo not apply.

&

Small class size

ID Scholarship/Financial Reasons
t Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning
community

5 Intellectual stimulation/academic

ti Priority registration
J

Personal advising

H Uniqueness ofcourse offerings
I Resume builder

challenge

Q Establish close mentoring relationships
with faculty

\ Parental/high school mentor/teacher
pressure

^ Make friends/social benefits (HSA,
programming, etc.)
Other(list)

With 1 = strongly disagree 5 = strongly agree, please rate your agreement with thefollowing
sentences.

I socialize with other LHC members on a nonacademic basis. 12 3 (A) 5

Most of my friends are also LHC members. 1 2 (J) 4 5
The general WMU student population stereotypes LHC members as "other" (i.e. nerds,

geeks, elitists, etc.lj) 2 3 4 5
L personally, perceive other LHC members in the same way (i.e. nerds, geeks, elitists, etc.).

(p 2 3 4 5

LHC members stereotype the general WMU student population as "inferior" (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful). 1 (2) 3 4 5
I, personally, perceive the general WMU student population in the same way (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful)(T) 2 3 4 5

Circle all the phrases that complete this sentence for you:
"Working on my thesis will
."

Be time consuming
Be frustrating

(Beachallenge>
Be useless

(Be stressful^
Bring about unwanted criticism

Be beneficial
Be (other [fill in blank]).

*

Lee Honors College Questionnaire
Note: This is a survey about your experience as an Honors student @ WMU. Please answer
openly and honestly. Feedback will be kept confidential and will not be directly shared with
faculty members or WMUaffiliated staff under any circumstances.

Gender: M® Year in College 1st 2nd & 4th 5th+ Year in LHC 1st 2nd <£) 4th 5+
Curriculum/Major(s)/Minor(s): Co^po^r fccvyTgenoo + Co^y^tc Science
How many LHC clusters have you taken? 0 103 4+

How many single honors courses have you taken? 0(1) 234567891011+
Have you done any independent study course work for credit?\Y) N

Was it through the LHC?® N
Have you studied abroad? Y Hfcj)
For what length of time? Short-term

Semester

Did you receive credit through the LHC? Y

Year

other

N

Do you intend on graduating from the LHC? (y) N maybe
Do you intend on completing an honors thesis? ® N maybe

Why or why not? nQN)q,H;o qouuxxu for dncyrveeonc*
What stage of planning/execution is your thesis in (i.e. haven't started, brainstorming,

researching, etc.)? Siac-hoc* ifviVva fa\\ tx>rfh goaioegrvna scxhoc diasi^o c\o&&
How many hours a week do you devote to class work? ^Q *

Other academic pursuits (i.e. research, studying for MCAT, GRE, etc.)? 5-iohcS
What are your other academic pursuits? rese^cK-rw
Extracurricular? soW car

Will being a member of the LHC alter (lengthen or shorten) the duration of your

undergrad education? Y (y) How?

:

As a student @WMU, have you participated in any community service activities? Y (^N
What was it?

For what length of time?

Do you live or have you ever lived in the Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning community? (y) N
For how many years? 0 1 (2) 3 4+ Was this experience beneficial? \X) N n/a

Why? frAaV peqfe, losacrxa fceshrvNaft cVnstec /po-o^le-fco s4u^muj\-VV\

What were your reasons for joining the LHC? Rank orderfrom highest to lowest (with 1
being highest) the reasons thatapply to you. Do not mark reasons that do not apply.

.Priority registration

Small class size

<o Scholarship/Financial Reasons

3 Personal advising

Uniqueness of course offerings

_Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning
community
.Intellectual stimulation/academic

2- Resume builder

challenge

.Establish close mentoring relationships
with faculty

_S Parental/high school mentor/teacher
pressure

5

Make friends/social benefits (HSA,

programming, etc.)
Other(list).

With 1 = strongly disagree 5 = strongly agree, please rate your agreement with thefollowing
sentences.

I socialize with other LHC members on a nonacademic basis. 1

2

3

4 \5J

Most of my friends arealso LHC members. 12 3 4 yy
The general WMU student population stereotypes LHC members as "other" (i.e. nerds,

geeks, elitists, etc.) 1 © 3 4 5
I, personally, perceive other LHC members in the same way (i.e. nerds, geeks, elitists, etc.).

1 © 3 4 5
LHC members stereotype the general WMU student population as "inferior" (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful).(T) 2 3 4 5
I, personally, perceive the general WMU student population in the same way (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful).® 2 3 4 5

Circle all the phrases that complete this sentence for you:
"Working on my thesis will
."
Be time consuming

Be frustrating

Be achallenge)
Be useless

M3e stressful

Bring about unwanted criticism

(Be beneficial
Be (other [fill in blank]).

Lee Honors College Questionnaire
Note: This is a survey about your experience as an Honors student @ WMU. Please answer
openly and honestly. Feedback will be kept confidential and will not be directly shared with
faculty members or WMU affiliated staff under any circumstances.

Gendei@F Year in College 1st 2nd (3^)4* 5th+ Year in LHC 1st 2nd(&) 4th 5+
Curriculum/Major(s)/Minor(s): Ct/mpUXr£na>n€erify / fflQ+hewXhcS; Qy^^^^
How many LHC clusters have you taken? 0 1(2;3 4+

How many single honors courses have you taken? Ofifcj3 4567891011+

Have you done any independent study course work for credit? Y Sy
Was it through the LHC?-£-N—

Have you studied abroad? Y /N)
For what length of time? Skert=tcrm

Semester

YeaT

Did you receive credit through the LHC2-Y—N

other

*•

Do you intend on graduating from the LHC? Y) N maybe

Do you intend on completing an honors thesis?/!) N maybe

Why or why not? fi/r. tt /§ fefourtd jtf/T /TTUj /ynOPOr grUAoOGLu .
What stage of planning/execution is your thesis in (i.e. haven't started, brainstorming,

researching, etc.)?

/i ]Q\1P II /-

SJar-hCC^

How many hours a week do you devote to class work?

"^ /O l)/S

Other academic pursuits (i.e. research, studying for MCAT, GRE, etc.)?.
What are your other academic pursuits?

Extracurricular? A5£, QDaySi lm Sptr-fS, Voluntas' QjJJQflCt;
Will being a member of the LHC alter (lengthen or shorten) the duration of your

undergrad education? Y^n) How? jftfj\)n<su",

As a student @WMU, have you participated inany community service activities?(Y^) N

What was it? ASR frifS / M'>l\K>py&f5
For what length of time?

) U*ZJUC. /

Jclay

Do you live or have you ever lived in the Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning community?Cx) N

For how many years? 0 1 /2J 3 4+ Was this experience beneficial?/Yy N n/a
Why?

iL hit +hX*r lA

lXXUj

kxMf abU

£g

ajIcjuHl jb -Hul fxafki, ufoo mzcX -Alar.., +-h^
What were your reasons for joining the LHC? 7fom& orderfrom highest to lowest (with 1
being highest) the reasons that apply to you. Do not mark reasons that do not apply.
"2

(o

Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning
community

L .Intellectual stimulation/academic

_

Priority registration

7

Personal advising

Q Uniqueness of course offerings

1

Resume builder

challenge
Establish close mentoring relationships
with faculty

^ptal/high^f^nnTg^nLinc/taarhpr

<i

.Make friends/social benefits (HSA,

programming, etc.)
Other(list)

With 1 = strongly disagree 5 = strongly agree, please rate your agreement with thefollowing
sentences.

Isocialize with other LHC members on anonacademic basiwU 2 3 4 Qj
Most of my friends are also LHC members. 12 3 [AJ 5
The general WMU student population stereotypes LHC members as "other" (i.e. nerds,

geeks, elitists, etc.) 1 2 3 ffl 5
I, personally, perceive other LHC members in the same way (i.e. nerds, geeks, elitists, etc.).

1@345

LHC members stereotype the general WMU student population as "inferior" (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful). 12 3 @J 5
I, personally, perceive the general WMU student population in the same way (less
motivated, less intelligent, less successful). 1 2 Qr 4 5

Circle all the phrases that complete this sentence for you:
"Working on my thesis will
."
Be time consuming

Be frustrating ]
Be a challenge\
Be useless

Bring about unwanted criticism
/Be beneficial
Be (other [fill in blank]).

Lee Honors College Questionnaire
Note: This is a survey about your experience as an Honors student @ WMU. Please answer
openly and honestly. Feedback will be kept confidential and will not be directly sharedwith
faculty members or WMUaffiliated staff under any circumstances.

Gender: N<^Year in College 1st (2^rd 4th 5th+ Year in LHC 1st (?) 3rd 4th 5+
Curriculum/Major(s)/Minor(s): fnai ishI(V\ft\\(\gj i^AASfcVCO
How many LHC clusters have you taken? 0 1(2)3 4+

How many single honors courses have you taken? 0(y2 34567891011+
Have you done any independent study course work for credit? Y (NJJ
Was it through the LHC? Y

N

Have you studied abroad? Y (n)
For what length oftime? Short-term Semester Year other

LLlLJ

Did you receive credit through the LHG^g^(N/

Do you intend on graduating from the LHC?(sYJn maybe
Do you intend on completing an honors thesis?^Y/ N

maybe

Why or why not?

What stage of planning/execution is your thesis in (i.e. haven't started, brainstorming,

researching, etc.)? ty S<? COTCK^Vg,
How many hours a week do you devote to class work?

/O

Other academic pursuits (i.e. research, studying for MCAT, GRE, etc.)?

Z_

What are your other academic pursuits? LCliP ScJ^OO' jf^pcCOMon^
Extracurricular? PKi Y^funOG^

r Hx

Will being a member of the LHC alter (lengthen or shorten) the duration of your

undergrad education^N How? 1hOCL to +ai(J? PX\r\CX PJCiASJi^ dCtO
avvsrtVra 5emc^vec. UXtfnoiM -thaUttC

doable rrxuar if* Z^U ^a^ lA^teac* o^
3.

As a student @WMU, have you participated inany community service activities? Y(Ny
What was it?

For what length of time?

Do you live or have you ever lived in the Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning community?^Yy N
For how many years? 0

1/2/3

Why? (buCCLUSJL

4+ Was this experience beneficial?l
Y )N n/a
:ial?lY7

1 Vc^sUt WWukula DJrinoyi UKl SAudJETlb

What were your reasons for joining the LHC? Rank orderfrom highest to lowest (with 1
being highest) the reasons that apply to you. Do not mark reasons that do not apply.

(P Small class size

*\ Scholarship/Financial Reasons
u> Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning

^

Priority registration

f|&* Personal advising
^-^ Uniqueness ofcourse offerings

community

vTy Intellectual stimulation/academic

/_Resume builder

challenge

/ Establish close mentoring relationships ( O Make friends/social benefits (HSA,
with faculty

Y

_Parental/high school mentor/teacher
pressure

programming, etc.)

Other(list).

With 1 = strongly disagree 5 = strongly agree, please rate your agreement with thefollowing
sentences.

I socialize with other LHC members on a nonacademic basis. 12 3 4 [5J
Most of my friends are also LHC members. 12

3

4 \5J

The general WMU student population stereotypes LHC members as "other" (i.e. nerds,

geeks, elitists, etc.) 12 3 4(5j)
I, personally, perceive other LHC members in the same way (i.e. nerds, geeks, elitists, etc.).

1 (2/ 3 4 5
LHC members stereotype the general WMU student population as "inferior" (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful)/y 2 3 4 5
I, personally, perceive the general WMU student population in the same way (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful)/! j 2 3 4 5

Circle all the phrases that complete this sentence for you:
"Working on my thesis will
."

Be time consuming^-

Be stressful

Be frustrating

Bring about unwanted criticism

.

' /

Be a challenge

Be beneficial

Be useless

Be (other [fill in blank]).

SUU M°>

Lee Honors College Questionnaire

Note: This is a survey about your experience as an Honors student @ WMU. Please answer
openly and honestly. Feedback will be kept confidential and will not be directly shared with
faculty members or WMU affiliated staff under any circumstances.

Gender: M® Year in College 1st 2nd 0 4th 5th+ Year in LHC 1st 2nd (g) 4th 5+

CurriculunVMajor(s)/Minor(s): ^l\sKl(\\QLffl /(ktf\)UGQfo flfljflQf
How many LHC clusters have you taken? 0 l(2)3 4+
How many single honors courses have you taken? 0 1a2)3 4567891011+

Have you done any independent study course work for credit?/ Y\ N

Was it through the LHC? Y(n)
Have you studied abroad? Y Tn) J~ <JJ\S^ -X CO0\c\ *
For what length of time? Short-term

Semester

Did you receive credit through the LHC? Y

Year

other

N

Do you intend on graduating from the LHC?/Yy N maybe
Do you intend on completing an honors thesis?(Y) N maybe

Why or why not? & 4Apj\ WoAJMl^cW RAfllSpgdfit 0^6 0S&
What stage of planning/execution is your thesis in (i.e. haven't started, brainstorming,

researching, etc.)? VMU^^VWflO)
How many hours a week do you devote to class work?

cx/O uSQ(^>

Other academic pursuits (i.e. research, studying for MCAT, GRE, etc.)?

What are your other academic pursuits?O^V QL^)la tfr QQfU» 3C)0GCAS> 4, iftjjQ G££
Extracurricular?

Will being a member of the LHC alter (lengthen or shorten) the duration of your

undergrad education? Y(fi) How? CU?#Al\ ASa\d 0CCsGY5s£A (fljfl

oty^u, toe cwv&A a& o^ja e& c/vadi^

As astudent @WMU, have you participated in any community service activities? Y ^j
What was it?

For what length of time?

Do you live or have you ever lived in the Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning community? (V) N

For how many years? 0 1Fl\ 3 4+ Was this experience beneficial?/YJ N n/a

whv? mA sm^n^&q uHaq axiwm^?'.

What were your reasons for joining the LHC? Rank orderfrom highest to lowest (with 1
being highest) the reasons that apply to you. Do not mark reasons that do not apply.

^ !jpl Small class size

!^^ty Priority registration

Scholarship/Financial Reasons
Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning
community

I

Intellectual stimulation/academic

Personal advising
cpc Uniqueness of course offerings

Resume builder

challenge

Qfelffi Establish close mentoring relationships
with faculty
Parental/high school mentor/teacher
pressure

Make friends/social benefits (HSA,
programming, etc.)
Other(list)

With 1 = strongly disagree 5 = strongly agree, please rate your agreement with thefollowing
sentences.

I socialize with other LHC members on anonacademic basis. 12 3 Q) 5
Most ofmy friends are also LHC members. 1 2 (3) 4 5
The general WMU student population stereotypes LHC members as "other" (i.e. nerds,

geeks, elitists, etc.) 1 ^2) 3 4 5
I, personally, perceive other LHC members in the same way (i.e. nerds, geeks, elitists, etc.).

(!) 2 3 4 5

LHC members stereotype the general WMU student population as "inferior" (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful). 1 ^ 3 4 5
I, personally, perceive the general WMU student population in the same way (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful). 1 2 Y3J 4 5

Circle all the phrases that complete this sentence for you:
"Working on my thesis will
."

Be time con^umirig)
X^6e frustrating^

te'a chall&ig^
Be useless

(j3e stressful;
Bring about unwanted criticism

(^Be beneficiap

£j£lluva

<r^ Be (other [fill in blank])

fwi^1

Lee Honors College Questionnaire

Note: This is a survey about your experience as an Honors student @ WMU. Please answer
openly and honestly. Feedback will be kept confidential and will not be directly shared with
faculty members or WMU affiliated staff under any circumstances.

Gender: M@ Year in College(P) 2nd 3rd 4th 5th+ Year in LHC (?) 2nd 3rd 4th 5+
Curriculum/Major(s)/Minor(s): EfajGQ&i ^\t^ jU €cK)CjgvKOTh

6VXX1\SV^

How many LHC clusters have you taken? 0 l(2) 4+
How many single honors courses have you taken^OJl 234567891011+
Have you done any independent study course work for credit? Y(Nj
Was it through the LHC? Y N

Have you studied abroad? Y© piOHS -fbc -+VuS 0tNmm S^^ni^r^O
For what length of time^§hort-tenr^ Semester Year other
Did you receive credit through the LHC? Y

N

Do you intend on graduating from the LHC?(Y) N maybe

Do you intend on completing an honors thesis?^) N maybe

Why or why not? 01X4 oP fW^\XQVi\^P& . InlP r>0 <^h rv2 Ckff\rttJVUf .
pursovr ^
What stage of planning/execution is your thesis in (i.e. haven't started, brainstorming,

researching, etc.)? 0q2>VjaD jpfflJUOSJTsf fW^q : V^aMtJPr4
How many hours a week do you devote to class work?

\£> ~?(J qJx \XXV (O^
no4o5 rrvocK as

Other academic pursuits (i.e. research, studying for MCAT, GRE, etc.)?_L_h^o\d U>Ol_,

What are your other academic pursuits? CQSUQJ WOtlnC^ , nfl^OXJTUn

Extracurricular? 3fa C&DJ (UX\h^3^0A0C , t^A
Will being a member of the LHC alter (lengthen or shorten) the duration of your

undergrad education? y(n) How?

As astudent @WMU, have you participated in any community service activities^?) N

what was it? Pr?y4 mojntor
For what length of time? 4ioA£> UQxxf - ("jTskj^ ZJO COVX+LAUl
Do you live orhave you ever lived in the Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning community? Y (N j

For how many years/o) 12 3 4+ Was this experience beneficial? Y N (n/a)

whv? I vjOjtAlA jp Uvd on u/hVn m^vpo^

What were your reasons for joining the LHC? Rank orderfrom highest to lowest (with 1
being highest) the reasons that apply to you. Do not mark reasons that do not apply.

\Q Small class size

1 Scholarship/Financial Reasons

1I Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning

C3 Priority registration

T Personal advising

fj Uniqueness ofcourse offerings

community

ck Intellectual stimulation/academic

IvJ Resume builder

challenge

O

Establish close mentoring relationships
with faculty

q

.Parental/high school mentor/teacher
pressure

<—j Make friends/social benefits (HSA,
programming, etc.)
Other(list).

With 1 = strongly disagree 5 = strongly agree, please rate your agreement with thefollowing
sentences.

I socialize with other LHC members on a nonacademic basis. 12 3 (7\ 5
Most of my friends are also LHC members. 1 2 (J3) 4 5
The general WMU student population stereotypes LHC members as "other" (i.e. nerds,

geeks, elitists, etc.) 1 (2) 3 4 5
L personally, perceive other LHC members in the same way (i.e. nerds, geeks, elitists, etc.).

(T) 2 3 4 5
LHC members stereotype the general WMU student population as "inferior" (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful). 1 \2j 3 4 5
I, personally, perceive the general WMU student population in the same way (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful)(T) 2 3 4 5

Circle all the phrases that complete this sentence for you:
"Working on my thesis will
."

\ OkACK\*J<L(£)
Be time consuming

13e stressful

Be frustrating

Bring about unwanted criticism

(^e achallenge
Be useless

le beneficial

Be (other [fill in blanks flXClHjnq / \Y\U]fU)<^h P\C\

Lee Honors College Questionnaire
Note: This is a survey about your experience as an Honors student @ WMU. Please answer
openly and honestly. Feedback will be kept confidential and will not be directly shared with
faculty members or WMUaffiliated staff under any circumstances.

Gender: M^Year in College 1st 2nd 0 4th 5th+ Year in LHC 1st 2nd 0 4th 5+
Curriculum/Major(s)/Minor(s): £/ia/i_<;/v CreoA-twP DnVhaj UjOYhP/fsSh^^
How many LHC clusters have you taken? 0(1)2 3 4+

**

How many single honors courses have you taken? 0 12 3(4)5 6789 10 11+

Have you done any independent study course work for credit? Y (^j

Was it through the LHC? Y ©
Have you studied abroad? Y (Nj
For what length of time? Short-term

Semester

Did you receive credit through the LHC? Y

Year

other

N

Do you intend on graduating from the LHC? Y N ^nSybey
Do you intend on completing an honors thesis? Y N (maybe)

Why or why not? J- bj^JjoA QCsr\Q. fca a r^Cif^Shon y e+{ ,,.
What stage of planning/execution is your thesis in (i.e. haven't started, brainstorming,

researching,etc.)?

fja^tni S'mCfpd

How many hours a week do you devote to class work?

/O V-3

Other academic pursuits (i.e. research, studying for MCAT, GRE, etc.)?

What are your other academic pursuits? INy H
Extracurricular? /\)/ n
Will being a member of the LHC alter (lengthen or shorten) the duration of your

undergrad education? Y (NJ) How?

C\

As a student @WMU, have you participated in any community service activities?Q[J N

What was it? C/gA^hc qp f asi (OmPu^
For what length of time? C\ ueek^d
Do you live or have you ever lived in the Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning community?^/ N

For how many years? 0 (\J 2 3 4+ Was this experience beneficial? Y N n/a

why? %± oa-s, nV. X dldal etyppj£ &>!ne cn-ed

^ \{mr.
What were your reasons for joining the LHC? Rank orderfrom highest to lowest (with 1
being highest) the reasons that apply to you. Do not mark reasons that do not apply.

(S. Small class size
Scholarship/Financial Reasons

X Priority registration
Personal advising

.Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning
community

^ Uniqueness of course offerings

.Intellectual stimulation/academic

L^ Resume builder

challenge
.Establish close mentoring relationships
with faculty

.Make friends/social benefits (HSA,

Parental/high school mentor/teacher

Other(list).

pressure

programming, etc.)

With 1 = strongly disagree 5 = strongly agree, please rate your agreement with thefollowing
sentences.

I socialize with other LHC members on a nonacademic basis. 1 2 3 4 [5j

Most ofmy friends are also LHC members. 12 3 (A) 5
The general WMU ctudent population stereotypes LHC members as "other" (i.e. nerds,

geeks, elitists, etc.f 12 3 4 p\

I, personally, perceive other LHC members in the same way (i.e. nerds, geeks, elitists, etc.).

1 2 (p 4 5
LHC members stereotype the general WMU student population as "inferior" (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful)£l^ 2 3 4 5
I, personally, perceive the general WMU student population in the same way (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful)£l\ 2 3 4 5

Circle all the phrases that complete this sentence for you:
"Working on my thesis will
."
Be time consuming

Be stressful

Be frustrating

Bring about unwanted criticism

le a challenge

Be beneficial

Be (other [fill in blank])

Lee Honors College Questionnaire
Note: This is a survey about your experience as an Honors student @ WMU. Please answer
openly and honestly. Feedback will be kept confidential and will not be directly shared with
faculty members or WMU affiliated staff under any circumstances.

Gender: M^pYear in College 1st 2nd 3rd/?)5th+ Year in LHC \*f?$ 3rd 4th 5+
Curriculum/Major(s)/Minor(s): UV\JU&L>~ (LMdMyt \OaJu^g / tV>g dw~U
How many LHC clusters have you taken foul 2 3 4+

How many single honors courses have you taken? cQj2 3456789 10 11+
Have you done any independent study course work for credit? (Y/N

Was it through the LHC? Y (N^
Have you studied abroad? Y (N)
For what length of time? Short-term

Semester

Did you receive credit through the LHC? Y

Year

other

N

Do you intend on graduating from the LHC^ Y/ N maybe
Do you intend on completing an honors thesis?nf) N maybe

Why or why not?

JCJg&AAAhAc(
gjLJjJ-X^i

What stage of planning/execution is your thesis in (i.e. haven't started, brainstorming,

researching, etc.)? ^^MAMC|

, •

How many hours a week do you devote to class work?

J u^iJlA^ ^*^

Other academic pursuits (i.e. research, studying for MCAT, GRE, etc.)?( (SsL. "*lj^
What are your other academic pursuits?
Extracurricular?

*^ $^

1^ J^jU. \S SCj^OCrf (aJr^U*G^)>

Will being a member of the LHC alter (lengthen or shorten) the duration of your

undergrad education? Y(Nj How? HljLdLvvJ^ ruLi jL^Jf Z

As astudent @WMU, have you participated in any community service activities? YQjl
What was it?

For what length of time?

__

Do you live or have you ever lived in the Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning community? YHy
For how many years? 0

12

3 4+ Was this experience beneficial? Y N

Why?

What were your reasons for joining the LHC? Rank orderfrom highest to lowest (with 1
being highest) the reasons that apply to you. Do not mark reasons that do not apply.

g>

Priority registration

.Small class size

.Scholarship/Financial Reasons

Personal advising

.Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning
community

Uniqueness of course offerings
/

.Intellectual stimulation/academic

challenge

Resume builder

™

.Establish close mentoring relationships
with faculty

.Make friends/social benefits (HSA,

.Parental/high school mentor/teacher

Other(list)

pressure

programming, etc.)
__

n/a

With 1 = strongly disagree 5 = strongly agree, please rate your agreement with thefollowing
sentences.

I socialize with other LHC members on a nonacademic basi^W 2 3 4 5
Most of mv friends are also LHC member^. 17 2

3

4

5

The general WMU student population stereotypes LHC members as "other" (i.e. nerds,

•"*•«-* *g7S 3 4 5

personally, perceive other LHC members in the same way (i.e. nerds, geeks, elitists, etc.).

12 3 4 5
LHC members stereotype the general WMU student population as "inferior" (less
motivated, less intelligent, less successful^!/ 2 3 4 5

I, personally, perceive the general WMU student population inthe same way (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful^ 1J 2 3 4 5
Circle all the phrases that complete this sentence for you:
"Working on my thesis will
."
Be time consuming

Be stressful

Be frustrating

Bring about unwanted criticism

Be a challenge

Be beneficial

Be useless

Be (other [fill in blank])

tkalfowu,^ OJ^J
U

}rj\

.^ ^r^ QJ?

Lee Honors College Questionnaire
Note: This is a survey about your experience as an Honors student @ WMU. Please answer
openly and honestly. Feedback will be kept confidential and will not be directly sharedwith
faculty members or WMUaffiliated staff under any circumstances.

Gender: M^Year in College 1st (2^) 3rd 4th 5th+ Year in LHC (0 2nd 3rd 4th 5+
Curriculum/Major(s)/Minor(s): (TVl gj jjjJEmJQQ
How many LHC clusters have you taken? 0K2 3 4+

How many single honors courses have you taken? 0 1(2)3 4567891011+

Have you done any independent study course work for credit? Y (nJ)

Was it through the LHC? Y @^ f\i A

Have you studied abroad? Y (#) - (V^ ^
For what length of time? Short-term

Semester

Did you receive credit through the LHC? Y

Year

other

N N-l ^V

Do you intend on graduating from the LHC?\J^ N maybe
Do you intend on completing an honors thesis? QC N

maybe

Why or why not? TW>i S AkL ~Y& »N (]j k£! Q& 1A IVg
What stage of planning/execution is your thesis in (i.e. haven't started, brainstorming,

researching, etc.)? Hq\frO\ STWCUd
How many hours a week do you devote to class work?

Q&

( (£ UU(\\ /%. CjjAjQ

Other academic pursuits (i.e. research, studying for MCAT, GRE, etc.)?

What are your other academic pursuits?" .^(KuIdaM^S kfcjp&lS LA02 *W/M
Extracurricular? \Ol l/rysW P i
Will being a member of the LHC alter (lengthen or shorten) the duration of your

undergrad education? YN How? Wefl4b Q (VjflS<rUu/Pij bv£

As a student @ WMU, have you participated in any community service activities? Y

N

What was it? ^ilHoyprS ~ VSfi \l\Af)\
For what length of time? MWs C^iU fc/M JllX
Do you live or have you ever lived in the Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning community? Y (j]y

For how many years?/^) 1 2 3 4+ Was this experience beneficial? Y N/n/a
Why?

What were your reasons for joining the LHC? Rank orderfrom highest to lowest (with 1
being highest) the reasons that apply to you. Do not mark reasons that do not apply.

\ Small class size

d~ Priority registration

l/j Scholarship/Financial Reasons
1O Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning

' Personal advising
Z? Uniqueness ofcourse offerings

community

^\ Intellectual stimulation/academic

j^ Resume builder

challenge

U Establish close mentoring relationships
with faculty

\! Parental/high school mentor/teacher
pressure

j

Make friends/social benefits (HSA,
programming, etc.)

Other(list)

With 1 = strongly disagree 5 = strongly agree, please rate youragreement with thefollowing
sentences.

I socialize with other LHC members on a nonacademic basis. 12 3 Qj 5

Most of my friends are also LHC members. 1JQ^J^ 5
The general WMU student population stereotypes LHC members as "other" (i.e. nerds,

geeks, elitists, etclTl jj 2 3 fi )5

/X personally, perceive other LHC members in the same way (i.e. nerds, geeks, elitists, etc.).

*g? 2ft) 4 5

LHC members stereotype the general WMU student population as "inferior" (less
motivated, less intelligent, less successful). 12 3 /+) 5

I, personally, perceive the general WMU studentpppulation in the same way (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful). 1 2(j) 4 5

Circle all the phrases that complete this sentence for you:
"Working on my thesis will
."

Be time consuming/
Be frustrating

Be a^challejige—->

Be useless

(^Be stressful
Bring about unwanted criticism

(Be beneficial

Be (other [fill in blank1^QfrV\U'n^ \o W. OjJkJQ Qv

x

fz&i
Lee Honors College Questionnaire
Note: This is a survey aboutyour experience as an Honors student @ WMU. Please answer
openly and honestly. Feedback will be kept confidential and will not be directly shared with
faculty members or WMUaffiliated staffunder any circumstances.

Gender: M/F/Year in Colleg/l) 2nd 3rd 4th 5th+ Year in LHC (\? 2nd 3rd 4th 5+

Curriculum/Major(s)/Minor(s)^)^ (V\i^R(iUl SClOOGg <S^il 1IfJT\ flfel i i
How many LHC clusters have you taken? 0jp2 34+

^ ^ 'l^'X\ ' '

How many single honors courses have you taken? 0 1(2)3 4567891011+
Have you done any independent study course work for credit? Y

Was it through the LHC? Y (R)
Have you studied abroad? Y (N )
For what length of time? Short-term

Semester

Year

other

Did you receive credit through the LHC? Y (N)
Do you intend on graduating from the LHC?'^ N maybe

Do you intend on completing an honors thesis? \y) N maybe

Why or why not? lUPUA Clfick \t'j fi CXX

. FK r

What stage of planning/execution is your thesis in (i.e. haven't started, brainstorming,

researching, etc.)? \ VYX\)f\At St ^
How many hours a week do you devote to class work?

vO OV ^>D

Other academic pursuits (i.e. research, studying for MCAT, GRE, etc.)?^

What are your other academic pursuits? |f\ Jlli Vt^.-VAJj

| M^H 1^

Extracurricular? V^.U SOClCr j jCk \Y\
Will being a member of the LHC alter (lengthen or shorten) the duration of your

undergrad education? Y(n) How? }\ SY)QI I\{JV\\ fX\{li{. it

As a student @WMU, have you participated in any community service activities? Y (^s
What was it?
For what length of time?

Do you live or have you ever lived in the Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning community? Y (^}
For how many years? 0

12

3

4+

Was this experience beneficial? Y

N

Why?

What were your reasons for joining the LHC? Rank orderfrom highest to lowest (with 1
being highest) the reasons that apply to you. Do not mark reasons that do not apply.

^

Small class size

0

Scholarship/Financial Reasons

/Q Personal advising

/ / Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning

_7

Priority registration

Uniqueness ofcourse offerings

community

J

Intellectual stimulation/academic

I, Resume builder

challenge

^y Establish close mentoring relationships
with faculty

_2_Parental/high school mentor/teacher
pressure

7 Make friends/social benefits (HSA,
programming, etc.)

Other(list)

n/a

With 1 = strongly disagree 5 = strongly agree, please rate your agreement with thefollowing
sentences.

I socialize with other LHC members on a nonacademic basis. 1 2 V3J 4 5

Most ofmy friends are also LHC members^j) 2 3 4 5
The general WMU student population stereotypes LHC members as "other" (i.e. nerds,

geeks, elitists, etc.) 12 3 (4) 5

Impersonally, perceive other LHC members in the same way (i.e. nerds, geeks, elitists, etc.).

(X) 2 3 4 5
LHC members stereotype the general WMU student population as "inferior" (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful). 1 2 (T) 4 5
I, personally, perceive the general WMU student population in the same way (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful). 1 2 (~y) 4 5

Circle all the phrases that complete this sentence for you:
"Working on my thesis will
."

Be time consuming
Be frustrating

/i?e a challenge
Be useless

(Be stressful
Bring about unwanted criticism

/Be beneficial
Be (other [fill in blank])

Lee Honors College Questionnaire

(£)

Note: This is a surveyaboutyour experience as an Honors student @ WMU. Please answer
openly and honestly. Feedback will be kept confidential and will not be directlyshared with
faculty members or WMU affiliated staffunderany circumstances.

Gende/^ FYear in Colleg/j^ 2nu 3™ 4in 5in+ Year in LHC (TJ 2na 3ra 4in 5+
Curriculum/Major(s)/Minor(s): Je?2- S/ua/^S (AfoJ/CJ
How many LHC clusters have you taken? (]Q 234+

How many single honors courses have you taken?((})l 234567891011+
Have you done any independent study course work for credit? Y/Nj
Was it through the LHC? Y

N

Have you studied abroad? Y (nJ)
For what length of time? Short-term

Semester

Did you receive credit through the LHC? Y

Year

other

N

Do you intend on graduating from the \MC\Jx) N maybe
Do you intend on completing an honors thesis^JYy N maybe

Why or why not? fcj&QC Z uxJ~ /h)

Qr*dt#J<. gTgja Lfi

What stage of planning/execution is your thesis in (i.e. haven't started, brainstorming,

researching, etc.)?

uta.M (/dry*

How many hours aweek do you devote to class work?

7io 4JNf - 4u kyf

£.0

Other academic pursuits (i.e. research, studying for MCAT, GRE, etc.)?

What are your other academic pursuits?

a/u/k* j^ Sah</<

Extracurricular?

Will being a member of the LHC alter (lengthen or shorten) the duration of your

undergrad education?© N How? HJUm

faiurj

Cltf/dl dittJ jjg

\M ^ »vaj^ Set h*- ^^

As a student @ WMU, have you participated in any community service activities? Y(N J
What was it?

For what length of time?

Do you live or have you ever lived in the Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning community?^*?) N

For how many years? 0 (j) 2 3 4+ Was this experience beneficial?(Y7 N n/a

Why? AtjftfA^l k^ ^ sA^ttf tAAuu j^o^U t **o<y

What were your reasons for joining the LHC? Rank orderfrom highest to lowest (with 1
being highest) the reasons that apply to you. Do not markreasons that do not apply.

Small class size

J Scholarship/Financial Reasons
Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning
community
J_ Intellectual stimulation/academic

challenge

ej Priority registration
Personal advising

h Uniqueness ofcourse offerings

.t

Resume builder

Establish close mentoring relationships
with faculty

Make friends/social benefits (HSA,
programming, etc.)

Parental/high school mentor/teacher

Other(list)

pressure

With 1 = strongly disagree 5 = strongly agree, please rate your agreement with thefollowing
sentences.

I socialize with other LHC members on a nonacademic basis. 12 3 4 (§J)
Most of my friends are also LHC members. 1 2 (3) 4 5
The general WMlL&tudent population stereotypes LHC members as "other" (i.e. nerds,

geeks, elitists, etc./ly 2 3 4 5
L personally, perceive other LHC members in the same way (i.e. nerds, geeks, elitists, etc.).

Q) 2 3 4 5
LHC members stereotype the general WMU student population as "inferior" (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful)cP 2 3 4 5
I, personally, perceive the general WMU student population in the same way (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful)^ 2 3 4 5

Circle all the phrases that complete this sentence for you:
"Working on my thesis will
."
Be stressful

Be frustrating

Bring about unwanted criticism

Be a challenge^

Be beneficial

Be useless

Be (other [fill in blankl)

4vv\

J2JZ
Lee Honors College Questionnaire
Note: This is a survey about your experience as an Honors student @ WMU. Please answer
openly and honestly. Feedback will be kept confidential and will not be directly shared with
faculty members or WMUaffiliated staffunder any circumstances.

Gender: ff)F Year in College/^ 2nd 3rd 4th 5th+ Year in LHC (?) 2nd 3rd 4th 5+
Curriculum/Major(s)/Minor(s): DlOn\eair^\ S>CMU€S
How many LHC clusters have you taken? 0\£p. 34+

How many single honors courses have you taken? 012 3^p)6 789 10 11+
Have you done any independent study course work for credit? Y (N/

Was it through the LHC? Y (n)
Have you studied abroad? Y /N/
For what length of time? Short-term

Semester

Did you receive credit through the LHC? Y

Year

other

N

Do you intend on graduating from the LHC? Y N (maybe)

Do you intend on completing an honors thesis? Y N niaybe^)
Why or why not?

What stage of planning/execution is your thesis in (i.e. haven't started, brainstorming,
researching, etc.)?

How many hours a week do you devote to class work? 10" 11 flOMS
Other academic pursuits (i.e. research, studying for MCAT, GRE, etc.)?
What are your other academic pursuits?
Extracurricular?

Will being a member of the LHC alter (lengthen or shorten) the duration of your

undergrad education?g) N How? f\(U\Y\Q(\a\ (Attfttt Wil> U fo tW fa&t
S\HV\V k«k

As a student @ WMU, have you participated in any community service activities? Y ffr
What was it?
For what length of time?

Do you live or have you ever lived in the Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning community? Y (H
For how many years? 0

12

3

4+ Was this experience beneficial? Y N

Why?

What were your reasons for joining the LHC? Rank orderfrom highest to lowest (with 1
being highest) the reasons that apply toyou. Do not mark reasons that do notapply.

~V Small class size
Scholarship/Financial Reasons

Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning
community
Intellectual stimulation/academic

j

Priority registration
_Personal advising

2. Uniqueness of course offerings

t\

Resume builder

challenge

Establish close mentoring relationships
with faculty

Make friends/social benefits (HSA,
programming, etc.)

Parental/high school mentor/teacher

Other(list)

pressure

n/a

4

With 1 = strongly disagree 5 = strongly agree, please rate your agreement with thefollowing
sentences.

I socialize with other LHC members on anonacademic basisL lj 2 3 4 5
Most of my friends are also LHC members. 1 (2) 3 4 5
The general WMU student population stereotypes LHC members as "other" (i.e. nerds,

geeks, elitists, etc.) 1 2 3 4 Q
I, personally, perceive other LHC members in the same way (i.e. nerds, geeks, elitists, etc.).

1 2 3 4^

LHC members stereotype the general WMU student population as "inferior" (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful). 1 2 3 4 (By
I, personally, perceive the general WMU student population in the same way (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful). 1 2 3 4 SI

Circle all the phrases that complete this sentence for you:
"Working on my thesis will

Bring about unwanted criticism
Be a challenge
Be useless

e beneficial

Be (other [fill in blank])

Lee Honors College Questionnaire
Note: This is a survey about your experience as an Honors student @ WMU. Please answer
openly and honestly. Feedback will be kept confidential and will not be directly shared with
faculty members or WMU affiliated staffunderany circumstances.

Gender:(Nf F Year in College 1st 2nd 3rd g? 5th+ Year in LHC 1st 2nd 3rd <g) 5+
Curriculum/Major(s)/Minor(s):

Cc>*APuT~&fl

SclE*JCe

j /n/VH-/

How many LHC clusters have you taken? Ql 2 3 4+

How many single honors courses have you taken? 0 12(3J4 567891011+
Have you done any independent study course work for credit? Y ^J?
Was it through the LHC? Y

N

Have you studied abroad? Y /ft)
For what length of time? Short-term

Semester

Did you receive credit through the LHC? Y

Year

other

N

Do you intend on graduating from the LHC? Y (R) maybe
Do you intend on completing an honors thesis? Y /&) maybe

Why or why not?

b^/i/'T t-/A-v£? TK£- £Z£V^

What stage of planning/execution is your thesis in (i.e. haven't started, brainstorming,

researching, etc.)?

How many hours aweek do you devote to class work? Vfrj^gS • 4 -> 2-£>
Other academic pursuits (i.e. research, studying for MCAT, GRE, etc.)?

What are your other academic pursuits?

Extracurricular?

fflfH^M^i m^-- UtNU^l^l* oTH'B^L.

b f^J&l g f ^jggfg

£± ^h gft_S

Will being a member of the LHC alter (leugtbeji or shorten) the duration of your

undergrad education?(9 N How? $jftHr£Nfl> - flJUnrfb ^p-x^U^

As a student @WMU, have you participated in any community service activities?(Yy N

What was it? ^Ujt£gjS *^/>S , Moxy^^P- ALMg+j^g , LcfCS
For what length of time?

l^A-CT Ttoo

V^tAS*

Do you live or have you ever lived in the Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning community?^) N
For how many years? 0 1 /J) 3 4+ Was this experience beneficial?/?) N n/a
Why?

jrf^jj ^vMo/oifAfe^r a (^uy

T^^ W^ftlA-S

lo/YS

What were your reasons for joining the LHC? Rank orderfrom highest to lowest (with 1
beinghighest) the reasons that apply toyou. Do not mark reasons that do not apply.

[ Jp Small class size

2^ Priority registration

r? JE Scholarship/Financial Reasons

*_ ^Personal advising

_[ Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning

bjf Uniqueness ofcourse offerings

community
E Intellectual stimulation/academic
challenge

/Resume builder

// Establish close mentoring relationships ) oMake friends/social benefits (HSA,
with faculty

V Parental/high school mentor/teacher
Pressure

programming, etc.)

_J Other(list) v* Ht?M g^<
_

f*U* *^£vm«c

With 1 = strongly disagree 5 = strongly agree, please rateyour agreement with thefollowing
sentences.

I socialize with other LHC members on a nonacademic basis. 1 2

3

Most ofmy friends are also LHC members. 12 3 (T) 5
The general WMU studciU population stereotypes LHC members as "other" (i.e. nerds,

geeks, elitists, etc.) 1 2(Jp 4 5
I, persona
personally, perceive other LHC members in the same way (i.e. nerds, geeks, elitists, etc.).

1 2 Q)V 4

5

LHC members stereotype the general WMU student population as "inferior" (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successfully 2 3 4 5
I, personally, perceive the general WMU student population in the same way (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful). 1 (2^) 3 4 5

Circle all the phrases that complete this sentence for you:
"Working on my thesis will

Be frustrating

tea challenged
Be useless

Bring about unwanted criticism

^Bebeneficj
Be (other [fill in blank])

Lee Honors College Questionnaire
Note: This is a survey about your experience as an Honors student @ WMU. Please answer
openly and honestly. Feedback will be kept confidential and will not be directly shared with
faculty members or WMU affiliated staffunder any circumstances.

Gender:^) FYear in College 1st 2nd @ 4th 5th+ Year in LHC 1st 2nd (0 4th 5+
Curriculum/Major(s)/Minor(s):

lA&UA»UAL EnL"w&>*f- /aMV<\

>*V' (mujqi\

How many LHC clusters have you taken? 0 lg)3 4+
How many single honors courses have you taken? 0 12 34(5)6 789 10 11+
Have you done any independent study course work for credit? Y Q$

Was it through the LHC? V(fi)
Have you studied abroad? Y (N)
For what length of time? Short-term

Semester

Year

other

'

"

Did you receive credit through the LHC?-¥—N—•

Do you intend on graduating from the LHC?(V) N maybe
Do you intend on completing an honors thesis? (y) N maybe

Why or why not?

faxuflfb (W

l>6^c??u&

A^u^l

What stage of planning/execution is your thesis in (i.e. haven't started, brainstorming,

researching, etc.)?

A)QT C^1Ti>

How many hours a week do you devote to class work?

!'

Other academic pursuits (i.e. research, studying for MCAT, GRE, etc.)?

What are your other academic pursuits?
Extracurricular?

UM*Q At M/k

. io£

Will being a member of the LHC alter (lengthen or shorten) the duration of your

undergrad education? Y (n) How?

As astudent @WMU, have you participated in any community service activities?^) N
What was it?

\£H* o4 -»y VwA

For what length of time?

£.0 Woors

Do you live orhave you ever lived in the Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning community? Y (^)
For how many years?-0—1—2—3—4+

Why?

Was this experience beneficial? Y—N—n/a

;

What were your reasons for joining the LHC? Rank orderfrom highest to lowest (with J
being highest) the reasons that apply toyou. Do not mark reasons thatdo not apply.

_Small class size
Scholarship/Financial Reasons

Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning
community
A Intellectual stimulation/academic

X Priority registration
Personal advising

X Uniqueness ofcourse offerings
X Resume builder

challenge

Establish close mentoring relationships
with faculty

Make friends/social benefits (HSA,
programming, etc.)

Parental/high school mentor/teacher

Other(list)

pressure

With 1 = strongly disagree 5 = strongly agree, please rateyour agreement with thefollowing
sentences.

I socialize with other LHC members on anonacademic basis. 1 2 3 (i) 5

Most of my friends are also LHC members. 1 (5) 3 4 5
The general WMU student population stereotypes LHC members as "other" (i.e. nerds,

geeks, elitists, etc.)(D 2 3 4 5
I, personally, perceive other LHC members in the same way (i.e. nerds, geeks, elitists, etc.).
1 (5)3 4 5
LHC members stereotype the general WMU student population as "inferior" (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful). 1 2 (5) 4 5
I, personally, perceive the general WMU student population in the same way (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful). 1 2 3 4 (J)

Circle all the phrases that complete this sentence for you:
"Working on my thesis will
."

(Be time consuming^ (Bq stressful
z^-"

—

.1

Be frustrating

\e achallenge}
Be useless

—

Bring about unwanted criticism

/6e benefitiaT^
Be (other [fill in blank])

Lee Honors College Questionnaire
Note: This is a survey about your experience as an Honors student @ WMU. Please answer
openly and honestly. Feedback will be kept confidential and will not be directly shared with
faculty members or WMUaffiliated staffunder any circumstances.

Gender: MF Year in College 1st 2nd 3rd'4th 5th+ Year in LHC 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5+

Curriculum/Major(s)/Minor(s): v..c *w fAv \fke /A»fld["i^ stefat**s
How many LHC clusters have you taken? 0 I 2 B 4+

How many single honors courses have you taken? 0 1^2 J456789 1011+

Have you done any independent study course work for credit? Y^Nj
Was it through the LHC? Y

N

?Y (nJ

Have you studied abroad?

For what length of time? Short-term

Semester

Did you receive credit through the LHC? Y

Year

other

N

Do you intend on graduating from the LHC? Y N (maybe.
Do you intend on completing an honors thesis? Y \fc]/ maybe

Why or why not? J ck»0 t^f ^-&fL l;fcx oJkt^A U 4Lg_ ll'*^
What stage of planning/execution is yriur thesis in (i.e. haven't started, brainstorming,

researching, etc.)? r\xh f^C~

*=Jta. <^

How many hours a week do you devote to class work? jg - \Q
Other academic pursuits (i.e. research, studying for MCAT, GRE, etc.)?
What are your other academic pursuits?
Extracurricular?

Will being a member of the LHC alter (lengthen or shorten) the duration of your

tion? Y/N
undergrad education?
Y/ Nyj How?

As a student @WMU, have you participated in any community service activities^ Y

What was it? Ktegjjgj ••<»g<fcvfW5-, fjfltfc lV]f <1^*/T>M-*bt/ kUiw UsMjfc
</ Arts

For what length of time? L ^flVvyg :%(/

<9

Do you live or have you ever lived in the Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning community^y N

For how many years? 0 (l j 2 3 4+ Was this experience beneficial?/ Y\N n/a

Why? fcVs <A AAL^ CJjsfc/ <?/N ^'^r} %\&*r
7

What were your reasons for joining the LHC? Rank orderfrom highest to lowest (with 1
being highest) the reasons that apply to you. Do not mark reasons that do not apply.

5

Small class size

Priority registration

Scholarship/Financial Reasons

Personal advising

Eldridge-Fox Living/Learning
community

Uniqueness of course offerings

Intellectual stimulation/academic

Resume builder

challenge

Make friends/social benefits (HSA,
programming, etc.)

Establish close mentoring relationships
with faculty

M

Parpntnl/VncrV) school
arnnnl mentor/teacher
mpntnr/tpar.Vipr
Parental/high

pressure

n/—

_0ther(list)_

<s$

*

With 1 = strongly disagree 5 = strongly agree, please rate your agreement with thefollowing
sentences.

I socialize with other LHC members on a nonacademic basis. 1

G)<

Most of my friends are also LHC members. 1 213 H

2

3

4^5

5

The general WMU student population stereotypes LHC members as "other" (i.e. nerds,

geeks, elitists, etc.) 1 2^4 5

I, personally, perceive other LHC members in the same way (i.e. nerds, geeks, elitists, etc.).

12/3/45
LHC members stereotype the general WMU student papulation as "inferior" (less

motivated, less intelligent, less successful). 1 2 3 V4/ 5
I, personally, perceive the general WMU student population in the same way (less

"""*"—-^W
Circle all the phrases that complete this sentence for you:
"Working on my thesis will
."
Be time consuming

Be stressful

Be frustrating

Bring about unwanted criticism

Be a challenge

Be beneficial

Be useless

Be (other [fill in blank])_

U&X U(\ff£^

Appendix E

NCHC Presentation Script

Presentation Script
Introduction

Vformationfrom L to R: 1,2,3,4
1:1 am an honors student.

2:1 am an honors student, and I worked hard for it.

3:1 am an honors student, but I don't tell people.

4:1 joined the honors college at the last minute.
1: {dovetail in) I joined because I had to.

3: {dovetail in) My parents told me I had to.
4: I wanted intellectual challenges.
2: I want the title, for my resume.

3: I want to make lasting connections.

2,3 Stepforward toform straight line
All: Priority registration.

1: Being an honors student is a privilege.
2,4: {dovetail in) I think it's a pain.
3: (dovetail in) Smaller class sizes.

1: (dovetail in) Senior thesis is extra stress I don't need.
2,3,4: echo "stress"

4: Being an honors student seems different now that I'm older.
3: I wish I would've made better use of it.

2: What it means to me is... (loop)

1: (slight stepforward, slight turn in toface 2) I wish I would've known.. .(loop)
3: Looking back on... (loop)

4: (slight stepforward, slight turn in toface 3) It's important to me because...
All: (faceforward, straight line) Being an Honors Student is...

1: (stepforward) We represent our peers coming forth as a chorus of voices to reflect on their
experiences as honors students at Western Michigan University, (step back)

3: (stepforward) Last February we set out to collect and observe such student responses in an
attempt to understand the kinds of changes taking place in our Honors college. We asked our

peers about the realities facing them as honors students and how being an honors student fit into
their postgraduate goals, (step back)

2: (stepforward) Amidst the diversity of responses, we found a common theme. The constructs
on which our honors college was founded 40 years ago have not changed, but the students have.
In addition to their honors educations, students are faced with new professional goals and

challenges, (step back)

4: (stepforward) An honors liberal arts education is desirable, but is it practical? Do students
still see the value in honors classes or do they measure value by the convenience of priority
registration? (step back)
(hold straight line)

1: Based on our statistics, the latter appears to be true. 60% of honors students we surveyed, said
the convenience of priority registration was one of their top two reasons for joining the honors
college.

3: However, like many other honors colleges, the benefit of priority registration—that is,
registering before other university students—is just one of many components that accompany
being an honors student.

2: At WMU, honors students are required to take two clusters, which are groupings of

interrelated classes on subjects ranging from Medical Career Foundations to Ethics and Morality.
4: Students are also required to take two upper-level seminars offered through the honors college

at the 300 level or higher. A research-oriented independent study, foreign study, or an internship
can be substituted for one of the two upper-level honors course requirements.

3: A thesis, extended project, or performance given in the students' area of interest or
specialization is the capstone of the four-year honors program at WMU.

1: This presentation stems from an investigation of student perceptions about the program of

study we have just outlined. We have spent considerable time delving into the lives and realities
of today's honors students, and although we are here to voice collective concerns, we cannot
deny our own individual voices.

2: (move left to pod) I am part of the whole, but I am undeniably Laura Kirklin, Secondary
Education English major with plenty ofjournalistic experience and a razor sharp wit who takes
her time abroad in England. With a lifetime of dance training behind me, I am the most graceful
of this group you see in front of you.

3: (move right to pod) Yet I, Lorik Abdullai, am the by far the most handsome. As a future train
driver—I mean engineer—who participates as a racecar driver for our Bronco Motor sports, is a
member of Tau Beta Pi, has seen the Three Tenors three times, and hails from Kosovo, I am

easily the James Bond of the group.

4: (move left topod) Although I do take my martinis shaken, I am more Artemisia Gentileshi
than Mr. Bond here. Remember the name Diana Wilson, for as an Art major with an emphasis in

painting and a penchant for performing arts I hope to one day have works hanging in the Met. If
these artistic endeavors don't work out, I can always fall back on my friends to support me so I
don't have to live in a box on the street.

1: (move right to pod) I hate to break it to you, but I don't think job-hunting will fit into my
schedule anytime soon. When I'm not playing rugby or teaching marching band, you can find me

preparing for my upcoming stint as an English teacher in Korea. My peers will tell you I am the

brains of the group, but I refuse to accept that title, for my own liability. If you knew these kids,
you'd know why they listed "Aimee Jachym, business major" first on the registration form.
4: We were hoping you wouldn't figure it out... but, anyway... it is through this kind of
experiential, cultural, and collective diversity that we have attempted to craft out honors
educations

Lorik: in Engineering
Diana: Fine Arts

Laura: Teaching
Aimee: and Business.

4: Amidst our diversity, we believe that our Honors educations have bonded us together during
the last four years with the aim of cultivating our minds through interdisciplinary studies and
passions.

3: This goal of achieving intellectual diversity amidst the backdrop of today's Honors College
realities was the focal point of our investigation

Hypothesis

1: Through our research, we came across a statistic concerning our honors college that we were
shocked to hear.

2: 50% of students enrolled in our honors college will not actually graduate from it.

4: Nationwide, 60% of students enrolled in America's honors colleges will not actually graduate
from them.

3: What does this mean exactly?

2: (dovetail in) Is this the result of students cutting corners?

1: (dovetail in) Is it denoting failure?

4: (dovetail in) Or is there simply a gap between student and administrative realities in today's
honors colleges?

1: Though there may be many explanations for these statistics, the bottom line appears to be that
a significant number of honors students do not truly grasp the value of an honors college
education.

2: This ideal we hold, of the renaissance student within our honors colleges, is perhaps

unrealistic, given the challenges that exist for today's honors students.

3: Many students view the completion of an honors college education as difficult, stressful, or
too time consuming.

1: For example, one of the most prevalent reasons for students' withdrawal from the Honors
College is to avoid the senior thesis, which is often seen as an "obstacle," rather than a rewarding
intellectual challenge.

4: In fact, 21 out of 25 students that we interviewed stated they felt that the thesis project would

be time consuming, while only 3 out of 25 claimed they felt it would an exciting project.
2: If this is only one of many reasons for the dropout of students from our Honors College, then
what can be done to change the views of the students?

Explanation

1: (move to center) We understand that the realities of University life can cause ideal standards
to be compromised, so let us take a closer look at these compromising factors.
2: (move center next to 1) I can personally vouch for the struggle created by working 25 hours a
week to help pay for school in addition to being a full time student facing an honors thesis.
3: (move center next to 1) Graduating in four years was a goal I had for myself when I entered
the university, but the circumstances created by my Honors education will not allow me to
graduate as soon as planned.

4: (move center next to 2) Overwhelmed by a multitude of postgraduate options and
extracurricular activities on top of my Honors coursework, I find myself stressed and strained
when it comes to my education.
1: Money, time, and stress may all be complications that prevent students from completing their

honors college experience.
3: Each of us here confesses that there are outside elements hindering our scholastic

performance, yet we maintain our course because we envision the outcome of obtaining an
honors education.

(1 move to video unit)

4: Unfortunately, not all students value this same outcome. Caught up in the demands of the

professional world, students often become anxious for the next thing after graduation and let the
pinnacle of their undergraduate career fall by the wayside.

2: Perhaps this new view, of the professionally driven Honors College student, is best expressed
by the students themselves.
Video

Solutions

1: (front & center, 2,3,4 move to Vbased off1) Bridging the gap between the reality facing
today's honors students and the ideal we hold about their honors education can only be achieved
by listening to their voices. (1 slight step away, turn toface 2,3,4)

3: Am I going to get a better job than someone who doesn't have an honors education?
2: Am I going to be a better teacher because I took some honors classes?
4: What does Plato have to do with my future as a painter?
2: Show me the value in my honors education.
3: Show me how being an honors student sets me apart from others.
4: SHOW ME THE MONEY!

2,3,4: (2,3 step forward to make straight line w/4) SHOW ME THE BOTTOM LINE.
1: (step into straight line, face front) Increasing retention rates within our honors colleges is a
matter of responding to these concerns. It is a matter of showing students that the "bottom line

value" in their honors education extends beyond competition, beyond paychecks, and even
beyond the classroom.

4: Being a multifaceted human being, who has an understanding of a variety of subjects ranging
from Investment risk to Indian religion is part of that bottom line. It makes you more humane—
3: a more ethical engineer,
2: a more informed teacher,

1: a more compassionate business leader.
4: For these reasons, we believe experiential learning is the key to bridging the gap between ideal

and reality in our honors educations.
3: The real value in today's honors education lies in the experience itself. Until experienced and

understood at a deeply personal level, the greatest benefit of being an honors student remains
largely unrealized.

1: Through new worldviews, new understandings, and new experiences—all developed first
hand—students can begin to see the value in intellectual diversity and individually begin bridging
the gap between their realities and the achievability of their honors educations.
2: The ideas presented at the end of the video: living learning communities, study abroad, and
academic and professional connections are just a few of many vehicles for experiential learning.
3: While these and other kinds of experiences are available to students at many honors colleges

across America, they can be limited, impractical, and/or unaffordable because of financial and
institutional realities.

4: In order to make experiential learning accessible to all honors students, we must brainstorm,
develop, and implement changes and real solutions. In this session, we begin this process by
presenting just a few of many potential ideas.
2: (move right to pod) Increased financial aid would help relieve the burden of today's

educational costs and would give working honors students more time to devote to their academic
pursuits such as the capstone thesis.
1: (move right to pod) Last summer, the $2,500 Dean's Summer Thesis Grant helped pay my
bills while I researched my honors thesis on intellectual diversity. Without this financial support
an independent scholarly pursuit of this kind would not have been possible.

4: (move left to pod) Another way of financially and experientially supporting honors educations
is by offering and encouraging student internships. These hands on experiences are useful in

developing an understanding of where college is actually taking us by giving us a glimpse of the
"real world."

3: (move left topod) As an intern for Johnson Controls last summer, I received both honors
academic credit and a steady paycheck. This experience gave me the opportunity to reflect on

my progress as an undergrad while gaining practical experience about engineering,
communication, and business.

1: For some of us standing before you, studying abroad was the greatest education and

experience we've come across yet and we would encourage more students to pursue this option
as a means of discovering experiential learning.

2: My Cambridge summer seminars gave me an up close and personal experience with some of
the literature I'll be teaching my future students.

1: Yet students don't necessarily have to flee the country to realize the value in their honors
educations. For some, as mentioned in the video, enjoying the benefits of the living learning

community provided by the honors college may enhance their experiences.
3: Some students may capture the essence of their honors educations in the duration of a 90
minute weekly seminar, but others may require additional outlets for their creativity and talents.

4: As a member of a five person ensemble, I've put together a multidisciplined, multimedia art

show two years in a row as a means of communicating to others what I've learned about myself
and my education.

1: Through all these potential solutions and examples of successful honors experiences, the truth
remains that change must begin and must be measured within the individual. For this reason, we
propose implementing better systems of mentoring and feedback to monitor our development.
4: Mentoring is a key tool for making experiential learning effective and honors educations more
tangible.

3: More specifically, peer mentoring may be the best way to foster these understandings in a
deeply personal way. By sharing successes and supporting growth, students can reinforce each
other's goals as honors students.

1: Measuring the successes and failures in our honors colleges and personal experiences is also
an important aspect of improvement.

2: Exit interviews for those who complete their honors educations' successfully and also for

those who prematurely depart would provide important feedback to help us improve upon our
philosophies, processes, and products.

4: To this end, we have provided you with a sort of exit interview. We appreciate the time you'll

take at the end of this presentation to complete the guided reflection we have provided in order to
continue the dialogue we have begun.
3: Please return these reflections to us at the end of this session.

Resolution

1: (move to center) What we have brought forth today,

4: (move to center next to 1) through months of discussion,
2: (move to center next to 1) hours of research,
3: (move to center next to 4) and the voices of many,

1: is our attempt to step back and take an honest, microcosmic look at our honors college. We

present our ideas and solutions not as Gospel but as a tangible and malleable vision of more
successful honors colleges throughout America. However, no amount of philosophizing will
change the status quo.

3: Thus, we call for action. Continued communication on this matter is imperative.
2: For this reason, we ask that you fill out the guided response. By your input, you are an agent
of change.

4: We hope to continue a dialogue on this imperative topic even after we return home. Our goal
of high graduation rates in honors colleges will only become a reality through the concerted
action of students and administrators across the country.

3: A passionate curiosity for life. That's what we want to breed in our honors colleges.
1: We want more students to experience the value of knowledge in all the many areas possible,
4: from Picasso to Pythagoras,

2: from risk taking in business to Russian Ballet,
3: from fluid dynamics to the fine art of dining.

1: By being a member of the honors college our ideas of achievement have been reinforced,
2: our path of learning challenged,
3: and our last four years exponentially fuller.

4: With a wealth of knowledge at our fingertips, let us spread the beauty of such opportunity to
each and every honors student.
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ing the Gap
Between Theory and Reality in Honors Education
Presented by

Aimee Jachym, LorikAbdullai, Laura Kirklin, and Diana Wilson
Members of the Lee Honors College Class of 2004
at Western Michigan University in Kalamazoo, Michigan

Topic: Bridging the Gap
Based on our research, a gap exists between the administrative philosophy about what
an honors education should be and the reality facing today's honors students. Despite

this, we believe increasing the number of shared successes in our honors colleges is a
common goal shared by administrators and students.

Objective: Finding the Common Ground
We believe that an honors education should develop a well-rounded individual with

heightened communication skills and a more curious mind. Our goal is to find a way to
effectively generate a genuine understanding of these characteristics in our honors
students and to offer the administration our "student perspective" with intent to reunify
ideal and reality.

Quick Facts About Our Institution

Western Michigan University

Lee Honors College
•

Founded in 1962

•

Founded in 1903

•

Approx. Enrollment: 1,300

•

Approx. Enrollment: 29,000

•

Average incoming freshman profile:

•

Classified as a "student-centered

3.9 GPA; 29 ACT

research institution"

Feel free to contact Aimee Jachym at aimee.jachym@wmich.edu
if you have questions or comments regarding this presentation.

Appendix G

NCHC Feedback Form

(condensed to one page)

Bridging the Gap
Between Theory and Reality in Honors Education
GUIDED REFLECTION

1. What methods for "bridging the gap" between administrative ideals and student
realities have been implemented at your honors college? What has been most
effective, least effective? Why?

2. In your opinion, what ideas in our presentation would be most effective, least
effective (i.e. student mentoring, exit interviews, experiential learning)? Why?

3. What obstacles do you see in implementing these potential solutions?

4. Are there additional obstacles (i.e. money, time, stress) to student success that
we overlooked in this presentation? What are they?

5. Additional Comments

Optional.
Name:

Institution:
Affiliation (student, professor, etc.):
Email:

Appendix H

Completed Feedback Forms from LHC
Presentation, 10/03

PLEASE COMPLETE BOTH SIDES OF THIS GUIDED REFLECTION AT

THE CONCLUSION OF THE PRESENTATION, AND RETURN IT TO THE
PRESENTERS BEFORE LEAVING THE SESSION TODAY. THANK YOU.

Bridging the Gap
Between Theory and Reality in Honors Education

GUIDED REFLECTION
1. What methods for "bridging the gap" between administrative ideals and student
realities have been implemented at your honors college? What has been most
effective, least effective? Why?

2. In your opinion, what ideas in our presentation would be most effective, least
effective (i.e. student mentoring, exit interviews, experiential learning)? Why?

3. What obstacles do you see in implementing these potential solutions?

4. Are there additional obstacles (i.e. money, time, stress) to student success that
we overlooked in this presentation? What are they?

5. Additional Comments
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Optional.
Name:

Institution:

Affiliation (student, professor, etc.):
Email:

PLEASE COMPLETE BOTH SIDES OF THIS GUIDED REFLECTION AT

THE CONCLUSION OF THE PRESENTATION, AND RETURN IT TO THE
PRESENTERS BEFORE LEAVING THE SESSION TODAY. THANK YOU.

Bridging the Gap
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GUIDED REFLECTION
1. What methods for "bridging the gap" between administrative ideals and student
realities have been implemented at your honors college? What has been most
effective, least effective? Why?
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2. In your opinion, what ideas in our presentation would be most effective, least
effective (i.e. student mentoring, exit interviews, experiential learning)? Why?
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3. What obstacles do you see in implementing these potential solutions?

4. Are there additional obstacles (i.e. money, time, stress) to student success that
we overlooked in this presentation? What are they?
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THE CONCLUSION OF THE PRESENTATION, AND RETURN IT TO THE
PRESENTERS BEFORE LEAVING THE SESSION TODAY. THANK YOU.
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GUIDED REFLECTION
1. What methods for "bridging the gap" between administrative ideals and student
realities have been implemented at your honors college? What has been most
effective, least effective? Why?

2. In your opinion, what ideas in our presentation would be most effective, least
effective (i.e. student mentoring, exit interviews, experiential learning)? W
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3. What obstacles do you see in implementing these potential solutions
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4. Are there additional obstacles (i.e. money, time, stress) to student success that
we overlooked in this presentation? What are they?
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5. Additional Comments

Optional.
Name:
Institution:

Affiliation (student, professor, etc.):
Email:
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GUIDED REFLECTION
1. What methods for "bridging the gap" between administrative ideals and student
realities have been implemented at your honors college? What has been most
effective, least effective? Why?
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2. In your opinion, what ideas in our presentation would be most effective, least
effective (i.e. student mentoring, exit interviews, experiential learning)? Why?

3. What obstacles do you see in implementing these potential solutions?
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we overlooked in this presentation? What are they?
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GUIDED REFLECTION
1. What methods for "bridging the gap" between administrative ideals and student
realities have been implemented at your honors college? What has been most
effective, least effective? Why?

2. In your opinion, what ideas in our presentation would be most effective, least
effective (i.e. student mentoring, exit interviews, experiential learning)? Why?
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3. What obstacles do you see in implementing these potential solutions?
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4. Are there additional obstacles (i.e. money, time, stress) to student success that
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Bridging the Gap
Between Theory and Reality in Honors Education
Presented by

Aimee Jachym, Lorik Abdullai, Laura Kirklin, and Diana Wilson
Members of the Lee Honors College Class of 2004

at Western Michigan University in Kalamazoo, Michigan

Topic: Bridging the Gap

Based on our research, a gap exists between the administrative philosophy about what
an honors education should be and the reality facing today's honors students. Despite

this, we believe increasing the number of shared successes in our honors colleges is a
common goal shared by administrators and students.

Objective: Finding the Common Ground
We believe that an honors education should develop a well-rounded individual with

heightened communication skills and a more curious mind. Our goal is to find a way to
effectively generate a genuine understanding of these characteristics in our honors
students and to offer the administration our "student perspective" with intent to reunify
ideal and reality.

Quick Facts About Our Institution
Lee Honors College

Western Michigan University

•

Founded in 1962

•

Founded in 1903

•

Approx. Enrollment: 1,300

•

Approx. Enrollment: 29,000

•

Average incoming freshman profile:

•

Classified as a "student-centered

3.9 GPA; 29 ACT

research institution"

Feel free to contact Aimee Jachym at aimee.jachym@wmich.edu

ifyou have questions or comments regarding this presentation.
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Affiliation (student, professor, etc.):
Email:
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GUIDED REFLECTION
1. What methods for "bridging the gap" between administrative ideals and student
realities have been implemented at your honors college? What has been most
effective, least effective? Why?
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THE CONCLUSION OF THE PRESENTATION, AND RETURN IT TO THE
PRESENTERS BEFORE LEAVING THE SESSION TODAY. THANK YOU.

Bridging the Gap
Between Theory and Reality in Honors Education

GUIDED REFLECTION
1. What methods for "bridging the gap" between administrative ideals and student
realities have been implemented at your honors college? What has been most
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